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What’s New in This Manual New and Changed Information
AutoSYNC product files, see paragraph Install the AutoSYNC Product Files on 
page 2-2.

 The USEBINDERTIME syncfileset attribute and SYNCHRONIZE command option 
is now supported for OSS object files. Previously, the option was restricted to 
Guardian object files. See ADD SYNCFILESET on page 8-7, ALTER 
SYNCFILESET on page 8-37 and SYNCHRONIZE on page 8-99 for a description 
of the option.
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About This Manual
This manual describes the uses, installation, and all other operational aspects of HP 
AutoSYNC.

AutoSYNC is a reliable, fault-tolerant, and automatic subsystem for replicating files 
through synchronization. File synchronization is a complementary alternative to data 
replication for disaster recovery. Data replication is used primarily for database files; it 
replicates each record update that occurs in a database transaction. Instead of 
capturing and replicating each small change to a file, synchronization performs a 
periodic analysis and copies files that have been added or changed to the configured 
remote location.

Notation Conventions

Hypertext Links

Blue underline is used to indicate a hypertext link within text. By clicking a passage of 
text with a blue underline, you are taken to the location described. For example:

This requirement is described under Backup DAM Volumes and Physical Disk 
Drives on page 3-2.

General Syntax Notation

The following list summarizes the notation conventions for syntax presentation in this 
manual.

UPPERCASE LETTERS. Uppercase letters indicate keywords and reserved words; enter 
these items exactly as shown. Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For 
example:

MAXATTACH

lowercase italic letters. Lowercase italic letters indicate variable items that you supply. 
Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:

file-name

[  ]  Brackets. Brackets enclose optional syntax items.  For example:

TERM [\system-name.]$terminal-name

INT[ERRUPTS]

A group of items enclosed in brackets is a list from which you can choose one item or 
none. The items in the list may be arranged either vertically, with aligned brackets on 
HP AutoSYNC User’s Guide—522580-019
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About This Manual General Syntax Notation
each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of brackets and separated by 
vertical lines. For example:

FC [ num ]
   [ -num]
   [ text]

K [ X | D ] address-1

{  }  Braces. A group of items enclosed in braces is a list from which you are required to 
choose one item.  The items in the list may be arranged either vertically, with aligned 
braces on each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of braces and 
separated by vertical lines.  For example:

LISTOPENS PROCESS { $appl-mgr-name }
                  { $process-name  }

ALLOWSU { ON | OFF }

|  Vertical Line. A vertical line separates alternatives in a horizontal list that is enclosed in 
brackets or braces.  For example:

INSPECT { OFF | ON | SAVEABEND }

…  Ellipsis. An ellipsis immediately following a pair of brackets or braces indicates that you 
can repeat the enclosed sequence of syntax items any number of times.  For example:

M address [ , new-value ]…

[ - ] {0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9}…

An ellipsis immediately following a single syntax item indicates that you can repeat that 
syntax item any number of times.  For example:

"s-char…"

Punctuation. Parentheses, commas, semicolons, and other symbols not previously 
described must be entered as shown.  For example:

error := NEXTFILENAME ( file-name ) ;

LISTOPENS SU $process-name.#su-name

Quotation marks around a symbol such as a bracket or brace indicate the symbol is a 
required character that you must enter as shown.  For example:

"[" repetition-constant-list "]"

Item Spacing. Spaces shown between items are required unless one of the items is a 
punctuation symbol such as a parenthesis or a comma.  For example:

CALL STEPMOM ( process-id ) ;

If there is no space between two items, spaces are not permitted.  In the following 
example, there are no spaces permitted between the period and any other items:

$process-name.#su-name
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About This Manual Notation for Messages
Line Spacing. If the syntax of a command is too long to fit on a single line, each 
continuation line is indented three spaces and is separated from the preceding line by 
a blank line.  This spacing distinguishes items in a continuation line from items in a 
vertical list of selections.  For example:

ALTER [ / OUT file-spec / ] LINE

   [ , attribute-spec ]...

!i and !o. In procedure calls, the !i notation follows an input parameter (one that passes data 
to the called procedure); the !o notation follows an output parameter (one that returns 
data to the calling program).  For example:

CALL CHECKRESIZESEGMENT (  segment-id                    !i
                         , error        ) ;              !o

!i,o. In procedure calls, the !i,o notation follows an input/output parameter (one that both 
passes data to the called procedure and returns data to the calling program).  For 
example:

error := COMPRESSEDIT ( filenum ) ;                      !i,o

!i:i. In procedure calls, the !i:i notation follows an input string parameter that has a 
corresponding parameter specifying the length of the string in bytes.  For example:

error := FILENAME_COMPARE_ (  filename1:length           !i:i
                            , filename2:length ) ;       !i:i

!o:i. In procedure calls, the !o:i notation follows an output buffer parameter that has a 
corresponding input parameter specifying the maximum length of the output buffer in 
bytes.  For example:

error := FILE_GETINFO_ (  filenum                        !i
                        , [ filename:maxlen ] ) ;        !o:i

Notation for Messages

The following list summarizes the notation conventions for the presentation of 
displayed messages in this manual.

Bold Text. Bold text in an example indicates user input entered at the terminal. For 
example:

ENTER RUN CODE

?123

CODE RECEIVED:      123.00

The user must press the Return key after typing the input.
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About This Manual Notation for Messages
Nonitalic text. Nonitalic letters, numbers, and punctuation indicate text that is displayed or 
returned exactly as shown.  For example:

Backup Up.

lowercase italic letters. Lowercase italic letters indicate variable items whose values are 
displayed or returned.  For example:

p-register

process-name

[  ]  Brackets. Brackets enclose items that are sometimes, but not always, displayed.  For 
example:

Event number = number [ Subject = first-subject-value ]

A group of items enclosed in brackets is a list of all possible items that can be 
displayed, of which one or none might actually be displayed.  The items in the list might 
be arranged either vertically, with aligned brackets on each side of the list, or 
horizontally, enclosed in a pair of brackets and separated by vertical lines.  For 
example:

proc-name trapped [ in SQL | in SQL file system ]

{  }  Braces. A group of items enclosed in braces is a list of all possible items that can be 
displayed, of which one is actually displayed.  The items in the list might be arranged 
either vertically, with aligned braces on each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in 
a pair of braces and separated by vertical lines.  For example:

obj-type obj-name state changed to state, caused by
{ Object | Operator | Service }

process-name State changed from old-objstate to objstate
{ Operator Request. }
{ Unknown.          }

|  Vertical Line. A vertical line separates alternatives in a horizontal list that is enclosed in 
brackets or braces.  For example:

Transfer status: { OK | Failed }

%  Percent Sign. A percent sign precedes a number that is not in decimal notation.  The 
% notation precedes an octal number.  The %B notation precedes a binary number.  
The %H notation precedes a hexadecimal number.  For example:

%005400

%B101111

%H2F 

P=%p-register E=%e-register
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About This Manual Notation for Management Programming Interfaces
Notation for Management Programming Interfaces

The following list summarizes the notation conventions used in the boxed descriptions 
of programmatic commands, event messages, and error lists in this manual.

UPPERCASE LETTERS. Uppercase letters indicate names from definition files; enter these 
names exactly as shown.  For example:

ZCOM-TKN-SUBJ-SERV

lowercase letters. Words in lowercase letters are words that are part of the notation, 
including Data Definition Language (DDL) keywords.  For example:

token-type

!r. The !r notation following a token or field name indicates that the token or field is 
required.  For example:

ZCOM-TKN-OBJNAME      token-type ZSPI-TYP-STRING.          !r

!o. The !o notation following a token or field name indicates that the token or field is 
optional.  For example:

ZSPI-TKN-MANAGER      token-type ZSPI-TYP-FNAME32.         !o

Change Bar Notation

Change bars are used to indicate substantive differences between this edition of the 
manual and the preceding edition.  Change bars are vertical rules placed in the right 
margin of changed portions of text, figures, tables, examples, and so on.  Change bars 
highlight new or revised information.  For example: 

The message types specified in the REPORT clause are different in the COBOL85 
environment and the Common Run-Time Environment (CRE).

The CRE has many new message types and some new message type codes for 
old message types.  In the CRE, the message type SYSTEM includes all 
messages except LOGICAL-CLOSE and LOGICAL-OPEN.
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1
AutoSYNC Overview

Introduction
HP NonStop AutoSYNC software (AutoSYNC) provides automatic synchronization for 
HP NonStop server disk files.

File synchronization is a complementary alternative to data replication for disaster 
recovery. Data replication is used primarily for database files; it replicates each record 
update that occurs in a database transaction. Instead of capturing and replicating each 
small change to a file, synchronization performs a periodic analysis and copies files 
that have been added or changed to the configured destination location.

File synchronization is also useful for a distributed system when certain files, such as 
application object files, should be the same on every system in the network.

Although synchronization operations could be performed by operators using ad-hoc, 
manual, or semi-automated methods, AutoSYNC provides a number of significant 
features:

 AutoSYNC is automatic; once configured, it maintains synchronization without 
operator intervention.

 AutoSYNC is fault-tolerant; it maintains synchronization despite cpu or process 
failures.

 AutoSYNC is manageable; all synchronization activities can be configured and 
displayed with a single interface.

 AutoSYNC is integrated; it logs all synchronization errors to EMS or the reporting 
facility of your choice.

 AutoSYNC is efficient and scalable; it uses network bandwidth and processors 
efficiently and has controls to prevent any adverse impact to production 
applications.

 AutoSYNC is secure; many users may configure synchronizations, but each user 
may access only files permitted by their user ID’s access rights. It does this without 
being privileged.

 AutoSYNC maintains an historical record of all synchronization activity.

 AutoSYNC eliminates common synchronization problems; it deals with remote 
security and ownership issues to ensure that files are properly secured, but can 
continue to be synchronized.
HP AutoSYNC User’s Guide–522580-019
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AutoSYNC Overview Product Overview
Product Overview
This section gives a brief overview of AutoSYNC; a more complete description can be 
found in later sections.

File Sets

AutoSYNC synchronizes Enscribe files and SQL tables between pairs of source and 
destination locations. These locations are described by file set patterns, such as 
$DATA.APP*.*OBJ. AutoSYNC also synchronizes HP NonStop Kernel Open System 
Services (OSS) files and directories described with pathnames such as 
/home/dev/mystuff/mydir/ or /home/dev/mystuff/mydir/myfile.

Each source location is on the local system. The corresponding destination location 
can be on the local system, on a remote system, or on all remote systems.

Synchronization Modes

AutoSYNC operates in two modes:

 One-time synchronization: The user issues the SYNCHRONIZE command and the 
synchronization is performed immediately; the results are reported to the user 
making the request.

Any user can perform a one-time synchronization; synchronization processes are 
started and execute under the user’s ID, which determines file access security.

 Scheduled synchronization: The user configures synchronizations through the 
ADD SYNCFILESET command and AutoSYNC automatically synchronizes file 
sets at specified times or intervals. Scheduled synchronizations occur 
independently of other activities; results are reported to a log file.

Scheduled synchronizations require setup to authorize and administer users that 
can configure them.

Single User Configuration

Any user can setup and configure AutoSYNC for his or her own use. Scheduled 
synchronizations will be limited to files that can be accessed by a single user id. That 
user id must have appropriate access to destination locations, on the local or the 
remote systems.

Authorization and Multi-User Configuration

To perform scheduled synchronizations on behalf of multiple users, a AutoSYNC 
authorizer, such as SUPER.SUPER or a group manager, must authorize AutoSYNC to 
operate on behalf of those users. This authorization ensures that users only 
synchronize files for which they have read access rights.
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To configure a scheduled synchronization, a user must be added to the AutoSYNC 
system. An AutoSYNC administrator enables users to schedule synchronizations and 
can specify a maximum priority and select CPUs that the user should use. The 
AutoSYNC administrator can also suspend and activate a user without changing the 
user’s configuration.

Fault Tolerance and File Recovery

Scheduled synchronizations are managed by a fault-tolerant process pair. CPU and 
media failures, as well as network outages, are dealt with gracefully; synchronization 
proceeds whenever the required resources are available. The only operational 
requirement is to start the AutoSYNC monitor process following a cold load.

If a process, CPU, media, or network failure interrupts a synchronization, AutoSYNC 
will restore the previous version of any Enscribe file being replaced before terminating 
the operation.

Synchronization Options

There are numerous options to allow you to perform special operations when 
synchronizing files; these include:

 Purge files in the destination file set that do not exist in the source file set.

 Purge subvolumes in the destination volume that do not exist in the source volume.

 Replace files that are currently in use, such as executing object files, through 
automatic renaming.

 Specify the owner and security of synchronized files.

 Change file security to allow network access to synchronized files.

 Specify the SQL catalog of tables that are synchronized.

 Include or exclude ZZ (temporary) files.

 Include or exclude audited files.

 Specify files to be excluded from synchronization.

 Include files opened for update.

 Compress data to reduce network bandwidth usage.

 Specify a TACL command or macro or an OSS shell command to execute after a 
file has been synchronized. This feature is referred to as triggers.

 Choose synchronization over an Expand link or over a TCP/IP link.
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Reporting

It is often difficult to measure how dynamic your processing environment really is. The 
reporting function allows you to evaluate the amount of change that occurs on the file 
sets you wish to synchronize, without performing the actual data movement. Reporting 
is useful for planning system migrations and for configuring the frequency of scheduled 
synchronizations, either for disaster recovery or for data distribution purposes. 

Limitations

The following product limitations apply:

 Enscribe alternate keys are not automatically synchronized with the base file, 
unless they are included in the file set definition.

 SQL tables with indexes residing in a subvolume other than the base table 
subvolume are synchronized, but the user must provide the mapping between the 
source and destination volume names; otherwise all index tables are placed into 
the subvolume of the base table.

AutoSYNC Component Description

AutoSYNC has three primary components, a command interpreter, AUTOSYNC, a 
monitor process, $ZASY, and a synchronization program ASYSYNC. 

AUTOSYNC Command Interpreter

The command interpreter is the user interface for performing both administration and 
configuration of AutoSYNC, as well as requesting one-time synchronization and other 
utility functions. It has a syntax similar to SQLCI.

AutoSYNC Monitor Process

The NonStop AutoSYNC monitor process, $ZASY, is a fault-tolerant process pair. 
When synchronizations are scheduled, it ensures that the proper synchronization 
processes are executing. It reports to the operator, through EMS, any anomalies that 
have disrupted proper synchronization.

ASYSYNC and ASYSYNCP Synchronization Programs

The ASYSYNC and ASYSYNCP programs manage the synchronization. A one-time 
SYNCHRONIZE command over Expand executes an ASYSYNC process. A one-time 
SYNCHRONIZE command over TCP/IP executes an ASYSYNCP process. For a 
scheduled synchronization, the monitor process executes an ASYSYNCP process. 
This manual refers to all such processes as ASYSYNC.

ASYSYNC manages files in the source file set and starts a second ASYSYNC process 
to manage files in the destination file set. The two processes execute in parallel and 
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communicate efficiently to compare file information and pass a stream of data 
containing the files that need to be copied.

System and Map Databases

Each system that has AutoSYNC installed has a single system database (SysDB) 
either in the subvolume $SYSTEM.ESCSYSDB or in the ESCSYSDB subvolume on 
some other disk volume. This database is a central reference point for other 
AutoSYNC components.

You should only update SysDB through the AutoSYNC command interpreter, which 
ensures consistency between it and the other AutoSYNC components. SysDB is rarely 
updated and should be protected against general update access, since it is required for 
production operation of AutoSYNC.

AutoSYNC also requires allocation of a map database (MapDB) to store user-specified 
configuration information. Only the AutoSYNC command interpreter and the monitor 
process access the MapDB.

AutoSYNC in a Network of Systems

For AutoSYNC to synchronize files between systems in a network, the AutoSYNC 
software must be installed and licensed on each system and the monitor process must 
be executing on each system.

Synchronization can be performed over an Expand link or by using a TCP/IP 
connection.
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2 Installation

This section discusses the procedure to follow for the initial installation of AutoSYNC. 

The topics covered are organized as follows:

Prerequisites

Installing AutoSYNC

Installing a New Version of AutoSYNC

Running Different Versions of AutoSYNC

Special Cases: Privileged Synchronization Processes

Prerequisites
The AutoSYNC (SysDB and MapDB) configuration is stored in a set of audited SQL 
tables.

The HP NonStop TMF product must be installed and configured. Volumes containing 
the AutoSYNC configuration must be specified in the TMF configuration as audited 
data volumes.

HP NonStop SQL/MP must be initialized and the SQL/MP system catalog must be 
created. You will not require a separate license for SQL/MP.

For version-dependent information, read the softdoc file prior to the installation of the 
product.

Installing AutoSYNC
Have your AutoSYNC licensing instructions available. Consult the softdoc file for any 
changes to the installation procedures. Then proceed as follows:

1. Install the AutoSYNC Product Files

2. (Optional) Start an EMS Distributor

3. Create the AutoSYNC System Database

4. License AutoSYNC

5. Create the AutoSYNC Mapping Database.

6. Authorize AutoSYNC

7. Update the System Coldload and Shutdown Procedures

8. Install the AutoSYNC EMS templates

Note that in certain environments, you might need to configure the source or 
destination synchronization process as a privileged process. See Special Cases: 
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Subvolume
Privileged Synchronization Processes on page 2-10 for details.

The entire process should take only a few minutes. In addition to the installation 
instructions contained in this manual, you should have your AutoSYNC system 
licensing instructions available.

Move Files from the Product Media to the Installation Subvolume

The AutoSYNC product media contains the files listed in Table 2-1. The actual 
operational product files for AutoSYNC are listed in Table 2-2.

Instructions for placing the AutoSYNC files in the DSV subvolume ZAUTOSYC are 
delivered on the distribution media. After the initial installation, these files can also be 
copied from another system on your network, or copied using FTP over the Internet 
from an HP site. 

The subvolume ZAUTOSYC contains the following files

Install the AutoSYNC Product Files

Use the INSTALL macro to restore the product files from ZAUTOSYC to the 
operational subvolume; the default operational subvolume is $SYSTEM.AUTOSYNC. 
Do not install the files in $SYSTEM.SYSTEM or $SYSTEM.SYSnn.

Table 2-1. ZAUTOSYC Subvolume

File Name Contents

ATSYPAK A PAK file containing the AutoSYNC product files listed in Table 2-2

INSTALL TACL macro for installing AutoSYNC

SASYTMPL Source for AutoSYNC EMS templates

T2713Hnn Softdoc where nn designates the product version update (PVU level)

ZASYTMPL EMS templates

Table 2-2. AutoSYNC Product Files in ATSYPAK

File Name Contents

ASYERROR File containing the text of the error and warning messages

ASYFLTR EMS filter to view only AutoSYNC events

ASYHELP File containing the help text for AUTOSYNC
ASYMON Monitor program

ASYSYNC Synchronization program for one-time synchronization

ASYSYNCP Synchronization program for scheduled synchronization

AUTOSYNC Command Interpreter program

ZASYDDL Source DDL definitions for AutoSYNC EMS messages

ZASYTMPL EMS template to format messages
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Then execute the INSTALL macro as follows:.

You may specify a subvolume in which to install the AutoSYNC operational files. In a 
network of systems, where application software might be copied from one system to 
another, choose a volume and subvolume that can be specified on all systems. 

The example below shows the installation to subvolume $UTIL.AUTOSYNC: 

Start an EMS Distributor

Before you install the AutoSYNC EMS templates in the system templates, you can 
view AutoSYNC messages through an EMS distributor using the AutoSYNC templates 
and filter. To do this, enter the following commands in a separate terminal window:

VOLUME $<vol>.ZAUTOSYC
RUN INSTALL

volume $system.zautosyc
$SYSTEM ZAUTOSYC 3> install $util.autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Software File Installer

AutoSYNC software will be installed in subvolume $system.escort

UNPAK - File decompression program - T1255H01 - (2009-09-25)

Archive version: 1
File Mode RESTORE Program - T9074H01 (04FEB2009) (AFN)
(C)2000 Compaq (C)2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
Drives: (\ATOM.$Z06L)
System: \ATOM  Operating System: H06  Tape Version: 3
Backup options:  NO AUDITED, BLOCKSIZE 8, NO IGNORE, NO OPEN, PARTONLY OFF,
                INDEXES IMPLICIT
*WARNING-7147*  Files created and stored via OSS and SQL/MX objects are not
                supported.
Restore time: 11Jan2013 15:14  Backup time:  7Jan2013 14:31          Page: 1

Tape: 1       Code             EOF      Last modif   Owner RWEP Type Rec Bl

$UTIL.AUTOSYNC
 ASYERROR                    286720  7Jan2013 13:37 166,3   NCNC K   128  4

 ASYFLTR       101              324  9May2008  9:34 166,3   NCNC
 ASYHELP                     487424  7Jan2013 13:45 166,3   NCNC K  1928  4

 ASYMON        100          6029312  7Jan2013 14:31 166,3   NCNC
 ASYSYNC       100          7372800  7Jan2013 14:31 166,3   NCNC
 ASYSYNCP      100          7372800  7Jan2013 14:31 166,3   NCNC
 AUTOSYNC      100          3568070  7Jan2013 13:46 166,3   NCNC
 ZASYDDL       101           114466  7Jan2013 13:38 166,3   NCNC
 ZASYTMPL      839            61440  7Jan2013 13:38 166,3   NCNC K   510  4

Summary Information

Files restored = 9  Files not restored = 0

AutoSYNC software file installation is complete.
Proceed to installation instructions described in the user manual.

ADD DEFINE =_EMS_TEMPLATES, CLASS MAP, FILE $UTIL.AUTOSYNC.ZASYTMPL
EMSDIST TYPE P, COLLECTOR $0, TEXTOUT $HOME, FILTER $UTIL.AUTOSYNC.ASYFLTR
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Create the AutoSYNC System Database

Each system running AutoSYNC maintains system-level parameters stored in a small 
set of tables to control the overall operation of the product. This set of tables is referred 
to as the System Database (SysDB).

If you have already installed HP NonStop AutoTMF software, the SysDB has already 
been created and will be used by AutoSYNC.

If SysDB does not exist, the first time AUTOSYNC is run, a warning message appears 
directing you to create a SysDB.

Start the Command Interpreter

The System Database or SysDB is created using AUTOSYNC. When starting 
AUTOSYNC the first time, a warning message appears notifying the user that 
AutoSYNC could not find a System Database. Otherwise, if HP NonStop AutoTMF is 
not installed on the system, the existence of a subvolume named ESCSYSDB 
indicates that AutoSYNC is already installed.

Invoke AUTOSYNC with a standard TACL RUN command:

Create the SysDB Tables

SysDB is created by executing the following command:

If the volume parameter is omitted, the SysDB is created on $SYSTEM. The SYSDB 
volume must be an audited disk; choose another volume if $SYSTEM is not audited.

The SysDB is a set of SQL tables that must be registered in a SQL catalog. By default, 
a catalog is automatically created in a subvolume called ESCCATLG (on the same 
volume as the SysDB tables). You may also specify a particular catalog. See CREATE 

$ATMF JCCSYAAT 8> autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \BLPROD
(C)2010 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2010 Carr Scott Software Incorporated

*Warning* The SysDB cannot be found. Issue the CREATE SYSDB command to
* 1601  * create it. Enter HELP CREATE-SYSDB; for more information.

*Warning* Use of AutoSYNC requires licensing. To obtain the
* 1801  * licensing key, send an e-mail to LICENSE.MANAGER@HP.COM.
*       * Please provide your system serial number and order number.
*       * This system has serial number 56146.

CREATE SYSDB [ ON volume ];
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SYSDB on page 8-68 for details on the command.

License AutoSYNC

To enable the further use of AutoSYNC, you must issue the licensing command 
described in the documentation that accompanies your AutoSYNC license agreement.

To display the status of your AutoSYNC license, use the MONITOR STATUS LICENSE 
command after the MapDB has been created and the monitor process has been 
started.

Create the AutoSYNC Mapping Database

The Mapping Database or MapDB is a second configuration subvolume used by 
AutoSYNC to store information pertaining to:

 AutoSYNC users, in SQL table SYNCUSER.

 Global parameters, in SQL table REGISTRY.

and for each configured AutoSYNC user ggguuu  (ggg = group, uuu = user)

 Scheduled synchronization file set configuration, in SQL table SFggguuu.

 Log of scheduled synchronization operations, Enscribe entry-sequenced file 
SLggguuu.

To create the MapDB, use the command:

AutoSYNC 1? create sysdb on $data;
--- SQL Catalog $DATA.ESCCATLG is being created.
--- SQL Catalog $DATA.ESCCATLG has been created.
--- SysDB table $DATA.ESCSYSDB.MAPDBS created.
--- SysDB table $DATA.ESCSYSDB.REGISTRY created.

* Error * The monitor process $ZASY is not executing.
*  652  * To start a monitor, issue the START MONITOR command.

*Warning* Process $ZASY is not configured as a monitor process.
* 1806  * The CREATE MAPDB command configures monitor processes.
*       * Enter HELP CREATE-MAPDB; for more information.

Note 1. If you are upgrading your AutoSYNC license from a DEMO or evaluation 
license to a permanent license, simply install the new license received from the 
License Manager. Installing the new license is not disruptive and does not require any 
interruption of the ongoing synchronizations.

Note 2. On H-series and J-series systems, licensing is based on the configured 
number of logical CPUs in the system. If you add logical CPUs to your system, contact 
the HP license manager to obtain a new license.

CREATE MAPDB; 
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The CREATE MAPDB command creates the SYNCUSER table, to store user 
information and the REGISTRY table to store global parameters.

The scheduled synchronization configuration tables and log files are added later, as 
sync file sets are configured for each syncuser. See Appendix A, Operations and 
Management, for details on the additional MapDB tables.

As with the SysDB tables, the MapDB table must be registered in a SQL catalog. By 
default, these tables are registered in the same SQL catalog where the SysDB tables 
are registered.

Start the Monitor Process

Creating a MapDB automatically starts the AutoSYNC monitor process. The monitor 
process is a fault tolerant process-pair, so it should not need to be restarted unless the 
system is cold loaded. The standard monitor process name is $ZASY. If, for any 
reason, the monitor process is not executing, start it with the following command:

Many of the monitor process parameters may also be specified on this command; 
consult the section START MONITOR on page 8-91 for details.

AutoSYNC 3? create mapdb;
--- MapDB table $DATA.ASYMAPDB.REGISTRY created.
--- MapDB table $DATA.ASYMAPDB.SYNCUSER created.
--- MapDB for AutoSYNC created.
--- SysDB updated
--- Changes will take effect when the Monitor is restarted.
--- Starting Monitor process $ZASY

AutoSYNC Monitor 1.9.1 - 17FEB2012 -- $ZASY (2,502) - System \BLPROD
Started at Jun 29 2012 16:39:33, elapsed time = 0:00:00
Backup process $ZASY (3,778), no takeovers
Monitor hometerm: $0
EMS event logging level is NORMAL.
AutoSYNC License Information
License is                   Valid
Maximum logical processors   4                                                                                                                         

Note. The user id used to create the MapDB and start the monitor process may determine 
which users are authorized to configure synchronizations; refer to Section 4, Scheduled 
Synchronization for details on this matter.

START MONITOR;                                                                                                                        
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For example:

The following is displayed in the EMS log:

Appendix A, Operations and Management describes further details on configuring and 
determining the status of the monitor process.

Authorize AutoSYNC

To perform scheduled synchronizations, the ASYSYNCP process must be granted the 
correct access rights. Authorization is the operation that confers these rights by 

26> autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \BLPROD
(C)2010 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2010 Carr Scott Software Incorporated

* Error * The monitor process $ZASY is not executing.
*  652  * To start a monitor, issue the START MONITOR command.
AutoSYNC 1? start monitor;
--- Starting Monitor process $ZASY

AutoSYNC Monitor 1.9.1 - 17FEB2012 -- $ZASY (3,765) - System \BLPROD
Started at Jun 29 2012 16:41:39, elapsed time = 0:00:00
Backup process $ZASY (2,1081), no takeovers
Monitor hometerm: $0
EMS event logging level is NORMAL.
AutoSYNC License Information
License is                   Valid
Maximum logical processors   4                                                                                                                        

16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 100 ASYMON starting Version
                                1.9.1 - 17FEB2012
16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 149 ASYMON message
                                AutoSYNC License Information
                                License is                   Valid
                                Maximum logical processors   4
16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 149 ASYMON message
                                AutoSYNC Global Settings
                                AutoSYNC           ON
                                SYNCcompress       OFF
                                SYNCrecover        ON
                                EMSsuppress        OFF
                                SYNCoverIP         OFF
                                SYNCTCPPROCesses   $ZTC0,$ZTC1
                                EMSCollector       $0
16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 101 ASYMON started Version
                                1.9.1 - 17FEB2012
16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 104 ASYMON backup started, cpu 2
16:47 29JUN12 100,03,176 $ZASY 112 ASYMON SYNCUSER table cached. Table
                                entry count = 0.

Note. 1Internally, the default home terminal of the monitor is $ZHOME, as displayed by the 
TACL command STATUS $process-name, because an EMS collector cannot be specified as 
the home terrminal of a process when the process is started Functionally however, the home 
terminal for the monitor process is the default EMS collector, as shown by the Autosync 
STATUS MONITOR command.

2.The default EMS collector is $0, or the EMS collector configured by setting the global 
parameter EMSCOLLECTOR.
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Procedures
designating a user ID as the Authorizer. Only users that are “under” the Authorizer can 
schedule synchronizations. See The AutoSYNC Authorizer on page 4-2 for details.

By default, the Authorizer is the user ID of the monitor process.

To designate the Authorizer explicitly, log on as the desired user ID and use the 
AUTHORIZE command. The command sets the ownership of the ASYSYNCP process 
to the Authorizer through the PROGID file attribute.

If system security is set such that the Authorizer cannot log down to another user ID, 
the following options are available:

1. Configure all scheduled synchronizations with the same user id as the AutoSYNC 
Authorizer. All other users must request one-time synchronizations.

2. Configure multiple AutoSYNC environments, each with its own MAPDB and 
monitor process. Configure each environment to have a different Authorizer, either 
by starting the monitor process with a different user ID or by using the 
AUTHORIZE command. Then, each user can use the AutoSYNC environment 
which corresponds to that user ID.

3. Enable AutoSYNC to operate in a privileged mode. This is the simplest method, 
but requires a privileged ASYSYNCP object file. To use this method, follow the 
instructions described below in Special Cases: Privileged Synchronization 
Processes on page 2-10.

Update the System Coldload and Shutdown Procedures

The monitor process is started after TMF has been started and before any file 
synchronization is attempted. It is advisable to incorporate starting the monitor process 
with the other operational steps that normally follow a system cold load. The monitor is 
started by the START MONITOR command. The user ID that starts the monitor 
process must have read access to the SysDB and MapDB tables. The user ID that 
starts the monitor process may also be the AutoSYNC authorizer; consult The 
AutoSYNC Authorizer on page 4-2. If the syncusers were suspended prior to shutting 
down AutoSYNC, as recommended below in Shutting Down AutoSYNC, you will need 
to add a step to activate the syncusers using the ACTIVATE SYNCUSER command.

Update the shutdown procedures to include the shut down steps described below in 
Shutting Down AutoSYNC.

Install the AutoSYNC EMS templates

The AutoSYNC EMS templates are in the file ZASYTMPL. Please refer to the HP EMS 
template installation instructions to perform this step.

Shutting Down AutoSYNC
For an orderly shutdown of AutoSYNC, the following steps are recommended:
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1. Use the SUSPEND SYNCUSER command to suspend all AutoSYNC users.

2. Wait for active synchronizations to complete. Use the STATUS SYNC command to 
display the active synchronizations.

3. Stop the AutoSYNC monitor process with the AUTOSYNC command STOP 
MONITOR.

Note that there are no ill effects resulting from stopping the monitor without first 
suspending the syncusers. AutoSYNC still makes sure that each active 
synchronization has completed before shutting down. Suspending the syncusers 
simply provides better control of synchronization activity when the monitor is eventually 
restarted. 

Installing a New Version of AutoSYNC
Updating AutoSYNC requires the following steps:

1. Use the SUSPEND SYNCUSER command to suspend all AutoSYNC users.

2. Wait for active synchronizations to complete. Use the STATUS SYNC 
command to display the active synchronizations.

3. Stop the AutoSYNC monitor process.

The monitor process is stopped using the AUTOSYNC command STOP 
MONITOR.

4. Replace the product files on disk.

See section Install the AutoSYNC Product Files above.

5. If required, install the EMS templates. See section Install the AutoSYNC EMS 
templates above.

6. Start the monitor process. See section Start the Monitor Process above.

7. Optionally AUTHORIZE AutoSYNC. See section Authorize AutoSYNC above.

8. Use the ACTIVATE SYNCUSER command to activate the AutoSYNC users.

9. Use the STATUS SYNC command to ensure that synchronizations have been 
activated.

Note that the same version of AutoSYNC must be running on the source and 
destination systems. Updates to the software should be planned accordingly.

Running Different Versions of AutoSYNC
If you need to run different versions of AutoSYNC on the same system, for example to 
test a new version of the product, you must configure an alternate AutoSYNC 
environment (Monitor and MapDB) and install the test software in a different location. 
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Processes
For details on configuring and using an alternate environment, see Configuring and 
Using an Alternate AutoSYNC Environment on page A-7.

Special Cases: Privileged Synchronization 
Processes

Certain synchronization file sets may require the use of a privileged ASYSYNC or 
ASYSYNCP process: 

 If, on the source system, the AutoSYNC Authorizer does not have the privileges to 
“log down” as another user ID, one of the options is to license the local 
ASYSYNCP process. See Bypassing Disabled Log Down on page 4-7 for details.

 For the synchronization of file sets that contain object files with license or progid 
attributes, ASYSYNC (or ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP) on the 
destination system must operate under a local user ID. A local user ID is required 
to perform both scheduled and one-time synchronizations. See Preserving Security 
Attributes on the Destination on page 3-19 for details.

 To set the owner of a synchronized symbolic link to a user different than the user 
performing the synchronization or to give the link to the user ID specified through 
the OWNER or OWNERGROUP option, the destination ASYSYNC process (or the 
destination ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP) has to be privileged. See 
Ownership of Symbolic Links on page 5-7.

 To synchronize OSS file sets on a remote system as SUPER.SUPER and allow 
SUPER.SUPER to change the ownership of the OSS files. See Ownership of OSS 
Files on page 5-6 for details.
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This section presents a basic overview of AutoSYNC processing and the various 
options available for performing a one-time synchronization of Guardian files. 

AutoSYNC also supports the synchronization of OSS files, as described in Section 5, 
OSS File Synchronization.

Most of the features described in this section also apply to scheduled synchronization, 
described in Section 4, Scheduled Synchronization.

The topics covered in this section are organized as follows:

Overview

SYNCHRONIZE Command

File Sets

Data Transfer and File Replacement

Synchronization Options

Reporting Outcome of the Synchronization

Preserving Security Attributes on the Destination

Overview
The basic operation of AutoSYNC is to copy files from a source location to a 
destination location, if a difference exists between the files in the two locations.

Synchronization is unidirectional; files in the source are not changed. Configuring 
symmetric synchronizations (from A to B and, concurrently, from B to A) is not 
recommended as a standard practice. AutoSYNC will not detect or coordinate 
processing of symmetric synchronizations.

To synchronize files to a remote destination, AutoSYNC must be installed and licensed 
on both systems. The monitor process also must be running on both systems and have 
the same process name. Both systems must run the same version of AutoSYNC.

SYNCHRONIZE Command
The SYNCHRONIZE command performs a synchronization immediately. See 
SYNCHRONIZE on page 8-99 for the complete command syntax:

SYNCHRONIZE source-file-set TO dest-file-set [, options ];
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File Sets
The file sets describe the collection of files to be synchronized. A file set is a standard 
file pattern, such as \MYSYS.$DATA*.OBJ*.SERV*. There are a few restrictions on the 
source and destination file sets.

Source file set

Destination file set

Source File Set to Destination File Set

File Set Comparison

Source file set

The source file set must describe only local files. If the file set contains a system name 
(for example \NEWYORK), the system name must be the local Expand node name. 
The source file set can be specified as a TACL-style file pattern (such as 
$DATA.JOE.*OBJ*).

Destination file set

The destination may be either on the local system or a on a remote system. If the 
destination is the local system, the system name is not required. If the destination is a 
remote system, the destination system must be a valid Expand node name. 

Specifying the destination system as a wild-card (“\*”) is supported for scheduled 
synchronizations (see command description of ADD SYNCFILESET on page 8-7) but 
is not supported for one-time synchronizations. 

AutoSYNC must be installed, licensed, and running on the destination systems.

The volume, subvolume, and filename portions of a destination file set must be a 
simple asterisk (*) or must be fully specified. Dollar-sign asterisk ($*) is not a valid 
destination volume; use asterisk (*) instead: “\sys.$*.*.*” is illegal and must be 
specified instead as: “\sys.*.*.*”.

Source File Set to Destination File Set

For each component of the name of the source file set that is represented by a pattern 
(containing asterisk (*) or question mark (?)), the corresponding part of the destination 
file set must be asterisk (*).

For example: 

$DATA.JOE*.* TO $DATA1.*.* is legal 

$DATA.JOE*.* TO $DATA1.JOE.* is illegal.
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File Set Comparison

AutoSYNC creates a list of all file names in the source file set. 

Some files are not eligible for synchronization; these files include:

 Files that are opened exclusively. AutoSYNC cannot gain access to such files.

 Files that are opened for update. Copying files that are being updated often results 
in corrupt files. You can request such files to be synchronized by using the 
OPENUPDATE option.

 Broken or corrupt files.

 Excluded files. Files that match a file name or pattern in the specified list of 
excluded files are not synchronized.

 Files in subvolumes $<vol>.ZYQ*.*: These subvolumes are excluded from 
Guardian file sets because they contain OSS files.

 SQL/MX tables. Because SQL/MX tables are always audited,  audit trail-based 
replication tools such as RDF are better suited to replicate SQL/MX objects.

Other files require special consideration when they are synchronized:

 Audited files. It is assumed that audited files are databases and will be replicated 
using TMF audit and the NonStop RDF product or another replication product. By 
default, audited files are not synchronized. You can request such files to be 
synchronized by using the AUDITED option.

 Partitioned files and tables. AutoSYNC does not prevent synchronization of 
partitioned files, but the PARTONLY option to synchronize a single partition is not 
supported. To synchronize partitioned Enscribe files or SQL tables, use the 
MAPNAMES option to specify the mapping of source partitions to destination 
volumes.

 ZZ files and system swap files. Files whose name begin with the letters ZZ are 
usually temporary or abandoned work files that should be purged. By default, ZZ* 
files are not synchronized. You can choose to synchronize these files by specifying 
the ZZINCLUDE option.
Temporary files of the form $<vol>.#* are not synchronized. 

The source file list that is created is compared to files in the destination file set. A 
source file is synchronized if it was modified after the destination file was last modified. 
Timestamp comparisons account for differences in time zones and system clocks. Files 
that have the same modification timestamp are never synchronized.

Exceptions:

 A destination file that is opened exclusively is never replaced.

 A non audited destination file that is opened for read access or execute access 
may be replaced if the RENAMEOPEN option is specified. 
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 A corrupt or broken destination file is always replaced, even if it is newer than the 
source file.

 Files that do not have the same modification times are synchronized if the 
TIMEEXACT option is specified.

Data Transfer and File Replacement
Once the list of files to be synchronized is complete, AutoSYNC transfers the files 
using an efficient data-streaming protocol. Reading the source files, transferring the 
data from the source to destination system (or systems), and replacing the destination 
files is parallelized and proceeds at maximum throughput.

Authorization

Ownership and Security

Alternate Key Files

SQL Tables and Catalogs

SQL Views

SQL Collations

Partitioned Files and Tables

Authorization

A one-time synchronization is invoked interactively. It uses only the user ID and access 
rights of the user who issued the command. It requires appropriate remote passwords 
to a remote destination system.

Ownership and Security

Source files to be synchronized must be secured for read access by the user ID. The 
destination file is owned by the owner of the source file. 

Ownership can be changed by using the OWNER option.

Default READ, WRITE, and EXECUTE Security

The security of the destination file is the same as the security of the source file, unless 
the destination is on a remote system, in which case the security of the destination file 
is changed to allow users on the source system the same level of access to the 
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synchronized files on the destination system. Thus, you can change security attributes 
as follows: 

You may use the SECURE or NO NETWORKSECURE option to override the default 
security setting.

Default PURGE Security

To be replaced by AutoSYNC, existing destination files must be secured for purge 
access. If the destination is on a remote system, the files must be secured for remote 
purge access. 

Note that the recommended method to prevent the synchronization of a file is to list the 
file in the exclude file using the EXCLUDE option. However, you can also avoid 
synchronizing a destination file by setting PURGE security of the destination file to“-”. 

Once you have synchronized a file that is owned by another user ID, you cannot re-
synchronize that file unless you have purge access to it. Therefore, PURGE security is 
automatically set to allow you to replace the file with a new version.

Setting the PURGE security of the destination file overrides the SECURE option as 
follows:

Note that although additional users can purge the file, they cannot access or update 
the data in the file.

To avoid setting the purge security to “A” or “N”, you can do one of the following: 
transfer only files belonging to the user or group; change the ownership of the files with 
the OWNER option; or perform the synchronization under a group manager (n, 255) 
user ID.

Retaining Source Security

To retain the security of the source file on the destination system, including PURGE 
security, use the KEEPSECURITY option. If KEEPSECURITY is specified, AutoSYNC 

Source file security Remote destination file security 

 “A” or “N” “N”

“G” or “C” “C”

“O” or “U” “U”

“-” “-”

User vs. File 
Owner Local destination Remote destination

Same user “O” “U”

Same group “G” “C”

Different group “A” “N”
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does not change the security string of the destination file and it remains the same as 
the source file. 

If the user chooses to preserve security attributes on the destination system,   
subsequent synchronizations could fail. For example a PURGE security of “O” 
preserved on the destination system will prevent further synchronizations because the 
file can only be replaced by the local (destination) owner of the file. It is possible to 
avoid this problem by configuring the sync process on the destination to run as the 
local user. See Preserving Security Attributes on the Destination on page 3-19 for 
details.

KEEPSECURITY overrides the SECURE and NETWORKSECURE options.

LICENSE and PROGID File Attributes

Files that have the LICENSE or PROGID attribute set are synchronized but the setting 
of these attributes are not carried over to the destination file set. Refer to Preserving 
Security Attributes on the Destination on page 3-19 for a method to preserve these 
attributes.

Alternate Key Files

You can synchronize a file and its alternate key files by using AutoSYNC, but you 
should consider the following:

 Since the file and alternate key files are separate files, AutoSYNC does not 
coordinate their synchronization. Thus, for a short time, you might have an updated 
base file but not the alternate key file, or vice versa.

 The file label must be updated by RESTORE through the MAP NAMES parameter 
which occurs if the file and alternate key file are in the same AutoSYNC file set. 
The file and alternate key file are in the same AutoSYNC file set when:

 The source file and alternate key files are on a single volume, or

 The file and alternate key files are synchronized to identically named volumes 
on the destination system.

If the base file and alternate key files are on different volumes and are synchronized to 
differently named volumes on the destination system, use the MAPNAMES option to 
specify the mapping of the source name to the destination name. The MAPNAMES 
option supplies the information required by RESTORE to update the file labels.

Note. When synchronizing a single file or table that has an alternate key or alternate index, 
you must specify the destination file set with an asterisk (*) in the filename portion. If the 
destination is a single file name, the synchronization fails with an error 13, invalid file name. 
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Example 1

File $DATA.DB.ACCT has one alternate key, $DATA.DB.ACCTAK. The following 
command synchronizes both the file ACCT and its alternate key ACCTAK to 
$BACKUP.DBBACK on the destination system:

Note that no MAPNAMES file is required.

Example 2

File $DATA.DB.ACCT has its alternate key ACCTAK on subvolume $KEYS.DBKEYS. 
To synchronize the file and alternate key file to identically named files on the 
destination system, use the following command: 

To synchronize the $DATA.DB.ACCT and its alternate key file to different volumes and 
subvolumes on the destination system, use the following SYNC commands, specifying 
a MAPNAMES file to describe the mapping of the volume and subvolume names:

SQL Tables and Catalogs

If a SQL table is duplicated, it must be registered in a SQL catalog. If the 
synchronization is local (source system and destination system are the same), the 
same catalog is used. If the destination is on a remote system, and a catalog that has 
the same name exists on the destination, the destination’s catalog is used.

You may specify a specific SQL catalog through the CATALOG option or by adding 
CATALOGS entries in the mapnames-file of the MAPNAMES option. See paragraph 
File and Catalog Name Mapping using MAPNAMES on page 3-10 below for details.

The SQL catalog, whether specified or not, can be automatically created by using the 
AUTOCREATECATALOG option.

SQL Index Tables

If you synchronize a SQL table, any indexes defined for that table are implicitly 
synchronized with the SQL base table as follows: 

 If the index tables reside on the same subvolume in the source file set, they are 
synchronized with the base table.

SYNC $DATA.DB.ACCT* to \DEST.$BACKUP.DBBACK.*;

SYNC $*.DB*.ACCT* TO \DEST.*.*.*;

SYNC $DATA.DB.ACCT TO \DEST.$BACK.*.*, MAPNAMES mapacct...;
SYNC $KEYS.DBKEYS.ACCTAK TO \DEST.$BACKEYS.*.*, MAPNAMES mapacct...;

where the MAPNAMES file mapacct contains the following entries:

$DATA TO $BACK
$KEYS TO $BACKEYS
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 If the index tables reside in a different subvolume than the base table in the source 
file set, use the MAPNAMES option to specify the mapping of the source names to 
the destination names.

The destination file set must be defined using a filename that has the wild-card 
character asterisk (*); otherwise SQL tries to restore indexes and base table to the 
same filename.  

SQL index tables cannot be synchronized by themselves. AutoSYNC does not 
synchronize an index that is created after the table has been synchronized, unless the 
SQLREDEF option is specified (see Synchronizing based on REDEFINITION 
timestamp below); otherwise, the table must be modified or purged at the destination to 
cause the table and indexes to be resynchronized as a unit.

SQL Views

Protection Views

If you synchronize a SQL table, protection views are implicitly synchronized.

You cannot synchronize a protection view explicitly.

Shorthand Views

Shorthand views are synchronized automatically if they are in the file set list. You can 
synchronize shorthand views explicitly, but they will be marked as corrupted if the 
underlying tables are not present at the destination system. This can create a problem 
if the view name alphabetically precedes the name(s) of the base tables.

A SQL view does not have a modification timestamp. Instead, AutoSYNC compares 
source and destination creation timestamps to determine if the view should be 
synchronized. This prevents the view from being synchronized every time the file set is 
synchronized. 

The creation time of the destination is always different from than the creation time of 
the source. Therefore, you should not specify TIMEEXACT on a file set that contains 
shorthand views.

Synchronizing Shorthand Views with the Tables they Reference

A shorthand view, like a protection view, is synchronized whenever a table it references 
is synchronized, if the shorthand view is in the syncfileset definition. This behavior is 
controlled by the global parameter and by the syncfileset attribute and SYNCHRONIZE 
command option SYNCVIEWS. By default, SYNCVIEWS is enabled.

If SYNCVIEWS is disabled, a shorthand view is not automatically synchronized with its 
referenced tables. When the data in a SQL table changes or when the SQL DDL 
changes and SQLREDEF is configured, Autosync synchronizes the table but does not 

SYNC $DATA.SQLTBL.MYTBL TO \DEST.$DATA.SQLTBL.MYTBL*;!
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list any associated shorthand view in the BACKUP input list if the view did not change. 
On the destination, the view is dropped when RESTORE drops and replaces the 
referenced table, but the view is not recreated because it was not backed up. The view 
is eventually replaced at the next synchronization.

SYNCVIEWS, which is enabled by default, solves this problem of shorthand views 
being unintentionally deleted on the destination.

SQL Collations

SQL collations are backed up as a combination of a collation file label and an 
immediately-following temporary edit file. AutoSYNC treats this pair of items as a 
single unit for recovery, OPENUPDATE and trigger processing.

Partitioned Files and Tables

AutoSYNC synchronizes entire partitioned files and tables when the primary partition is 
specified in the source file set.

PARTONLY synchronization of single partitions is not supported. An error message is 
generated if a secondary partition is specifically selected to be synchronized.

When selecting a partitioned file for synchronization, AutoSYNC retrieves the 
aggregate modification time to compare source and destination modification times. If 
any partition of the source file is newer than the equivalent partition of the destination 
file, the entire partitioned file is synchronized.

If source partitions are synchronized to identical volume names on the destination, 
specify the synchronization as:

Identical name mapping is implied and no MAPNAMES file is required.

If some of the source partition volume names are different on the destination, use the 
MAPNAMES option to describe the mapping of the secondary partition names.

Changing Primary Partition Mapping

AutoSYNC does not use MAPNAMES directly. The entries are only used by the 
RESTORE MAP NAMES option. As a consequence, you cannot change the mapping 
of the primary partition (or any other) file name using an entry in the mapnames-file.

For example, if you want to synchronize the primary partition $DATA01 of a partition file 
to $BACK01 on the destination, the mapping of the volume names must appear in the 

SYNC $DATA.DB.PARTFILE TO \<syst>.*.*.*;

Note. To avoid errors, it is recommended that the mapnames file contain an entry for 
every secondary partition volume, even for the secondary partitions with names that 
are identical on the source and destination.
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command. AutoSYNC does not see the mapnames-file entry and assumes the 
destination file is on $DATA01, and the following command will yield incorrect results:

Instead, first specify:

Then specify the volume mapping for the remaining secondary partitions in the 
mapnames-file.

Changing Subvolume and File Name Mapping

Non-partitioned file

To synchronize the single partition file $DATA01.DB.FILE to subvolume and file 
BACKDB.BACKFILE, use the following command: 

Partitioned file

To synchronize the partitioned file $DATA*.DB.PARTFILE to different subvolume and 
file names $DATA*.BACKDB.BACKFILE, the command must specify the primary 
partition mapping,

and the mapnames file must contain an entry for each secondary partition, as follows:

File and Catalog Name Mapping using MAPNAMES

The MAPNAMES mapnames-file option mentioned throughout the preceding 
paragraphs is used to specify the mapping of a source file set to a destination file set 
and for catalog name mapping.

The mapnames-file is an edit or entry-sequenced file, located on the destination 
system.

SYNC $DATA01.DB.PARTFILE TO \DEST.*.*.*, MAPNAMES mapnames-file;...

where mapnames-file has entry:

$DATA01.*.* TO $BACK01.*.*

SYNC $DATA01.DB.PARTFILE TO \DEST.$BACK01.*.*, MAPNAMES mapnames-file...;

SYNC $DATA01.DB.FILE TO $DATA01.BACKDB.BACKFILE,...;

SYNC $DATA01.DB.PARTFILE TO $DATA01.BACKDB.BACKFILE, MAPNAMES mapnames...;

$DATA02.DB.PARTFILE TO $DATA02.BACKDP.BACKFILE
$DATA03.DB.PARTFILE TO $DATA03.BACKDP.BACKFILE
...so on...
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File name mapping

The mapnames-file entries are similar to, but not exactly the same as, the MAP 
NAMES option of RESTORE. Each line of the MAPNAMES file contains a single 
mapping of the form:

The file name can be partially qualified; AutoSYNC replaces the missing portion of the 
name with the wild card asterisk(*). For example, the following entries:

are equivalent to:

By default, name mapping is performed by RESTORE with the assistance of the 
default MAP NAMES clause provided by AutoSYNC. The default clause is:

which says that everything in the source file set will be mapped to the same destination 
file set. Therefore, if you synchronize files and tables to the same location on the 
destination, you do not need to supply a mapnames-file.

The mapnames-file is used by AutoSYNC for RENAMEOPEN and recovery processing 
and by RESTORE to map file names such as partitions that are not in the same 
location on the destination or SQL indexes and protection view names that are not in 
the same location as the base table, as described in the paragraphs above in this 
chapter.

The mapnames-file is not used by AutoSYNC to select the files to synchronize, which 
means that Autosync does not use the mapnames entries to map the basic source and 
destination file sets. For example, to synchronize volumes $data1.*.* TO 
\dest.$back1.*.* and $data2.*.*.* to \dest.$back2.*.*, the following is INCORRECT:

The correct way is to synchronize each source volume as follows:

source-file-pattern TO destination-file-pattern

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*

\SOURCE.$DATA.*.* TO \DEST.$BACK.*.*
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB.* TO \DEST.$BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\SOURCE.$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*.*.*

MAP NAMES ( source-file-set TO dest-file-set,
source-system.*.*.* TO dest-file-set )

SYNC $data*.*.* TO \dest.*.*.*,MAPNAMES mapdata...;

where mapdata contains entries:
$DATA1 TO $BACK1
$DATA2 TO $BACK2 

SYNC $data1.*.* TO \dest.$back1.*.*...; 
SYNC $data2.*.* TO \dest.$back2.*.*...;
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Catalog mapping

The information supplied by MAPNAMES is also used to perform SQL catalog volume 
mapping. You should include mapnames-file entries if catalogs are located on different 
volumes or subvolumes on the destination system. 

Note that SQL catalogs are never synchronized by AutoSYNC, but synchronized SQL 
objects have references to SQL catalogs that might require name mapping.

AutoSYNC default catalog mapping is designed to select a valid volume where a 
catalog can be created with AUTOCREATECATALOG and CATALOG options. If you 
have a more specific requirement, specify explicit catalogs for the SQL objects being 
synchronized by adding catalog mapping entries in mapnames-file. The catalog 
mapping entries follow file mapping entries, and are preceded by the keyword 
“CATALOGS:”, including the colon (:), as follows:

CATALOGS entries are checked for proper syntax, and passed along to the RESTORE 
process.

To find out the file name and catalog mapping being supplied to RESTORE, specify 
KEEPBACKUPINFILE and examine the ZRSnnnnn file in the destination MapDB 
subvolume.

Synchronization Options
Numerous options provide flexibility for synchronization. Most of options apply to both 
one-time and scheduled synchronizations.

Making Exact Copies

Excluding ZZ Files

Excluding Specific Files

Purging Extra Destination Files

Purging Extra Subvolumes in the Destination File Set

Replacing Open Destination Files

Changing File Ownership

Synchronizing Based on Ownership

Synchronizing based on REDEFINITION timestamp

Synchronizing based on Binder or Linker timestamp

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*
CATALOGS:
$CATS.BACKCAT FOR $BACK.*.*
$CATS.DBCAT FOR $BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\TOKYO.$CATS.DBCAT for \TOKYO.*.*.*
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Changing File Security

Compression

Process Priority and Throttling

Recovery

Making Exact Copies

By default, AutoSYNC does not synchronize a file if the destination file was modified 
more recently than the source file. This behavior allows you to customize the 
destination file for local use.

When AutoSYNC synchronizes a file, the two files are exactly the same, including the 
modification time stamp. If you specify the TIMEEXACT option, all files that are not 
exactly the same will be synchronized, overwriting any destination files you have 
modified.

Excluding ZZ Files

Files that begin with the characters ZZ are usually temporary files that were 
abandoned, or saveabend files created by Inspect. If you want to synchronize such 
files, specify the ZZINCLUDE option.

System swap files are also considered temporary and they are not synchronized.

Excluding Specific Files

You may create an edit file containing a list of volume, subvolume, and file names or 
patterns to be excluded from the source file set. Exclusion does not apply to the 
destination file set. To preserve efficiency when exclude lists are large, patterns are 
limited to trailing asterisks only.

Excluding a volume or subvolume will eliminate all processing for that entity, including 
purging of extra destination files. Excluding a file does not prevent a destination file 
from being purged if the corresponding source file does not exist and the PURGE 
option is specified.

Purging Extra Destination Files

Specify the PURGE option to purge all destination files that do not exist in the source. 
To create an exact duplicate of a source file set, this option is required to eliminate 
extra files in the destination file set.

By default, the purge operation only applies to subvolumes that have files in the source 
file set. Thus, if the synchronization is from $DATA.*.* to $BACKUP.*.*, a subvolume on 
$BACKUP is not purged if no corresponding subvolume files exist on $DATA. To purge 

Caution.  Some performance degradation could occur if an exclude file containing a 
long list of files is shared by multiple syncfilesets.
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Set
extra subvolumes, specify the SUBVOLPURGE option in addition to the PURGE 
option, as described in the paragraph Purging Extra Subvolumes in the Destination File 
Set below.

PURGE also applies to patterns such as $DATA.MYSUB*.SRV*. For each source 
subvolume that has files that match the pattern, AutoSYNC purges extra destination 
files that match the source file set pattern.

Excluded Files and Purge

The exclude list specified by the EXCLUDE option applies only to source files. It does 
not apply to files in the destination that do not exist on the source. Therefore file in the 
exclude list that do not exist on the source are considered for purging on the 
destination (they are not excluded from purge).

To exclude files that exist only on the destination from being purged, specify the 
EXCLUDEPURGE option with an excludepurge list.

Purging Extra Subvolumes in the Destination File Set

To purge entire subvolumes that do not exist in the source file set, specify the 
SUBVOLPURGE option in conjunction with the PURGE option. To exclude specific 
subvolumes from being purged, use the EXCLUDEPURGE option.

 All other synchronization options specified apply to the selection of files to purge in the 
destination file set. For example, if the AUDIT option is specified, the audited files in 
the extra destination subvolumes are purged.

Use the REPORT function to display the extra subvolumes that will be purged if 
SUBVOLPURGE is used in the synchronization.

Replacing Open Destination Files

To replace destination files that are currently open with new versions, specify the 
RENAMEOPEN option. Just before the destination file is created, an existing, but 
open, file with the same name is renamed.

This option is often used for object files, especially when the object files are currently 
executing at the destination. When a new object file is released and installed at the 
source, it is copied to the destination, but existing processes continue to use the 
renamed object file.

Only files that are open for shared read access or execute access are renamed. Files 
open exclusively or for write access are not renamed or replaced.

AutoSYNC deletes renamed files after they are closed.

The renamed files are named AAnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is a sequence number, and 
are placed in same subvolume as the AutoSYNC MapDB, in the destination file set 
volume. Renamed partitions, alternate indexes and protection views are named 
ABnnnnnn, ACnnnnnn, and so on.
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Exceptions:

 If the AUDIT option is specified and the destination file is audited, the rename 
operation cannot succeed. AutoSYNC issues a warning message, the file is 
skipped and the destination file is not replaced.

 A synchronized file, table, index or view does not replace an existing object of a 
different type.

Files Opened for Update

By default, AutoSYNC does not synchronize a file from the source file set if the file is 
opened for update. Synchronizing such files could result in a loss of data integrity.

However, there are cases where this restriction can be overridden using the 
OPENUPDATE option:

 Some files are opened for update by application programs, but they are modified 
infrequently. If such files cannot be audited, replicating them is a problem. In such 
cases, the interval between updates provides a window where these files can be 
synchronized without compromising their integrity. The user configures the interval 
during which the file must remain unchanged before it can be synchronized. When 
the synchronization process starts, it checks the last modified timestamp for the file 
and synchronizes the file only if the OPENUPDATE interval has elapsed since the 
last update. If the file is being updated at the time AutoSYNC attempts to back up 
the file set, the file is not synchronized.

 In rare cases, a user might wish to synchronize a file, even if it is being modified 
while AutoSYNC is backing up the file set. To enable the synchronization of a file 
that is being updated, use the UNPROTECTED option, in conjunction with 
OPENUPDATE.

UNPROTECTED is supported only for the following file types:

 OSS files

 Unstructured files that are not edit files

 Entry-sequenced files

To specifying the OPENUPDATE option, the following conditions must be met:

 The file must not be audited.

 The file cannot be opened for exclusive access.

 Recovery must be enabled for the fileset.

Caution. The user should be aware that backing up a file that is being updated 
could cause the destination file to be corrupted.
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Changing File Ownership

By default, the ownership of each synchronized file is preserved. You may specify the 
OWNER option to give the files to any user ID, including your own user ID.

Note that for OSS files, only SUPER.SUPER can change the ownership of a file on the 
destination. Moreover, using the OWNER option does not change the group id of the 
file. To change the group id, the user must also specify the OWNERGROUP option.

Synchronizing Based on Ownership

By default, source files owned by all user can be candidates for synchronization, 
provided the security settings allow it.

You can restrict the source file set to files owned by a specific user ID, by using the 
FROMOWNER option. Files owned by other users are skipped. 

Note that for OSS, if a directory that is not owned by the FROMOWNER user ID is not 
synchronized, even if it contains files or subdirectories that are owned by the 
FROMOWNER user ID.

Synchronizing based on REDEFINITION timestamp

By default, AutoSYNC compares source and destination MODIFICATION timestamps 
to decide if the destination table needs to be replaced. 

Users might want to synchronize tables after performing certain types of DDL 
operations on SQL tables, such as adding a column or a partition or creating an index. 
However these operations leave the MODIFICATION timestamp unchanged and 
update only the REDEFINITION timestamp, causing AutoSYNC to overlook the 
change that occurred on the table.   

To synchronize tables based on differences in the REDEFINITION timestamp, use the 
SQLREDEF option. AutoSYNC then compares the source and destination 
REDEFINITION timestamps of the table, in addition to the MODIFICATION 
timestamps, to decide if a table requires synchronization. 

Note that a SQL index is synchronized automatically with the primary partition of the 
base table. If the redefinition date of an index in the source subvolume is newer than in 
the destination subvolume, but the primary source partition is older than the primary 
destination partition, the index will not be synchronized.

Synchronizing based on Binder or Linker timestamp

Certain operations performed on an object file cause the MODIFICATION timestamp of 
the file to change but do not alter the file in ways that require synchronization. For 
example, SQL compiling a program on the source system changes the modification 
timestamp of the object file but does not require the replacement of the file on the 
destination. This is reflected by the fact that the binder or linker timestamp of the object 
file is unchanged by the SQLCOMP utility.
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By default however, AutoSYNC always replaces an object file that has been SQL 
compiled on the source after it was last synchronized, because it compares source and 
destination MODIFICATION timestamps and they will always be different after the 
source has been SQL compiled.

To avoid replacing object files that have not changed, configure AutoSYNC to compare 
source and destination binder or linker timestamps instead of comparing 
MODIFICATION timestamps by specifying the USEBINDERTIME option. The 
destination object file is replaced only if the binder or linker timestamps of the source 
and destination do not match exactly; the comparison operates as if TIMEEXACT were 
specified.

The option is applicable to object files only (code 100, 700 or 800 files) and is ignored 
for all other file types.

Changing File Security

By default, the security of each synchronized file is preserved, except that

 If a file is owned by a user ID different than the user performing the 
synchronization, the Purge security is set to allow the user that performs the 
synchronization to purge the file.

 If a file is copied to a remote destination, the security of the replicated file is altered 
to allow remote access.

If a file with a local security “A”, “G”, or “O” is synchronized to a remote destination 
system, you might not be able to access this file remotely, so AutoSYNC automatically 
alters the security to “N”, “C”, or “U”, respectively. To retain the original security of the 
synchronized files, use the NO NETWORKSECURE option.

You may also specify that all files transferred to the destination have a specific security 
by using the SECURE option. In order to preserve the ability to do future 
synchronizations, PURGE security cannot be changed through the SECURE option 
(see Default PURGE Security above).

SAFEGUARD security is transferred with the file. VOLUME and SUBVOLUME 
protection are not transferred but can be set prior to synchronization and before any 
files exist in the destination location. Adding DISKFILE protection requires the file to 
exist; the PERSISTENT ON attribute retains the SAFEGUARD file-protection record 
after the file is purged.

Compression

To reduce the amount of data that is transferred between the source and a remote 
destination, AutoSYNC can compress the data. The LZW compression algorithm 
typically eliminates 50 percent to 60 percent of the volume of the data.

The use of data compression requires more cpu time on the source and destination 
systems, but reduces usage of the transport medium. By default, AutoSYNC does not 
use compression because in most configurations compression does not enhance 
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throughput. In most environments, the increase in CPU usage outweighs the savings in 
data volume.

The use of compression can be set globally through the global parameter 
[AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS or, for a specific synchronization, through the COMPRESS 
option.

Process Priority and Throttling

You may specify a process PRIORITY for a synchronization to ensure that 
synchronization does not impact higher priority work. Specifying the PRIORITY might 
be especially useful if you have enabled compression.

Another way to reduce the impact on other work is to specify a throttling RATE, which 
limits AutoSYNC to being active for some percentage (1 percent to 100 percent) of the 
elapsed time. AutoSYNC will pause for short periods to reduce its activity, with a 
corresponding increase in the time required to complete the synchronization.

Recovery

While a replacement file is being transferred, AutoSYNC retains an existing destination 
file by renaming it to a file named AAnnnnnn and placing it in a subvolume with the 
MapDB name (normally ASYMAPDB) on the destination file set volume. Partitions, 
alternate indexes and protection views are named ABnnnnnn, ACnnnnnn, and so on. 
After the synchronization of a file is completed, the renamed recovery file, AAnnnnnn, 
is purged unless a failure occurs. If the new file cannot be placed in the destination 
location or a failure leaves the replacement file in a corrupt state, the saved version is 
used to recover the file.

An archive index file named AAINDEX in the MapDB subvolume contains the mapping 
of the original filename to the AAnnnnnn name.

This feature is controlled with the [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER global parameter. By 
default, recovery is enabled. You can enable or disable recovery for a specific file set 
or for a one-time synchronization by setting the RECOVERY attribute with ADD or 
ALTER SYNCFILESET or specifying it as an option in the SYNCHRONIZE command.

Saved recovery files are purged when the replacement file has been transferred 
successfully.

Recovery occurs immediately if the destination ASYSYNC process detects the failure 
that would leave the file in a corrupt state. If, however, a cpu or media failure prevents 
immediate recovery, any subsequent synchronization of the affected file sets will 
perform the recovery. 
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BACKUP and RESTORE Programs

Private Copies of BACKUP and RESTORE

AutoSYNC makes use of the NonStop server’s BACKUP and RESTORE system 
utilities. BACKUP is executed on the source system; RESTORE is executed on the 
destination system.

In some operational environments, access to these programs is restricted. To use 
AutoSYNC, you may need to obtain, license, and secure separate copies of BACKUP 
and RESTORE.

You specify the alternate program names through the BACKUP and RESTORE 
options.

Number of Files per BACKUP Process

BACKUP performance degrades significantly when the number of files is large. To 
avoid performance degradation and limits in the BACKUP program, AutoSYNC 
restricts the number of files it assigns to any one BACKUP process. AutoSYNC starts 
multiple BACKUP processes, in sequence, to process all the files it is synchronizing. 
The default number of files per BACKUP process is 1000.

You can configure the maximum number of files for each BACKUP process with the 
MAXBACKUP option.

Reporting Outcome of the Synchronization
For a one-time synchronization, AutoSYNC writes status information to a temporary log 
file and, when the synchronization is complete, summarizes the results. Specify the 
LOGFILE option to retain the log file.

Preserving Security Attributes on the 
Destination

Preserving Guardian LICENSE and PROGID Attributes

Keeping NOPURGEUNTIL Attribute

Preserving Other Security Attributes

Running the Destination Synchronization Process as a Local Process

Preserving Guardian LICENSE and PROGID Attributes

The LICENSE and PROGID attributes apply to object files. They are managed 
carefully by the NSK file system to preserve system security. The basic security rules 
that apply to all operations, including those performed by AutoSYNC, are as follows:
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 Only the local Super user ID can set the LICENSE attribute.

 Only a file’s local owner, local group manager, or the local Super user can set the 
PROGID attribute.

No remote user, even the Super user, can set the LICENSE or PROGID attributes.

If you synchronize a LICENSEd or PROGIDed object file to a destination on the same 
system, the attributes are preserved if you have the authority to set those attributes in 
the first place. You must be the Super user to preserve the LICENSE attribute; you 
must be the file owner (or the owner’s manager or the Super user) to preserve the 
PROGID attribute.

If you synchronize such an object file to a remote destination, the file is moved, but 
those attributes are removed. AutoSYNC issues a warning message for each file that 
has its attributes removed.

To synchronize object files to a remote destination, and preserve the LICENSE and 
PROGID attributes, you must:

1. Use an appropriate user ID

2. Make the destination ASYSYNC (or the ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP) 
a privileged program that can become a local process and have local access to 
files on the remote destination. See Running the Destination Synchronization 
Process as a Local Process below for instructions.

As a local process, the synchronization process can set LICENSE and PROGID 
attributes if the proper user ID is used.

Keeping NOPURGEUNTIL Attribute

The NOPURGEUNTIL attribute on a file or a table specifies the earliest date where the 
file can be purged. 

By default, AutoSYNC does not propagate the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute to the 
destination, to insure that future synchronizations of the file or table will be possible.

To retain the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute for a SQL table or alternate index on the 
destination, specify the KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL option. Subsequent synchronization 
attempts will fail until the NOPURGEUNTIL period has elapsed.

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is not supported for Enscribe files, to remain consistent with 
the behavior of FUP and RESTORE. FUP and RESTORE do not propagate the 
NOPURGEUNTIL attribute for Enscribe files. 

Preserving Other Security Attributes

You can also replace destination files even if you have elected to keep local purge 
access to the files. To keep the PURGE security of a file on the destination system as 
“O” or “G” for example, you will need to make the ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP (if 
synchronizing over TCP/IP) privileged, allowing it to run as a local process. See 
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a Local Process
Running the Destination Synchronization Process as a Local Process below for 
instructions.

Running the Destination Synchronization Process as a Local 
Process

To enable ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP to become a local process on a remote system, 
perform the following operations on the ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP program on the 
destination system:

1. In BIND, issue the following commands:

2. At the TACL prompt, SQL compile ASYSYNC:

3. At the TACL prompt, accelerate ASYSYNC:

4. Then, as SUPER.SUPER, license ASYSYNC:

IF synchronizing over TCP/IP, perform the same steps for ASYSYNCP.

ADD * FROM ASYSYNC
SET LIKE ASYSYNC
ALTER CALLABLE^LOCAL^LOGON, CALLABLE ON
SET SAVEABEND ON
BUILD ASYSYNC!

SQLCOMP/IN ASYSYNC/NOREGISTER ON

AXCEL ASYSYNC, ASYSYNC
or
OCA ASYSYNC

FUP LICENSE ASYSYNC

Note. Once you have altered ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP with the above Binder commands, 
ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP must be licensed; otherwise, all synchronizations that use that 
program will fail.

WARNING. By configuring a callable ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP, the systems administrator 
allows a syncuser to perform operations on the remote system that would have previously 
required the knowledge of the local password.
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4 Scheduled Synchronization

As mentioned previously, most one-time synchronization features described in 
Section 3, One-time Synchronization also apply to scheduled synchronizations. This 
section describes features and concepts that are specific to scheduled 
synchronizations.

The topics covered are organized as follows:

AutoSYNC Roles

Authorization and Administration

Configuring Syncfilesets

Managing Syncfilesets

Checking Status of Synchronizations

Security and Authorization

Scheduled Synchronization Flow

AutoSYNC Roles
For most customers, the power of AutoSYNC lies in its ability to keep source and 
destination file sets synchronized on a continuous basis, which requires 
synchronization operations to be performed at regular intervals.

To provide the desired level of security, reliability, and flexibility, the AutoSYNC system 
uses a three-level hierarchy of responsibility:

 The AutoSYNC authorizer is the master user ID that enables AutoSYNC to perform 
scheduled synchronizations for multiple users. The authorizer can designate 
another user as the AutoSYNC administrator.

 The AutoSYNC administrator is empowered by the authorizer to add, delete, 
suspend, and activate users.

 AutoSYNC users configure the source and destination file sets that are to be 
synchronized; each user must have appropriate local and remote access rights to 
all files to be synchronized.

Authorization and Administration
AutoSYNC is a multi-user system allowing users to manage their own synchronizations 
independently.

No special user management is required to perform one-time synchronizations. Any 
user that issues a SYNCHRONIZE command will have the file access operations 
performed under that user’s ID and local and remote access rights.
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Scheduled synchronizations, however, are managed by the AutoSYNC monitor 
process. The AutoSYNC monitor acts as an agent for the AutoSYNC users, but also 
must ensure that each user has access rights to the files that are to be synchronized.

The following pages describe how AutoSYNC is granted sufficient authority to act as 
an agent for multiple users, but in a way that prevents granting enhanced access rights 
to those users.

The AutoSYNC Authorizer

To synchronize for multiple users, AutoSYNC must be authorized by a user who has 
sufficient access rights, as follows:

 If there is only one AutoSYNC user, the authorizer can be that user.

 If all AutoSYNC users are in one group, the group manager may be the authorizer.

 If there are AutoSYNC users in diverse groups, the authorizer must be 
SUPER.SUPER.

The authorizer is determined as follows:

 If a user issues the AUTHORIZE command, it confers access authority to the 
ASYSYNCP program using the PROGID facility. The AUTHORIZE command also 
allows you to designate a different user ID as the administrator.

 If the AUTHORIZE command is not issued, the user ID that issues the START 
MONITOR command will start and confer authority to the ASYSYNCP program.

 If the AUTHORIZE command is issued, any user can start the monitor process. 
Otherwise, the authorizer must start the monitor after every system cold load.

The AutoSYNC Administrator

The AutoSYNC administrator is either the same as the authorizer or a user ID that is 
trusted and has been designated by the authorizer.

The administrator controls who can be a user of AutoSYNC. When a AutoSYNC user 
is added, the administrator can specify various options, including the maximum 
process priority that can be used by the user. At any time, the administrator can alter, 
delete, suspend, or activate a user.

The administrator is determined by the ownership and security of the SYNCUSER 
table in the MapDB. Any user that can update this table is, de facto, an administrator.

The administrator uses the following commands:

 ADD SYNCUSER

 INFO SYNCUSER

 ALTER SYNCUSER

 DELETE SYNCUSER
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 SUSPEND SYNCUSER

 ACTIVATE SYNCUSER

AutoSYNC Users

To configure file sets to be synchronized, you must be a AutoSYNC user; the 
administrator makes you a user through the ADD SYNCUSER command.

Adding a user (ggg, uuu) performs three operations:

 Adds a user record to the SYNCUSER table of the MapDB.

 Creates a user file set table, SFggguuu in the MapDB.

 Creates a user log file, SLggguuu in the MapDB.

The file set table SFggguuu is owned by ggg,uuu and is secured to allow updates only 
by user ggg,uuu. Controlling access to the table ensures that no other user can 
synchronize files using the access rights of ggg,uuu.

The log file SLggguuu contains a report of all synchronizations performed on behalf of 
ggg,uuu.

A AutoSYNC user uses the following commands:

 ADD SYNCFILESET

 INFO SYNCFILESET

 INFO BATCHID

 ALTER SYNCFILESET

 ALTER BATCHID

 DELETE SYNCFILESET

 DELETE BATCHID

 SUSPEND SYNCFILESET

 SUSPEND BATCHID

 ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET

 ACTIVATE BATCHID

 STATUS AUTOSYNC

 STATUS SYNC 

Caution. The AutoSYNC administrator can manipulate the AutoSYNC configuration to gain 
access to files that may not be secured for access to the administrator user ID. Thus, the 
AutoSYNC authorizer must exercise discretion when designating the administrator.
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Data Access Control

Users of AutoSYNC, especially the authorizer, should understand how multiple users 
are managed by AutoSYNC, a non-privileged subsystem.

The monitor process reads the SYNCUSER table to determine which users are 
configured to use AutoSYNC. The SYNCUSER table should be secured to prevent 
unauthorized access.

For each AutoSYNC user, the monitor accesses the SFggguuu table to fetch the 
synchronizations configured by the user. The SFggguuu table should be secured to 
allow update access only by ggg,uuu.

When a scheduled synchronization for a user is performed, the AutoSYNC authorizer 
is the initial process access ID. Before any data is accessed, the process access ID is 
changed to the AutoSYNC user. This operation succeeds only if the authorizer has a 
higher level of access (that is, is SUPER.SUPER or a group manager).

If the change of the user ID fails, the synchronization is aborted.

Configuring Syncfilesets
Once you have been added as a syncuser has been added, use the ADD 
SYNCFILESET command to specify file sets to be synchronized at regular intervals. 
The command supports all the options of the SYNCHRONIZE command, plus options 
to control scheduling. The basic syntax of the command is:

Common synchronization options are described in Appendix 3, One-time 
Synchronization for Guardian files and in Appendix 5, OSS File Synchronization for 
OSS files. This section describes the options that are specific to scheduled 
synchronizations.

Each syncuser can configure up to 8000 syncfilesets.

Destination File Set

The destination may be either on the local system or on a remote system. You can 
specify \* as the destination system name, but no other pattern for the system name is 
allowed.

When you specify \* as a destination, a synchronization is performed to each remote 
system (the local system is not included) that has AutoSYNC installed, licensed, and 
where a monitor process with the same name is executing. Synchronization to remote 
destinations that do not have AutoSYNC installed will be retried periodically.

ADD SYNCFileset source-file-set TO dest-file-set [,options ];
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Interval, Start, and Stop Times

The basic scheduling control is the INTERVAL between synchronizations. The default 
interval is 5 minutes, but you can specify another interval.

In addition, you can specify both START and STOP times. If you specify only START, 
AutoSYNC performs a daily synchronization at the specified time and the INTERVAL, if 
specified, is ignored. 

If you specify both START and STOP, the AutoSYNC performs the synchronization at 
each interval between the specified times.

BATCHID

If a user schedules multiple synchronizations to a destination system, they are 
executed serially. To increase parallelism, specify a different BATCHID for each 
collection that you want to execute in parallel. AutoSYNC runs a separate ASYSYNC 
process for each BATCHID.

Guardian file sets and OSS file sets can be synchronized using the same BATCHID. 

When multiple file sets are scheduled for one BATCHID and an error occurs on one of 
the file sets, AutoSYNC continues synchronization of the other file sets for that 
process.

Suspend

If you want to configure a SYNCFILESET but prevent the start of synchronization until 
a later time, specify the SUSPEND option. The synchronization will not execute until 
you issue the ACTIVATE command.

Managing Syncfilesets
Once a SYNCFILESET has been configured, you can use other commands to modify 
the configuration. If you update or suspend an active synchronization, the 
synchronization is terminated as soon as possible, but after the completion of any file 
being synchronized.

When a scheduled synchronization is modified, it is rescheduled with the new 
configuration. Thus, the synchronization will be performed at the first opportunity.

INFO SYNCFILESET (and INFO BATCHID)

This command displays the current schedule; each item is identified by a number or file 
set ID. The file set ID or BATCHID can be used in the commands to update the 
schedule. See INFO SYNCFILESET on page 8-77 and INFO BATCHID on page 8-76.
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ALTER SYNCFILESET (and ALTER BATCHID)

You can change any of the file set options, including the source and destination file 
sets. See ALTER SYNCFILESET on page 8-37 and ALTER BATCHID on page 8-28. 
Altering a SYNCFILESET will cause it to be rescheduled and performed at the first 
opportunity.

DELETE SYNCFILESET (and DELETE BATCHID)

The synchronization is terminated and deleted from the schedule. See DELETE 
SYNCFILESET on page 8-70 and DELETE BATCHID on page 8-69.

SUSPEND SYNCFILESET (and SUSPEND BATCHID)

The synchronization is terminated, but retained in the schedule in a suspended state. 
See SUSPEND SYNCFILESET on page 8-98 and SUSPEND BATCHID on page 8-98.

ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET (and ACTIVATE BATCHID)

A suspended synchronization is rescheduled and will be performed at the first 
opportunity. See ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET on page 8-6 and ACTIVATE BATCHID on 
page 8-5.

Checking Status of Synchronizations
The STATUS commands display the current activity of AutoSYNC, including the state 
of currently active synchronizations and the result of the last completed 
synchronization. 

STATUS AUTOSYNC

This command displays a status of the entire AutoSYNC subsystem. See STATUS 
AUTOSYNC on page 8-92.

STATUS SYNC

STATUS SYNC displays information from all the synchronization processes. STATUS 
BATCHID and STATUS SYNCFILESET display status information for a subset of the 
synchronization processes.

Each command has a DETAIL option. If detailed information is requested, some items 
are always displayed and some items are displayed only if the corresponding attribute 
has been configured for the file set.
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Synchronizations
Checking the Outcome of Scheduled 
Synchronizations

As mentioned above in the AutoSYNC Users paragraph, the outcomes of scheduled 
synchronizations performed on behalf of Syncuser ggg,uuu are logged in file 
SLggguuu. To display the content of the synchronization log file, use the LOG option of 
INFO BATCHID or INFO INFO SYNCFILESET.

Security and Authorization
A scheduled synchronization is managed by the AutoSYNC monitor process. The 
monitor process starts ASYSYNCP processes for each AutoSYNC user who has been 
added and who has configured synchronization file sets.

Initially, the ASYSYNCP process runs under the user ID of the authorizer, but when 
accessing files, the ASYSYNCP process uses only the user ID and access rights of the 
user who configured the file sets. When the process starts, it logs on as the user ID. 
The change of user ID succeeds only when the authorizer is the Super user, the group 
manager, or the AutoSYNC user. If the logon operation fails, ASYSYNCP terminates.

The user must have appropriate remote passwords to any remote destination. 
AutoSYNC can only synchronize files that are secured for read access by the user ID. 
It can only replace files that are secured for purge access by the user ID. If the 
destination is remote, replaced files must be secured for remote purge access.

The ownership of synchronized symbolic links is a special case. By default, the owner 
of a synchronized symbolic link is the syncuser and not the owner of the source 
symbolic link or the OWNER specified in the ADD SYNCFILESET or ALTER 
SYNCFILESET command option.

To change this behavior, see Ownership of Symbolic Links on page 5-7.

Bypassing Disabled Log Down

Some systems have restricted the ability of the Super user or group manager to logon 
as another user without entering that user’s password. This restriction is configured 
with the SafeGuard PASSWORD-REQUIRED setting but is often referred to as the 
disabled log down, and effectively limits AutoSYNC to a single user who is the 
authorizer. 

In this situation, you have two options:

 Configure a separate AutoSYNC environment, including a separate monitor 
process, for each user who wishes to configure scheduled synchronizations, or

 Bypass the disabled log down restriction by using a privileged ASYSYNCP process 
on the source system. This requires the Super user ID on the source system.
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Perform the following operations, on the source system, to make ASYSYNCP a 
privileged program that can log down.

1. In BIND, issue the following commands:

2. At the TACL prompt, SQL compile ASYSYNCP:

3. At the TACL prompt, accelerate ASYSYNC 

4. Then, as SUPER.SUPER, issue the following command

Scheduled Synchronization Flow
The following paragraphs describe how components of AutoSYNC interact to manage 
and execute scheduled synchronizations:

Monitor Process

ASYSYNCP process

ASYSYNC process

Variant for Synchronization over TCP/IP

Monitor Process

The monitor process accesses the SYNCUSER table to determine the users that have 
been configured by the administrator. Each user has various parameters such as 
maximum priority. A user may be suspended, in which case it is ignored.

ADD * FROM ASYSYNCP
SET LIKE ASYSYNCP
ALTER CALLABLE^LOG^DOWN, CALLABLE ON
SET SAVEABEND ON
BUILD ASYSYNCP!

SQLCOMP/IN ASYSYNCP/NOREGISTER ON

AXCEL ASYSYNCP, ASYSYNCP
or
OCA ASYSYNCP

FUP LICENSE ASYSYNCP

Note. Disabling log down simply prevents use of another user ID by the Super user. The 
Super user still has unfettered access to all data on the system. Using a privileged ASYSYNCP 
to bypass disabled log down does not compromise data security.
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For each user ID, uuu,ggg, there should be a file set configuration table named 
SFggguuu. All file sets in these tables are fetched to the monitor’s memory and sorted. 
Suspended file sets are discarded.

The monitor starts a local ASYSYNCP process for each unique combination of user ID, 
known destination system, and batch ID. If a destination system is not available, the 
monitor waits for a system message that declares that the remote system is available, 
and then starts the appropriate processes.

After starting the ASYSYNCP processes, the monitor sends a message to each 
process, containing all file sets that pertain to that process.

The monitor maintains (and checkpoints) a table of ASYSYNCP processes and 
periodically checks that these processes are still alive. If any process fails, or if there 
are network or CPU failures that affect these processes, the monitor takes an 
appropriate corrective action. Simple failures will be retried three times immediately 
and then once every 30 minutes.

If the administrator or a user issues a command that updates the SYNCUSER or 
SFggguuu tables, the monitor determines which tables have been changed and 
refreshes its list of active file sets. The monitor then analyzes what changes have been 
made; the monitor can start or stop ASYSYNCP processes or simply send a new set of 
file sets to an existing ASYSYNCP process.

The monitor responds to STATUS requests by the AUTOSYNC Command Interpreter 
with the cached list of file sets and ASYSYNCP processes.

Each monitor process can manage up to 1024 ASYSYNCP processes.

ASYSYNCP process

The ASYSYNCP process receives the list of file sets that have been assigned to it from 
the monitor. It alters its process-access ID to the user ID that is associated with the file 
sets; it will use this user ID for all file access, ensuring that a user does not gain 
unauthorized access to data.

The file sets are arranged on a schedule time-list and are processed as they become 
ready. File sets in an ASYSYNCP are processed serially.

When a file set is processed, the ASYSYNCP process starts an ASYSYNC process on 
the destination system. The ASYSYNCP process then gathers information about all the 
files of the source file set and forwards them to the ASYSYNC process.

The ASYSYNC process responds with a list of files (or tables) to be synchronized. 
ASYSYNCP fetches the files and forwards the data to ASYSYNC. When all data has 
been forwarded, it waits for the ASYSYNC process to complete and return its status 
and various file counts. Then, the file set is rescheduled according to the INTERVAL, 
START, and STOP specifications.

ASYSYNCP then checks its time list of file sets and processes the next one at the 
appropriate time.
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ASYSYNC process

The ASYSYNC process on the destination is started by the ASYSYNCP process on 
the source and thus automatically has the appropriate process-access ID. The 
ASYSYNC process receives a single file set description and a list of all files in the 
source file set.

The ASYSYNC process then finds all files in the destination file set. If the PURGE or 
SUBVOLPURGE option is specified, extra files in the destination file set are purged.

The names of files that are missing from the destination, as well as files that meet 
other criteria for synchronization, are returned to the ASYSYNCP process. After the 
exchange of file information, the data stream of file data is received and used to create 
or replace the destination copies of the source files.

When a replacement file is received, ASYSYNC renames the existing file to save it and 
proceeds to write the new file; it also records the information to an index file on the 
same disk. If the new file is received successfully, the saved file is purged. If any error 
occurs, ASYSYNC purges the new file and renames the saved file back to its original 
file name.

In the event that an ASYSYNC process (or its CPU) fails before it can effect recovery, 
any subsequent synchronization to the same disk volume will access the index file and 
perform the recovery.

Variant for Synchronization over TCP/IP

If the file sets received by ASYSYNCP from the monitor process specify a TCP/IP 
address, the synchronization occurs over a TCP/IP link rather than EXPAND. 

In this case, the source ASYSYNCP does not directly start the destination 
synchronization process ASYSYNC. Instead, ASYSYNCP connects to the monitor 
process on the destination system using a user-configured port. The destination 
monitor then starts an ASYSYNCP process. The destination ASYSYNCP performs a 
log down from the access ID of the destination AutoSYNC authorizer to the access ID 
of the user that requests the synchronization. Due to the requirement to perform a log 
down on the destination system, both the source and destination synchronization 
processes are ASYSYNCP objects. 

Then the communication between source and destination ASYSYNCP is established 
and the synchronizations proceed as described above in paragraphs ASYSYNCP 
process and ASYSYNC process. 

See Synchronization Over TCP/IP on page 7-1 for further details.
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5 OSS File Synchronization

This section describes the features and options available for the synchronization of 
OSS files and directories. These features apply to both one-time synchronization and 
scheduled synchronization. 

The topics covered are organized as follows:

OSS File Sets

Displaying OSS Files and Directories

Comparing Source and Destination File Sets

Ownership and Security

Synchronization Options

OSS File Sets
Overview

Source File Set

Destination File Set

Links

Recovery

Overview

AutoSYNC supports synchronization of OSS file sets. Each synchronization file set can 
be either a set of OSS files and directories or a set of Guardian files. An OSS file set is 
described using an absolute pathname that can include the /E directory and the 
Expand node name (/E/PARIS). The source and destination file set can specify either 
an absolute directory name or an absolute file name. The following rules apply:

 The complete directory tree with all its subdirectories is synchronized.

 If the directory tree does not exist at the destination location, all the missing parts 
of the directory are created.

 If the source directory is empty or no files were selected for synchronization, an 
empty directory is created. 

The source and destination pathname specified in AutoSYNC commands each can be 
at most 128 bytes long. Internally, when traversing directory trees, AutoSYNC supports 
a pathname with a maximum length of 1024 bytes.

Some AutoSYNC commands such as INFO SYNCFILESET truncate displayed 
pathnames if the pathname exceeds one line. In such cases, the trailing portion of the 
pathname is displayed and the abbreviated name is preceded with ellipses (...) to 
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signify that the pathname was shortened. If the DETAIL or LOG options are specified 
with these commands, the complete OSS pathname is displayed. Pathnames wrap to 
the next line if necessary.

AutoSYNC synchronizes the following OSS disk files:

 Directories

 Regular files

 Symbolic links

 Hard links 

Unlike an empty Guardian file system subvolume, an empty directory is synchronized.

To protect the destination file set from loss of integrity in case of system or component 
outages, AutoSYNC performs the following steps when synchronizing a file or 
directory: 

1. The file or directory is first created with the destination filename plus a temporary 
name extension ZASYnnnn where nnnn is a number. 

2. Data is written to the file.

3. When the synchronization of the file has completed, the old destination file or 
directory is deleted and the new destination file or directory is renamed to its final 
name without the temporary name extension.

If a synchronization fails, AutoSYNC deletes the temporary file or directory and the old 
file or directory remains in place.

Source File Set

The source file set must describe only local files. If the source file set contains a 
system name (for example /E/PARIS), the system name must be the local Expand 
node name.

Guardian files cannot be synchronized with their OSS pathname, that is using the /G 
directory. Use the regular Guardian naming when synchronizing Guardian files.

Destination File Set

The destination file set may be either on the local system or a remote system; specify a 
remote destination file set with the Expand identifier and the system name (/E/PARIS) 
followed by the absolute pathname. 

Unlike Guardian file sets, OSS file sets cannot specify the destination system as back 
slash asterisk (\*). Specifying /E/* as the destination system for OSS files is not 
supported.
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Purging Destination Files 

If a file, a link or a directory exists in the destination file set but does not exist in the 
source, it can be purged on the destination by specifying the PURGE option. 

If PURGE is specified, subordinate directories that do not exist in the source are 
purged. This differs from the purge processing for Guardian subvolumes. Entire 
Guardian subvolumes are purged only if the SUBVOLPURGE option is specified in 
addition to the PURGE option.

Excluded Files and PURGE

EXCLUDE does not apply to the destination system. AutoSYNC purges extra files or 
directories that do not exist on source system, even if they have been listed in the 
exclude file specified with the EXCLUDE option. 

Links

AutoSYNC provides synchronization options that control synchronization of hard links 
and symbolic links. 

Hard links

AutoSYNC always synchronizes a hard link when all links to the same inode are inside 
the synchronization file set. The SYNCHRONIZE command option ALLHARDLINKS 
controls the synchronization of a hard link when some of the links to the same inode 
are outside the synchronization file set.

 By default, when ALLHARDLINKS is specified, all hard links that are inside the 
synchronization file set are synchronized even if some hard link to the same inode 
is outside the synchronization file set. A message is written to the logfile: 

 When NO ALLHARDLINKS is specified, AutoSYNC does not synchronize the hard 
links for the same inode if any of the hard links are outside the synchronization file 
set. In this case the hard links are skipped and a message is written to the logfile: 

Symbolic links

AutoSYNC always synchronizes a symbolic link when the symbolic link points to a file 
or directory that is inside the synchronization file set. The SYNCHRONIZE command 
option ALLSYMLINKS controls the synchronization of a symbolic link that points 
outside the synchronization file set.

Some hard link not in file set, synchronizing uncontained 
hard link.

Uncontained hard link points to same inode, file not 
synchronized.
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 By default, when ALLSYMLINKS is specified, a symbolic link is synchronized also 
when the symbolic link points outside the synchronization file set. In this case, the 
symbolic link may point to a file that does not exist. A message is written to the 
logfile:

 When NO ALLSYMLINKS is specified, AutoSYNC does not synchronize a 
symbolic link that points outside the synchronization file set. In this case the link is 
skipped and a message is written to the logfile: 

When a symbolic link is synchronized, the content of the link, which is the name of the 
linked object, is changed in the destination file set as follows:

 If the symbolic link points outside the synchronization file set, the content of the 
symbolic link is not changed 

 If the symbolic link points inside the synchronization file set and the linked name is 
an absolute pathname, then the source file set name portion of the linked name is 
replaced with the destination file set portion. The linked name is not changed when 
it is not an absolute name.

Ownership of Symbolic Links

By default, the ownership of a symbolic link cannot be changed. See Ownership of 
Symbolic Links on page 5-7 for details.

Modification Timestamp of Symbolic Links

The modification timestamp is set differently for symbolic links:

1. The modification timestamp of a symbolic link is its creation timestamp.

2. The modification timestamp does not change when the file it points to changes. 

This means that the source and destination timestamps of a symbolic link never match, 
causing AutoSYNC to use different criteria to determine if a symbolic link requires 
synchronization. A symbolic link is synchronized only under the following conditions:

 If the symbolic link does not exist on the destination system.

 If the destination modification timestamp is older than the source modification 
timestamp.

 If the linked file, the file the link points to, is different in the destination (source link 
points to file B but destination link points to file A).

File not in source file set, synchronizing uncontained 
symbolic link.

File not in source file set, symbolic link not 
synchronized.
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Another side effect of the source and destination timestamps inherent mismatch is that 
the TIMEEXACT option is ignored for symbolic links.

Recovery

The recovery function, controlled by the global parameter SYNCRECOVER, is by 
default enabled for all synchronizations.

Recovery for Guardian file sets is discussed in paragraph Recovery on page 3-18.

Recovery for OSS file sets is implemented slightly differently than for Guardian file 
sets:

 When an OSS file set is synchronized, the destination synchronization process 
creates the file, directory or link using the full destination name plus a ".ZASYnnn" 
suffix, where nnn is a sequential number. This method insures that the new file, 
directory or link is in the correct destination location, while preserving the existing 
file, directory or link intact, in case it has to be recovered.

 After the synchronization has completed successfully, the synchronization process 
purges the original file and renames the temporary file, directory or link to the 
original name, by simply removing the ".ZASYnnn" suffix. If the synchronization 
fails for any reason, the sync process purges the temporary file, directory or link 
and the destination file set remains intact.

Displaying OSS Files and Directories
For convenience, the AUTOSYNC command LS can be used to display information 
and statistics on OSS files, directories, and directory trees. The AUTOSYNC command 
LS is equivalent to the OSS shell command ls and has several options. For example:

Comparing Source and Destination File Sets
A source file or directory is synchronized if the source file or directory was modified 
after the destination file or directory was last modified. Timestamp comparisons 
account for differences in time zones and system clocks. Files that have the same 
modification timestamp are never synchronized.

Exceptions:

 If the TIMEEXACT option is specified, a source and destination file that do not 
have the same modification timestamp are synchronized, even if the destination 
file was modified after the source file.

AutoSYNC 9? ls -l /home/guser/sally;
/home/guser/sally:
drwxr-xr-x   1 GUSER.SALLY    GUSER  4096  7Mar06 14:27 emptydir
drwxrwxrwx   1 GUSER.SALLY    GUSER  4096  7Mar06 16:12 safekeep
drwxr-xr-x   1 GUSER.SALLY    GUSER  4096 22Mar06 10:46 sourcedir
drwxr-xr-x   1 GUSER.SALLY    GUSER  4096 24Sep06 12:20 triggdir
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As mentioned above in Modification Timestamp of Symbolic Links, TIMEEXACT is 
ignored for symbolic links.

 The RENAMEOPEN option is not supported for OSS files. If a destination file is 
open at the time of the synchronization, it will not be synchronized but a warning is 
written to the log file and synchronization continues with the next file or directory.

The BACKUP[INFILE] for OSS file sets is an entry-sequenced file that contains the 
names of the files and directories to be synchronized in addition to internal file 
information. Specify the KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] option to preserve this file for 
debugging purposes.

Ownership and Security

Ownership of OSS Files

AutoSYNC propagates the standard file and directory security. 

Unlike Guardian, OSS does not allow AutoSYNC to "give" ownership of files to another 
user, or to set the group ID to another group, unless the user is SUPER.SUPER. The 
user always becomes the owner of the files on the destination file set, unless the user 
is SUPER.SUPER. This means each user can only synchronize their own files unless:

 The user is SUPER.SUPER. The Super ID always has permission to synchronize 
files for other user IDs. 

Note that if the destination is on a remote system, the remote destination 
synchronization process must also be configured to run as a local process. See 
Running the Destination Synchronization Process as a Local Process on 
page 3-21 for configuration instructions.

 The SYNCHRONIZE or ADD SYNCFILESET option OWNER owner-ID is specified 
and the user initiating the synchronization is the same as owner-ID or, the 
OWNERGROUP ownergroup-ID is specified and the group ID is the same as the 
ownergroup-ID. In these cases the destination files are all owned by the user. If the 
OWNER option is omitted and the files are not owned by the user, an error 4001, 
permission denied, is returned. Likewise, if the OWNERGROUP is omitted and the 
group ID is not the group ID of the user, an error 4001, permission denied, is 
returned. 

Security of OSS Files

The security of the destination file or directory is the same as the source file or 
directory, except for WRITE access. WRITE access on the destination files is set to 
allow subsequent synchronizations, much like PURGE security for Guardian files. 
(There is no PURGE security for OSS files.) If the user is the owner of the source file 
or directory but did not have WRITE access to the source file set, WRITE access on 
the destination OSS files is set as follows:
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 If the user is not SUPER.SUPER (255,255), WRITE access is granted for the 
destination file. AutoSYNC applies the equivalent of Guardian purge security rules 
to OSS WRITE security. 

 If the user is SUPER.SUPER (255,255), WRITE security is not upgraded and 
remains the same as the source file security setting because the SUPER.SUPER 
user always has the required WRITE access.

You may use the SECURE option to override the default security setting.

The SECURE option for OSS files specifies read, write and execute access, for the 
user (owner of the file or directory), the group and others: “rwxrwxrwx”. The complete 
security string must be entered. The accepted values are:

 “r” grants read access

 “w” grants write access

 “x”  grants execute access

 “-”   denies access for read, write, and execute settings.

Ownership of synchronized symbolic links is a special case. By default, the owner of a 
synchronized symbolic link is always the syncuser and not the owner of the source 
symbolic link or the OWNER specified in the SYNCHRONIZE command option.

Likewise, the group ID of synchronized symbolic links is, by default, the group ID of the 
user and not the group ID of the source symbolic link or the group ID specified in the 
SYNCHRONIZE command OWNERGROUP option.

You can change this behavior as described below.

 Ownership of Symbolic Links

To set the owner of a synchronized symbolic link to a user different than the user 
performing the synchronization, or to set the owner to the user ID specified through the 
OWNER or OWNERGROUP option, the following requirements apply:

 the user must be SUPER.SUPER (255,255)

 SUPER.SUPER must be able to switch to the user ID who owns the source 
symbolic link or to the user ID specified with the OWNER option, in order to allow 
AutoSYNC to create the link on the destination.

To make the destination ASYSYNC, or ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP, a 
privileged process, perform the following steps on the destination system after the files 
have been moved to the AUTOSYNC subvolume:
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1. In BIND issue the following commands:

2. At the TACL prompt, SQL compile ASYSYNCP:

3. At the TACL prompt, accelerate ASYSYNC:

4. Then, as SUPER.SUPER, issue the following command:

If synchronizing over TCP/IP, perform the same steps on ASYSYNCP.

Synchronization Options
In addition to the OSS-specific options described above, the following options are 
supported:

 AUTOSUSPEND

 BATCHID 

 EXCLUDE

 EXCLUDEPURGE

 FILESETID

ADD * FROM ASYSYNC
SET LIKE ASYSYNC
ALTER CALLABLE^LOG^DOWN, CALLABLE ON
SET SAVEABEND ON
BUILD ASYSYNC!

SQLCOMP/IN ASYSYNCP/NOREGISTER ON

AXCEL ASYSYNC, ASYSYNC
or
OCA ASYSYNC

FUP LICENSE ASYSYNC

Note. Once you have altered ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP with the above Binder commands, 
ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP must be licensed or all synchronizations that use that program will 
fail.

WARNING. By configuring a callable ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP, the systems administrator 
allows a syncuser to perform operations on the remote system, that would have previously 
required the knowledge of the local password. This possibility is particularly critical to 
remember if the syncuser is SUPER.SUPER.
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 FROMOWNER

 HOSTNAME 

 INTERVAL 

 KEEPBACKUPINFILE

 KEEPSECURITY

 LISTALL

 OPENUPDATE

 OWNER

 PRI

 PURGE

 RATE percentage

 START hh:mm:ss

 STOP hh:mm:ss

 SUSPEND

 TIMEEX[ACT]

 TRIGGER 

 TRIGGERONFILESET

 UNPROTECTED

 USEBINDERTIME

The following options are not applicable to OSS files:

 AUDITED

 AUTOCREATECATALOG

 BACKUP

 CATALOG

 KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL

 MAPNAMES

 MAXBACKUP

 NETWORKSECURE

 NOSAFEGUARD

 RESTORE
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 SQLREDEF

 SYNCVIEWS

 SUBVOLPURGE

 ZZINCLUDE

The following options are not supported:

 COMPRESS

 RECOVERY

 RENAMEOPEN
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6 Triggers

This section gives a basic overview of AutoSYNC triggers. Triggers allow a user to run 
a TACL or OSS shell command for each synchronized file that was successfully moved 
to the destination system (TRIGGER) or run a TACL or OSS shell command after a 
complete file set has been successfully synchronized (TRIGGERONFILESET). 

The topics covered are organized as follows:

Overview

Commands

TRIGGER

TRIGGERONFILESET

Examples

TRIGGER examples

TRIGGERONFILESET Example

Note on Triggers that invoke SQLCI

Overview
The TACL command specified as a trigger may invoke a TACL macro, obey a script, or 
execute a program. An OSS shell command may invoke a script, or execute an OSS 
program.

The tasks performed by a trigger can be as simple as altering file attributes or as 
complex as language or SQL compilation.

If the trigger is executed for every file that is synchronized, AutoSYNC continues with 
the synchronization of the next file after the command has completed.

If the trigger is for a file set (TRIGGERONFILESET), 

 the trigger is executed after the synchronization has completed, 

 if any files were replaced or purged, 

 even if a file error occurred during the synchronization

 the trigger is not executed if,

 an error other than a file error occurred and caused the synchronization to fail

 no files were replaced or purged by the synchronization.

Note that lengthy trigger operations can delay synchronization of a file set by the 
amount of time needed to complete the commands.
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Triggers Commands
The feature is invoked by specifying TRIGGER or TRIGGERONFILESET option in the 
SYNCHRONIZE, ADD SYNCFILESET, or ALTER SYNCFILESET commands:

 

Commands

TRIGGER

Specify a complete TACL or OSS command line that includes built-in arguments that 
are replaced by appropriate file names. The maximum length of the command-text is 
128 bytes.

The command line can contain built-in arguments. Each argument starts with a pound 
sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as space, comma (,), 
and so on. Arguments can be specified in either upper case or in lower case. 

If command-text calls for a parameter that is specified between quotes, you need to 
use double quotes (““) to specify the parameter. For example: 

TRIGGER Arguments

 #SYNCFILE is replaced with the destination file that has just been created or 
replaced by AutoSYNC. For OSS files the absolute pathname is specified.

 #SOURCEFILE is replaced with the name of the original source file. For OSS files 
the absolute pathname is specified.

 #RECOVERFILE is replaced with the name of the file that was renamed by 
AutoSYNC for recovery.

AutoSYNC automatically creates recovery files in both the following situations:

 for recovery purposes,

 when the open file has been renamed because the user specified the 
RENAMEOPEN option. (Guardian syncfilesets only)

SYNCHRONIZE … TRIGGER  “command-text”;
or 
SYNCHRONIZE … TRIGGERONFILESET  “command-text”;

ADD SYNCFILESET … TRIGGER  “command-text”;
or
ADD SYNCFILESET … TRIGGERONFILESET  “command-text”;

SYNC myfile TO yourfile, OWNER myID 
TRIGGER "FUP SECURE yourfile ,""NNNN"" ";
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If no archive name is found, AutoSYNC will pass the placeholder question mark 
(?). For OSS, files the absolute pathname is specified.

Recovery files have a name chosen by AutoSYNC. Such files are usually purged 
by AutoSYNC when the replacement file has been synchronized, but triggers may 
preserve these files by renaming them

 #MAPNAMES is replaced by the mapnames-file that is configured for the 
syncfileset using the MAPNAMES option. If the MAPNAMES option is not 
specified, AutoSYNC substitutes the placeholder question mark (?) for the 
mapnames-file. This option is applicable to Guardian syncfilesets only.

TRIGGERONFILESET

TRIGGERONFILESET Arguments

 #SOURCEFSET is replaced with the original source file set name.

 #DESTFSET is replaced with the designating file set name.

 #FSETCOUNT is the number of files in the source file set.

 #SYNCCOUNT is the number of files replaced on the destination.

 #COUNTNOTBKUP is the number of files not backed up.

  #COUNTNOTREST is the number of files that were not restored.

Trigger Output

The TACL trigger command and the output of the TACL or OSS session are captured 
in the log file:

 For scheduled synchronizations, the log file is the MapDB file SLggguuu.

 For a one-time synchronization, the user specifies the LOGFILE option in the 
SYNCHRONIZE command.

If your triggers generate a lot of output, consider sending the output to a dedicated 
trigger log file, which would be specified in the trigger macro.

You can also simply increase the size of the AutoSYNC log file, as instructed in 
paragraph Managing the SLggguuu Log File on page A-2. Consider however that a 
large volume of trigger output in the AutoSYNC log might clutter the file and make it 
more difficult to peruse for problem resolution.

Triggers and TIMEEXACT

If you configure a syncfileset that invokes a trigger to modify some of the files that were 
replaced on the destination, avoid using the TIMEEXACT option. If files are modified 
by a trigger command, their last modified timestamp is always more recent than the 
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source file modification timestamp and specifying TIMEEXACT will cause the files to 
be synchronized needlessly at every synchronization interval.

Troubleshooting triggers

For problem resolution and debugging, you can run the trigger command on a terminal 
at a TACL prompt. 

If the destination is on a remote system, the user must have security privileges 
sufficient to run a remote TACL process.

Examples

TRIGGER examples

1. SQL-compile the synchronized object file myslqprg. 

SQLCOMP is invoked in the TACL macro sqlcmpme that sets up the defines for 
the compilation:

2. Change the system name \sys1 to \sys2 in a synchronized edit file nodename: 

3. Accelerate the synchronized object files in subvolume $data.tstobj:

SYNC trigtest.mysqlprg TO \sys2.$data.trigtest.*, 
TRIGGER "sqlcmpme #syncfile", LOGFILE synctest.log;

Where sqlcmpme uses obey file mydefine before launching SQLCOMP:

?tacl macro
#frame
#push :file
#set :file %1%
system \sys02
obey mydefine
sqlcomp /in [:file], out $s.#sqlcomp/catalog \sys2.vol.subvol, explain, 
currentdefines
#unframe

SYNC trigtest.nodename TO \sys2.$data.trigtest.*, LISTALL,
TRIGGER "edit /in trigin.updatsys/#SYNCFILE",LOGFILE synctest.log;

Where trigin.updatsys is:
cab/sys1/sys2/a;la

SYNC $data.object.* TO \tst.$data.tstobj.*, TRIGGER 
“AXCEL #SYNCFILE, #SYNCFILE”;
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4. Compare the old destination file with the new destination file: discrepancies will be 
reported to the log file:

5. Conditionally SQL compile objects depending on the file code of the object file. 
Only objects that can run on the destination are SQLCOMP’ed. The SYNC trigger 
invokes a TACL macro TRIGCOND as follows:

SYNC /home/dev/sales/appl TO /E/paris/home/sales/appl/, LISTALL, LOGFILE 
triglog, CLEAR, TRIGGER "/home/sales/scripts/cpsyrcv #SYNCFILE 
#RECOVERFILE ";

cpsyrcv:
cp $1 /home/sales/bckupnew/;
cp $2 /home/sales/bckupold/;

SYNC $data.test.sqobj TO \paris.$datab.testb.sqobj,
TRIGGER "RUN TRIGCOND #SYNCFILE";
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where the TRIGCOND macro is:

========================================================
== Name:    TRIGCOND
== Purpose: Sample conditional sqlcomp depending on file 
==          code and OS version
== Usage: 
==  SYNC $data.test.sqobj TO \paris.$datab.testb.sqobj,
==  TRIGGER "RUN TRIGCOND #SYNCFILE"; 
==
==
========================================================
?tacl macro
#frame
== Setup
==
#push file^code release sqlcomp_out tos^version

#SET TNSR Q [#push TNSR]  == result from #TOSVERSION
#SET TNSE R [#push TNSE]

== configure SQL catalog
#set my^catalog MYCATLG [#push my^catalog] 

== pick up the tacl parameter(s) from the trigger command
#set SYNCFILE %1% [#push SYNCFILE]
=========================================================

== get file code and OS version

#set file^code [#fileinfo /code/ [syncfile]]
#setmany tos^version release, [#tosversion]

== perform conditional SQLCOMP

[#case [file^code]
  |100|  == compiles on TNS/R or TNS/E
         sqlcomp /outv sqlcomp_out, in [syncfile]/ catalog [my^catalog]
         #outputv sqlcomp_out == forces display for recording in logfile
        
  |700|  == compiles only on TNS/R
       [#if tos^version '=' "[TNSR]" |then|
        sqlcomp /outv sqlcomp_out, in [syncfile]/ catalog [my^catalog]
        #outputv sqlcomp_out == forces display for recording in logfile
        |else| #output [syncfile] not compiled - code 700 invalid on TNS/E
       ]

  |800|  == compiles only on TNS/E
       [#if tos^version '=' "[TNSE]" |then|
        sqlcomp /outv sqlcomp_out, in [syncfile]/ catalog [my^catalog]
        #outputv sqlcomp_out == forces display for recording in logfile
        |else| #output [syncfile] not compiled - code 800 invalid on TNS/R
       ]
  |otherwise| #output Unknown file code
] {end case}

#unframe
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TRIGGERONFILESET Example

Change the library pointer in object files GETME and GETMETOO to GETUL after 
synchronizing the entire object subvolume to a location with a different name:y 

Note on Triggers that invoke SQLCI
Users wishing to invoke SQLCI in a trigger must refer to a TACL macro containing the 
SQLCI commands, instead of including the SQLCI command in the string of the trigger. 
For example, the trigger invoked with the command:

will fail with the following error message reported in the log: 

SYNC $data.objd.* TO \paris.$datab.objp.*,
TRIGGERONFILESET "RUN TRFIXLIB #DESTFSET";

==========================================================================
== Name:    TRFIXLIB
==
== Purpose: Change library pointer in objects GETME and GETMETOO to GETUL
==          after the object subvolume has been synchronized to a 
==          location with a different name
== Usage:
==          SYNC $data.objd.* TO \paris.$datab.objp.*,
==          TRIGGERONFILESET "RUN TRFIXLIB #DESTFSET";
==
== Note that the macro assumes the objects and user library reside on the 
== same subvolume. 
==========================================================================
?tacl macro
#frame

#push file dummy bind_out
#push objv objsv

== Go extract the vol and subvol names from the destination file set
#setmany file dummy,[#filenames %1%]
#set objv [#fileinfo /volume/ [file]]
#set objsv [#fileinfo /subvol/ [file]]

== Change the library pointers
#output
#output Pointing objects GETME, GETMETOO to library [objv].[objsv].GETUL
[#if not [#empty [#inlineprocess]] |then| #inlineeof]
#set #inlineprefix // [#push #inlineprefix]
bind/name,inline,outv bind_out/
// change library [objv].[objsv].GETUL in [objv].[objsv].GETME
// change library [objv].[objsv].GETUL in [objv].[objsv].GETMETOO
#output
#outputv bind_out == Force display to record in log file
#inlineeof
#unframe

SYNC $data.test.sqacct TO \paris.$datab.testb.sqacctb, 
TRIGGER "SQLCI ALTER TABLE #SYNCFILE
AUDIT;EXIT;";

FILE OPEN ERROR - $RECEIVE - file in use (12) ;
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Instead, the user should use the following command:

where the TRIGTACL macro is as follows:

The TACL macro invoked by the TRIGGER must reside on the destination system and 
must utilize an INLINE SQLCI. Multiple AutoSYNC built-in arguments (#SYNCFILE, 
#SOURCEFILE, so on) may be passed to the macro but code must be added to 
retrieve the values.

SYNC $data.test.sqacct TO \paris.$datab.testb.sqacctb, 
TRIGGER "RUN TRIGTACL #SYNCFILE";

?tacl macro
#frame

========================================================
== setup 
==
#push sqlci_out

#set #inlineecho 1  [#push #inlineecho]
#set #inlineprefix //  [#push #inlineprefix]

========================================================
==  pick up the tacl parameter(s) from the trigger command
==
#set SYNCFILE %1% [#push SYNCFILE] 
========================================================
==  sample sqlci command and forcing display for the logfile
==
sqlci /inline , outv sqlci_out/
// secure [SYNCFILE] PROGID;
// exit;
#outputv sqlci_out  == forces display for recording in logfile

#unframe
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7 Synchronization Over TCP/IP

AutoSYNC supports the use of a direct TCP/IP network connection to communicate 
between the source and destination AutoSYNC processes. This section describes how 
to setup synchronizations over TCP/IP and how AutoSYNC establishes and manages 
the connection. 

The topics covered are organized as follows:

Overview

Configuring a TCP/IP connection

On both Source and Destination Systems

On the Destination System

On the Source System

.Connection Setup over TCP/IP

Note on ASYSYNCP Execute Access

Logging

Overview
AutoSYNC supports the use of a direct TCP/IP network connection to communicate 
between the source and destination AutoSYNC processes. Configuration and use of 
TCP/IP does not interfere with the concurrent use of Expand to synchronize files. A 
single AutoSYNC installation uses both networks as requested by the user.

The advantages of TCP/IP are:

 You may synchronize files between systems that have the same Expand system 
name or number. Expand will not allow such systems to coexist on the same 
Expand network, but two systems can be configured with identical names when 
upgrading from one system to another.

 Development and test systems may not be connected to the production Expand 
network, but you may still wish to transfer files between them.

 Direct TCP/IP connections may be more efficient than Expand connections that are 
based on TCP/IP. Also, you may wish to avoid contention for the network 
connections that are being used for Expand.

Configuring a TCP/IP connection
Some configuration steps are required only on source systems, other steps only on 
destination systems, and others on both systems.
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On both Source and Destination Systems

Set the TCP/IP port numbers for AutoSYNC

A TCP/IP SERVICES file is used to specify the port number for use by defined 
services. The name of the service is ASYSYNC-ZASY where ZASY is the name of the 
AutoSYNC monitor process $ZASY that is used on both systems to coordinate the 
TCP/IP connections.

Optionally, you can also configure an additional port that will be used by AutoSYNC to 
send log records from the destination synchronization process to the source 
synchronization process. The name of the log service is ASYNCLOG-ZASY. If the 
ASYNCLOG-ZASY is not explicitly configured (the default), the port used for logging is 
chosen by TCP/IP from a pool of unassigned port numbers.

You can either create a private SERVICES file or update the system SERVICES file 
(usually $SYSTEM.ZTCPIP.SERVICES) with lines such as

A private SERVICES file is an edit file located in the same subvolume as the installed 
ASYMON object file. Refer to $SYSTEM.ZTCPIP.SERVICES for a sample file.

AutoSYNC searches for the SERVICES file in the following order:

1. A SERVICES file in the AutoSYNC product subvolume.

2. A file specified by an =TCPIP^SERVICE^FILE define. The define must be specified

 when Autosync CI is started for one-time synchronizations,

 when the monitor is started for scheduled synchronizations.

3. The file $SYSTEM.ZTCPIP.SERVICES.

The ASYSYNC-ZASY port

The ASYSYNC process on the source system uses the SERVICES file or define to 
connect to the monitor on the destination system.

The monitor process on the destination system uses the SERVICES file or define to 
create a TCP/IP listener.

The define is specified in the TACL session that starts an AUTOSYNC CI process. For 
a monitor process, it is the define set when the START MONITOR command is issued. 

ASYSYNC-ZASY   <port-num>/tcp # AutoSYNC

and optionally

ASYNCLOG-ZASY <port-number>/tcp # AutoSYNC LOG

Note. The entry in the SERVICES file is case sensitive; the service name must be entered in 
uppercase, the keyword tcp in <port-num>/tcp must be in lower case. This is a TCP/IP 
requirement.
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On the source system, the ASYSYNC process for a scheduled synchronization inherits 
the define from the monitor process. For a one-time synchronization, the ASYSYNC 
process inherits the define directly from the AUTOSYNC CI process.

There is no default port number; if you do not configure a port number, synchronization 
over TCP/IP is not possible. Consult your local networking specialist to choose an 
appropriate port number.

The port number must be the same on all systems that have AutoSYNC installed; 
otherwise, AutoSYNC cannot communicate with other systems.

If you have configured more than one AutoSYNC MAPDB and monitor, each monitor 
must have a different TCP/IP port number.

The ASYNCLOG-ZASY port

The AutoSYNC logging port is used on the source system to accept a connection from 
the destination system. However, the choice of an unpredictable port number is often 
incompatible with a firewall configuration that only allows selected incoming ports to be 
accessed.

If configured, the logging port number must be distinct from the ASYSYNC-ZASY port 
number or any other assigned port number on the system.

If ASYNCLOG-ZASY is not configured, AutoSYNC asks TCP/IP to choose one from 
the pool of unassigned port numbers.

The use of an assigned port number requires that only one pair of ASYSYNC 
processes be attempting to establish the log record connection. To this end, AutoSYNC 
creates a PORTLOCK file in the subvolume of the source ASYSYNC object file. This 
file is opened by all source ASYSYNC processes that use TCP/IP. Each source 
synchronization process locks the file when it is establishing the log record connection 
and unlocks the file when the connection is completed.

On the Destination System

1. Specify the TCPIP, TCPSAM or TCP6SAM processes that will be used to advertise 
the ASYSYNC-ZASY services.

On an HP NonStop server, there are multiple TCP/IP processes, each managing 
connections on a separate IP address. There may be unique host names for each 
IP address and there may also be host names for multiple IP addresses.

In HP NonStop S-series servers, TCP/IP connections can be configured using the 
Parallel Library TCP/IP or TCP/IPv6 libraries. In such systems, TCPSAM and 
TCP6SAM processes are configured in addition to the TCPIP processes. 

In HP NS-series servers, TCP/IP connections are configured using the TCP/IPv6 
libraries. In such systems only TCP6SAM processes are configured.

When performing (or configuring) synchronizations on the source system, you 
specify either an IP address or a host name as the destination.
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Thus, you must specify all TCPIP, TCPSAM or TCP6SAM processes that 
correspond to those addresses, or the synchronization will fail to make the 
connection.

Consult a networking specialist to determine the names of the TCPIP, TCPSAM, 
and TCP6SAM processes. 

Use the following SCF commands to understand your local networking 
configuration: LISTDEV TCPIP and INFO PROCESS $<tcpip-process-name>, 
DETAIL.

The syntax to configure TCP/IP names is:

You may specify up to 6 processes. The process names together must not exceed 
30 characters, not including commas and spaces.

2. Set the AutoSYNC global parameter SYNCoverIP:

When the TCP/IP processes and services are properly configured, use a MONITOR 
STATUS command to see the monitor listening for AutoSYNC requests:

You can also use the new MONITOR STATUS option TCPIP to display the listener 
configuration for inbound SYNC requests.

On the Source System

1. Test the connection. Use SYNCHRONIZE and specify the HOST name of the 
destination system in addition to the source and destination file sets. For testing 
purposes, you may use the local system as a destination and specify the local 
HOST name. If the destination is on a remote system, the destination file set must 
include the Expand node name of the remote system.

2. Configure scheduled synchronization file sets using ADD SYNCFILESET or 
ALTER SYNCFILESET, specifying the HOST of the destination system in addition 

ALTER GLOBAL SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES] $ZTC0, $ZTC1,...;

ALTER GLOBAL SYNCOVERIP ON;

Listening for ASYSYNC service. TCP/IP process $ZTC0.
Host foxii0.cac.cpqcorp.net (16.105.249.18), port 20202

Listening for ASYSYNC service. TCP/IP process $ZTC1.
Host foxii1.cac.cpqcorp.net (16.105.249.19), port 20202;

SYNC[HRONIZE] src-fileset TO \sysname.dest-fileset, 
HOST { name | IP address } [, sync-options];
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to the source and destination file sets. If the destination is on a remote system, the 
destination file set must include the Expand node name of the remote system.  

Connection Setup over TCP/IP
As in synchronizations over an Expand link, the source ASYSYNCP receives its file 
sets from the monitor or Autosync CI. However, if the file set specifies a TCP/IP 
address, ASYSYNCP follows a different protocol to set up the communication with the 
destination synchronization process.

Connection Setup

In this case, the source ASYSYNCP does not directly start the destination 
synchronization process ASYSYNC. Instead, ASYSYNCP connects to the monitor 
process on the destination system using a user-configured port. The destination 
monitor is the LISTNER. The monitor then starts an ASYSYNCP process. 

The destination ASYSYNCP must perform a log down from the access ID of the 
destination AutoSYNC authorizer, to the access ID of the user that requests the 
synchronization. Due to the requirement to perform a log down on the destination 
system, both the source and destination synchronization processes are ASYSYNCP 
objects.

The destination ASYSYNCP receives a LISTNER startup message containing the port 
and IP address of the source ASYSYNCP process.

The destination ASYSYNCP accepts a connection from source ASYSYNCP and 
receives messages over the socket.

Both source and destination ASYSYNCP send and receive messages through the 
same TCP socket. They can be receiving and sending concurrently but only one 
operation of each type is active.

Note on ASYSYNCP Execute Access
The destination sync process ASYSYNCP must perform some SQL operations to 
provide recovery for the synchronization of SQL tables. On the first SQL operation, the 
SQL Executor accesses the SQL object in the ASYSYNCP object file. The SQL 
Executor uses "EXECUTE security" to access this SQL data.

As mentioned above, the ASYSYNCP on the destination runs under the access ID of 
the Syncuser that requests the synchronization. If the owner of ASYSYNCP is 
SUPER.SUPER and ASYSYNCP execute access is set to "U", only SUPER.SUPER 
can access the SQL object in ASYSYNCP. A synchronization under any other 

ADD SYNCF[ILESET[ src-fileset TO \systname.dest-fileset, 
HOST { name | IP address } [, sync-options];
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Syncuser fails with a SQL error -8025 (The SQL region was not SQL compiled), 
because the SQL Executor cannot access the SQL object in ASYSYNCP.

Consequently, ASYSYNCP EXECUTE security must be set to "N" if any non 
SUPER.SUPER Syncusers are configured to perform synchronizations.

Logging
When synchronizing over an Expand link, the destination ASYSYNC opens the log file 
SLggguuu through Expand and writes records directly to the log. However when 
synchronizing over TCPIP, the source ASYSYNCP sets up and accepts a connection 
from the destination ASYSYNCP over a special logging socket, either assigned from a 
pool of unused sockets or configured explicitly, as described above in paragraph The 
ASYNCLOG-ZASY port on page 7-3.

Any message received over that socket is written to the log file by the source 
ASYSYNCP.

The remaining steps in synchronization processing follow the same protocol whether 
the synchronization is over TCP/IP or over Expand.

Note. Specifying a destination system as back slash asterisk (\*) is not supported for 
synchronization over TCP/IP. The destination system name must be a valid EXPAND node 
name.
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8 Command Interpreter

The AUTOSYNC command interpreter is the primary interface for invoking utility 
functions and for controlling and monitoring the AutoSYNC.

This chapter describes the AutoSYNC command interpreter and is organized as 
follows:

Running the Command Interpreter

Command Syntax

Command Summary

Command Descriptions

Running the Command Interpreter
AUTOSYNC is invoked through the TACL run command or equivalent. The TACL 
syntax is:

run-options

process options, such as CPU, PRI, NAME, and so on.

monitor

the name of a AutoSYNC monitor process, which implicitly specifies a current 
mapping database. The monitor process name must be a local name, starting with 
a dollar sign ($), which is required only if there is an alternate monitor process; see 
Configuring an Alternate Monitor Process on page A-8.

cmd

an AUTOSYNC command line.

AUTOSYNC sets the completion code when it stops. The completion code values are:

0: Normal completion

1: Warnings messages were issued during the session

2: Error messages were issued during session

During the AUTOSYNC session, the user can look at the completion code using the 
ENV command. The RESET command restores the completion code to 0 (and all 
parameters displayed by the ENV command to their default value).

[RUN] $SYSTEM.AUTOSYNC.AUTOSYNC[/run-options/] [monitor;] 
[cmd]
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Command Syntax
AUTOSYNC is a conversational-mode command interpreter. Most commands can be 
continued over many lines with no need for a continuation character; as a 
consequence, each command must be terminated with a semi-colon (;).

A few commands, such as FC and RUN, are single-line commands and are terminated 
by the end of line; such commands can be continued by placing an ampersand (&) at 
the end of the line.

AUTOSYNC commands are free-format: spaces are not significant except within 
character strings and numbers. In general, the case (UPPER, lower, or MiXeD) of the 
command is not significant.

Guardian defines can be used to specify command parameters:

 CLASS MAP defines to specify parameters that designate files or tables

 CLASS CATALOG defines to specify command parameters that designate 
subvolumes

Command Summary
AUTOSYNC commands are described in alphabetical order. For ease of reference, 
Table 8-1, Table 8-2 list the commands in two categories: AutoSYNC commands and 
general purpose commands.

In addition, certain standard NonStop server programs can be executed directly by 
typing the name of the program; such programs are assumed to be present in the 
$SYSTEM.SYSTEM (or SYSnn) subvolume. These programs are shown in Table 8-3; 
refer to the RUN command for complete syntax.

Table 8-1. AutoSYNC Commands

Command Name Description

ABEND MONITOR Forces the monitor process to abend (on request from 
support only) and generate a savabend file

ACTIVATE BATCHID Restarts file-set synchronization that had previously been 
suspended for specified BATCHID.

ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET Restarts file-set synchronization that had previously been 
suspended.

ACTIVATE SYNCUSER Restarts file-set synchronization that had previously been 
suspended for a user.

ADD SYNCFILESET Configures scheduled synchronization of a file set.

ADD SYNCUSER Configures a AutoSYNC user.

ALTER BATCHID Modifies configuration of scheduled synchronization by 
BATCHID.

ALTER GLOBAL Changes value of a AutoSYNC global parameter.
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ALTER LOCAL Changes the value of a AutoSYNC local parameter

ALTER MAPDB Changes attributes of MapDB and the monitor.

ALTER MONITOR Changes attributes of a monitor process.

ALTER SYNCFILESET Modifies configuration of scheduled synchronization by file 
set.

ALTER SYNCUSER Modifies configuration of an AutoSYNC user.

AUTHORIZE Sets the AutoSYNC authorizing user ID.

CLEAR AUTOSYNC Re-enables synchronization from specified systems

CREATE MAPDB Creates a MapDB.

CREATE SYSDB Creates SysDB.

DELETE BATCHID Terminates and removes a scheduled synchronization for 
specified BATCHIDs.

DELETE SYNCFILESET Terminates and removes scheduled synchronization for 
specified file sets.

DELETE SYNCUSER Terminates and removes a AutoSYNC user.

DISABLE AUTOSYNC Blocks synchronization from specified systems.

DROP MAPDB Deletes a MapDB.

ENV Displays current volume and other environmental settings.

INFO AUTOSYNC Displays access control information.

INFO BATCHID Displays configuration of scheduled synchronizations for 
specified BATCHID.

INFO GLOBALS Displays the value of AutoSYNC global parameters.

INFO LOCALS Displays the value of AutoSYNC local parameters.

INFO MAPDB Displays map database information in the system database.

INFO SYNCFILESET Displays configuration of scheduled synchronizations.

INFO SYNCUSER Displays configuration of AutoSYNC users.

LIST SYNCPROCESS Displays the status of sync processes that are running from 
the current Autosync product subvolume. 

LS Displays OSS file information

OPEN Sets the current MapDB and monitor process.

REPORT Generates a report comparing source and destination file-set 
attributes.

RESET GLOBAL Reset a global parameter to its default value.

RESET LOCAL Reset a local parameter to its default value.

START MONITOR Starts a monitor process.

STATUS AUTOSYNC Displays status information from the AutoSYNC scheduler.

Table 8-1. AutoSYNC Commands (continued)

Command Name Description
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STATUS BATCHID Displays status information for a specific batchid.

STATUS MONITOR Displays the status of a monitor process.

STATUS SYNC Displays status for a synchronization process.

STATUS SYNCFILESET Displays status information for a specific syncfileset.

STOP MONITOR Stops the monitor process.

SUSPEND BATCHID Terminates and suspends scheduled synchronization for 
specified BATCHID.

SUSPEND SYNCFILESET Terminates and suspends scheduled synchronization for 
specified file sets.

SUSPEND SYNCUSER Terminates and suspends synchronization for a user.

SYNCHRONIZE Performs a one-time synchronization.

UPGRADE MAPDB Creates additional MapDB tables when required.

Table 8-2. General Purpose Commands

Command Name Description

ALTER FILE Changes file attributes of a file-set.

CALC A basic four-function calculator with accuracy to four decimal 
places.

COMMENT Performs no action; useful to document an interactive 
session or OBEY file.

COPY Copies data from any input file to any output file.

CPUS Displays the CPU configuration and utilization of a system.

DELAY Suspends execution of AUTOSYNC command interpreter.

DEQUEUE Copies or displays records in a QUEUE file.

EXIT Terminates the AUTOSYNC command session.

FACTOR Calculates prime factors for a given numeric expression.

FC and ! Re-executes a previous command.

FILEINFO (FI) Displays information for files.

FILES Display a list of file names in a file set.

HELP Displays syntax and usage information for all AUTOSYNC 
commands.

HISTORY Displays a list of previous commands in the session.

LABELDISPLAY (LD) Displays file label information for SQL tables or Views

LISTFILEOPENS (LFO) Displays open information.

Table 8-1. AutoSYNC Commands (continued)

Command Name Description
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Command Descriptions

ACTIVATE BATCHID

 Restarts the automatic synchronization of file sets that have been previously 
suspended through SUSPEND BATCHID, SUSPEND SYNCFILESET or ADD 
SYNCFILESET with the SUSPEND option. This command is functionally equivalent to 
ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET.

This command can also start the immediate synchronization of one or all scheduled 
SYNCfilesets within the configured START and STOP times, even if they have not 
previously been suspended.

LOG Outputs a copy of AUTOSYNC command input and output to 
a file.

OBEY Executes a sequence of AUTOSYNC commands from a file.

OUT Directs all AUTOSYNC command output to a file.

PURGEDATA Clears all data from a file.

RENAME Renames an Enscribe file

RESET Resets completion code.

RUN[D] Executes an external process during an AUTOSYNC 
session.

STATS Examines an Enscribe structured file.

TIME Displays the current time and date.

UPDATE Updates a database record.

Table 8-3. Executable External Programs

AXCEL BIND C COBOL85

DCOM DDL DSAP EDIT

ENABLE ENFORM ERROR FUP

PATHCOM PERUSE SAFECOM SPOOLCOM

SQLCI SQLCOMP TAL TEDIT

TMFCOM VPROC

ACTIVATE BATCH[ID] batchid-range [, batchid-range] ,...;

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }

Table 8-2. General Purpose Commands

Command Name Description
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* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by BATCHID or a range of BATCHIDs. Up to 32 ranges can 
be entered. 

A BATCHID is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first.

* designates all configured batchids for the user.

To display the file set IDs and BATCHIDs, use INFO BATCHID or INFO 
SYNCFILESET. 

ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET

Restarts the automatic synchronization of file sets that have been previously 
suspended through SUSPEND BATCHID, SUSPEND SYNCFILESET or ADD 
SYNCFILESET with the SUSPEND option.

This command can also start the immediate synchronization of one or all scheduled 
SYNCfilesets within the configured START and STOP times, even if they have not 
previously been suspended.

* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

 If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the user. 

ACTIVATE SYNCUSER

Restarts the scheduled synchronizations that had been previously suspended through 
the SUSPEND SYNCUSER command. Note that suspended syncfilesets remain 
suspended until they are activated through the ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET command.

user-ID | ALLUSERS

the Guardian user name or user ID to be activated.

If ALLUSERS is specified, all AutoSYNC users are activated.

ACTIVATE SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-range ], ...;
fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }

 ACTIVATE SYNCU[SER] user-ID | ALLUSERS; 
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ADD SYNCFILESET

Adds a file set to the scheduled synchronizations. See the Synchronization Options on 
page 3-12 for an overview of synchronization.

ADD SYNCF[ILESET] src-file-set TO dest-file-set[, options ];

common-options:

{ AUTOSUSPEND }

{ BATCHID batchid }

{ EXCLUDE exclude-file }

{ EXCLUDEP[URGE] excludep-file }

{ FILES[ETID] fset-id }

{ FROMO[WNER] user-id }

{ [IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | host-name } }

{ INTERVAL n [ MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ] }

{ KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] }

{ KEEPS[ECURITY] }

{ LISTA[LL] }

{ OPENU[PDATE] [ n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS] ] }

{ OWNER { user-id | user-name } }

{ PRI[ORITY] priority }

{ PURGE }

{ RATE percentage }

{ START hh:mm:ss }

{ STOP hh:mm:ss }

{ SUSPEND }

{ TIMEEX[ACT] }                                                
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common-options (continued)

{ TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command } }

{ TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | oss-shell-command } }

{ UNPRO[TECTED] }

{ USERBINDERTIME }

guardian-only-options:

{ AUDITED }

{ AUTOCREATECAT[ALOG] }

{ BACKUP backup-program }

{ CATALOG SQL-catalog }

{ COMPRESS }

{ KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL }

{ MAPNAMES mapnames-file }

{ MAXBACKUP num-of-files }

{ NETWORKS[ECURE] | NO NETWORKS[ECURE] }

{ NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFEGUARD }

{ RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY }

{ RENAMEO[PEN] }

{ RESTORE restore-program }

{ SECURE "rwep" }

{ SQLREDEF }

{ SUBVOLPURGE }

{ SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS }

{ ZZINC[LUDE] }

                                            Continued
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src-file-set

a file set on the local system that is the source of the synchronization operation. If 
a system name is specified, it must be the local Expand node name.

dest-file-set

the location of the file set that is to be updated. 

The volume, subvolume, and filename portions of a destination file set must be 
either asterisk (*) or must be fully specified. For each part of the source file set that 
has a trailing asterisk (*), the corresponding part of the destination file set must be 
asterisk (*).

A dollar-sign asterisk ($*) is not a valid destination volume; use asterisk (*) instead.

The destination system may be specified as back slash asterisk (\*), which implies 
synchronization to every destination system that has AutoSYNC installed, licensed, 
and running.

Using backslash asterisk (\*) for the destination system is not supported for OSS 
file sets or for file sets configured for synchronization over TCP/IP.

Guardian file set definition

Source file sets can take the following forms:

 Fully qualified: for example $a.b.c

 Partially qualified: for example $a.b*.c*"

  "*": for example $a.b.*

Rules:

A fully qualified source file set can be synchronized to a  fully qualified destination 
file set or to a destination file set specified as "*".

Partially qualified or "*" source file set must be synchronized to a destination file 
set specified as "*".

OSS-only-options:

{ ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS }

{ ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS }

{ OWNERG[ROUP] { group-id | group-user } }

{ SECURE “rwxrwxrwx” }
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OSS file set definition

 The source and destination file sets must be specified with the absolute 
pathname.

 Wild-card characters are not supported; specify an absolute directory name or 
an absolute file name.

 If the source file set is a single file, the file is moved to the destination 
specified. If the directory does not exist at the destination location, the directory 
is created.

 If the source file set is a directory tree, the following rules apply:

 the full directory tree with all its subdirectories is synchronized. 

 if the directory tree does not exist at the destination location, the directory 
is created. 

 if the source directory is empty or no files were  selected for 
synchronization, an empty directory is created.

  Pathnames cannot exceed 128 bytes in length.

common-options

AUTOSUSPEND

specifies that the configured file set will execute once and then will 
automatically be suspended. This is similar to a one-time synchronization, 
except that the synchronization options are kept in the configured syncfilesets 
and can be activated each time the user wants the synchronization to be 
performed. Many AUTOSUSPEND synchronizations can be activated with a 
single ACTIVATE BATCHID command.

INFO SYNCFileset command displays the last synchronization time.

This option is designed to facilitate the use of AutoSYNC with the batch 
schedulers such as Netbatch.

BATCHID batchid

a batch identifier for the file set.

The batchid is an unsigned integer and can be specified as a number between 
0 and 65535 or as two ASCII characters in quotes. The default batchid is 0.

All file sets that have the same batchid for a given user and destination system 
are synchronized in sequence by a single ASYSYNC process.

To have more than one ASYSYNC process for the same destination system, 
use different batchids.
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EXCLUDE exclude-file

instructs AutoSYNC to exclude the files listed in exclude-file from 
synchronization.

exclude-file

an edit file that contains names of the files, subvolumes or disk volumes in 
the syncfileset that are to be excluded from the synchronization. An 
exclude file can be shared among syncfilesets. When starting a new 
synchronization ASYSYNC rereads the exclude list if the exclude file has 
been updated.

Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT" or with double hyphens (--), the line will be treated as a 
comment and will be ignored.

Note that exclusion applies only to source files; it does not apply to files on the 
destination. Consequently:

 If a system name is specified, it must be the name of the source (local) 
system.

 If the PURGE option is specified, to exclude files from being purged on the 
destination, use the EXCLUDEPURGE option. Without EXCLUDEPURGE:

 A file on the exclude list is purged on the destination (it is not excluded 
from purging), if it does not exist on the source. 

 A file on the exclude list is not purged on the destination, if it exists on 
the source (it is excluded from purging).

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:

Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")

does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

Note that some performance degradation could occur if an exclude file 
containing a long list of files is shared by multiple syncfilesets.
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EXCLUDEPURGE excludepurge-file

instructs AutoSYNC to exclude the files listed in the excludep-file from being 
purged on the destination, if the files do not exist on the source. 

EXCLUDEPURGE only applies when PURGE or SUBVOLPUREGE are also          
specified. Otherwise, EXCLUDEPURGE is ignored.

excludep-file

an edit file that contains the names of the files, subvolumes or disk 
volumes in the destination syncfileset that are excluded from being purged. 
excludep-file resides on the destination system and can be shared among 
syncfilesets.

When starting a new synchronization ASYSYNC rereads excludep-         
file and if it has changed, updates the excludepurge list accordingly.            

Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT", or the characters "--", the line is treated as a comment and is 
ignored.

Note that exclusion applies only to destination files; it does not apply to files on 
the source. Consequently, if a system name is specified, it must be the name 
of the destination system.        

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:

Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")

does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

FILES[ETID]

the file set ID of the new synchronization file set.

This option is not needed for normal use; if omitted, AutoSYNC assigns a file 
set ID. However, it is useful in cases where a specific file set ID is required, 
such as when replicating a file set configuration.

If omitted, AutoSYNC assigns the file set id.
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FROMO[WNER] user-id

instructs Autosync to synchronize only the source files owned by the specified 
user ID. By default the whole source fileset is synchronized, regardless of the 
ownership of the files, as long as security settings do not prevent it.

An OSS directory that is not owned by the specified owner is skipped, along 
with all its files and subdirectories, even if some of the subordinate files or 
subdirectories are owned by the specified user ID.

[IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | host-name }

(for synchronization over TCP/IP only)

address of the destination system specified as an internet address or the 
configured internet name of the host system.

tcpip-address is specified in the dotted decimal format nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn 
(example: 16.107.164.200).

host-name is the name by which the destination system is known on the 
internet, specified as a character string of 49 or fewer characters (example: 
foxii.cac.cpqcorp.net).

There is no default value for this option. If HOST is omitted, AutoSYNC 
performs the synchronization over the Expand link.

INTERVAL interval [ MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ]

the frequency at which the destination file set is to be updated. The value of 
interval is between 1 minute and 366 days. The default unit of time is the 
MINUTE. The default interval is 5 minutes.

The interval value is ignored if a START option is specified without a STOP 
option; then synchronization occurs once a day at START time.

Note that the interval is the time to delay from the completion of one 
synchronization until the start of the next synchronization.

KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE]

instructs AutoSYNC to retain the BACKUP and RESTORE input files. By 
default, these files are temporary and they are purged after the synchronization 
has completed.

This option is used for troubleshooting only. 

The name of the input file is in the format of ZBKnnnnn for BACKUP and 
ZRSnnnnn for RESTORE, where nnnnn is a serial number. The files are 
placed in the MapDB subvolume. The exact file name is displayed in the 
syncuser’s log file SLnnnggg.

Input files are not created if no files require synchronization. For BACKUP, the 
input file is always created when files are synchronized. For RESTORE, the 
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input file is created only when files are synchronized and the MAPNAMES 
option is specified.

For OSS file sets, the BACKUP input files is an entry-sequenced file that 
contains the names of the files and directories to be synchronized, in addition 
to internal file information.

KEEPS[ECURITY]

that the Guardian security settings "rwep" of the source file are retained on the 
destination file.

KEEPSECURITY overrides the SECURE and NETWORKSECURE options.

LISTA[LL]

includes all file names that are processed by BACKUP and RESTORE in the 
log.

OPENU[PDATE] [ n SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ]  ] 

specifies that a source file that is opened for update is eligible for 
synchronization. By default, AutoSYNC does not synchronize files that are 
opened for update. OPENUPDATE overrides the default behavior.

n [ SECONDS  |  MINUTES  |  HOURS ]

the interval during which the source file must remain unchanged to be 
considered for synchronization. The default unit of time is MINUTES. If 
omitted, the openupdate interval is the same as the synchronization 
interval.

The time elapsed is computed from the last time the file was modified. The 
candidate files can be opened for WRITE or READ-WRITE access. The 
exclusion mode must be SHARED or PROTECTED. Recovery must be 
enabled for the file set.

If a file is being updated at the time AutoSYNC attempts to synchronize it, it is 
skipped. To force the synchronization of a file as it is being modified, specify 
the UNPROTECTED option described below on page 8-18.

OPENUPDATE is ignored if:

 a file is opened for EXCLUSIVE access

 for Guardian files only:

 if a file is audited
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 if the global SYNCRECOVER parameter is set to OFF or if NO 
RECOVERY was specified when the file set was created or altered.

 OWNER user-id | user-name

the owner of the destination file set. 

If OWNER is omitted, the owner of the source file is retained.

PRI[ORITY] priority

the process priority at which the ASYSYNC process is to run when processing 
this syncfileset. 

If the priority exceeds the value of MAXPRIORITY set with the ADD 
SYNCUSER or ALTER SYNCUSER command, it is overridden by the 
syncuser's MAXPRIORITY.

If this option is omitted, the priority of ASYSYNC is set to the priority of the 
syncuser.

PURGE

specifies that any file that is in the destination file set but is not in the source 
file set will be purged. By default AutoSYNC does not purge any file in the 
destination file set.

To exclude files from being purged on the destination, use the 
EXCLUDEPURGE option.

Guardian file sets: 

 If PURGE is specified, the subvolume portion of the source and destination 
file sets must be fully qualified (no wild-card characters or "*").

 Purging of files occurs on a subvolume by subvolume basis. A destination 
file is not purged if it does not exist in a corresponding source subvolume, 
unless the SUBVOLPURGE option is also specified.

 Extra SQL objects in the destination like tables, views and indexes are 
purged. Catalog files are not supported and they are not synchronized or 
purged by Autosync.

Note for OSS file sets. AutoSYNC only synchronizes updates that are actually sent 
to the disk process. Any updates that are buffered in the application process (such as 
performed by the file system or C runtime) are not synchronized until they are 
transmitted to the disk process.

Note for OSS file sets. If OWNER is specified and OWNERGROUP is omitted, the 
OWNERGROUP of the file set is set to the  group of the source file, not the group 
specified by OWNER.

Note. Be aware that running ASYSYNC at high priority may impact system 
performance as the process is CPU bound.
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Extra SQL tables and views are purged explicitly, indexes and secondary 
partitions are purged implicitly, with the main table.

OSS files and directories:

 If PURGE is specified, subordinate directories not present in the source file 
set are purged on the destination. Note that this is different than the 
processing of Guardian subvolumes. Guardian subvolumes are not purged 
unless the SUBVOLPURGE is specified. 

An entry is written into the log file for each file or OSS directory that is purged 
as a result of the synchronization.

PURGE is not supported for SQL tables.

RATE percentage

the percentage of elapsed time the synchronization process should be active.

The default is 100%.

START hh:mm:ss

the start time of the synchronization window. The time is entered in the format 
hour:minute:seconds between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59. The maximum window 
is 24 hours.

When the START option is specified the INTERVAL is ignored and one 
synchronization per day is performed at the start time.

If the start time is larger than the stop time, then it is assumed the 
synchronization window crosses into the next day. If STOP is omitted, the 
synchronization occurs once a day at start time. In this case the INTERVAL 
option is ignored.

STOP hh:mm:ss

the ending time of the synchronization window. The time is entered in the 
format hour:minute:seconds between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59. The maximum 
window is 24 hours.

If the stop time is smaller than the start time, then it is assumed the 
synchronization window crosses into the next day.

If STOP is omitted but START is specified, synchronization happens once a 
day at the specified START time.

SUSPEND

the file set should be added to the synchronization schedule without activating 
it.

The user can subsequently activate the file set using the ACTIVATE 
SYNCFILESET command.
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TIMEEX[ACT]

that a file is synchronized if the modification timestamp of the source does not 
exactly match the modification timestamp of the destination file.

By default, a file is synchronized only when the source file has been modified 
after the destination file was last modified. The comparison of timestamps 
accounts for differences in system clocks and time zones..

TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command }

a TACL command or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC for 
each file in the synchronized file set after the file has been moved to the 
destination.

The command line contains four built-in arguments. Each argument starts with 
a pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as a 
space or a comma, or by an OSS shell delimiter such as a space or a  
semicolon (;) and so on. Arguments can be specified in either upper or lower 
case. In the current release, AUTOSYNC supports the following built-in 
arguments:

 #SYNCFILE is replaced with the destination file that has been created or 
replaced by AutoSYNC. For OSS files, the absolute pathname is specified.

 #SOURCEFILE is replaced with the name of the original source file. For 
OSS files, the absolute pathname is specified.

 #RECOVERFILE is replaced with the name of the file that was recovered 
by AutoSYNC. If no archive name is found, AUTOSYNC substitutes the 
placeholder "?" for the file name. For OSS files, the absolute pathname is 
specified.

 #MAPNAMES is replaced by the mapnames-file that is configured for the 
syncfileset using the MAPNAMES option. If the MAPNAMES option is not 
specified, AUTOSYNC substitutes the placeholder question mark (?) for 
the mapnames-file. This option is applicable to Guardian syncfilesets only.

TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | shell-command }

Note on symbolic links. Because source and destination modification 
timestamps of symbolic links never match, TIMEEXACT is ignored if specified 
for symbolic links. For further details on symbolic link synchronization, see 
paragraph Modification Timestamp of Symbolic Links on page 5-4

Note on SQL Shorthand Views. A SQL view has no modification timestamp. 
Instead AutoSYNC uses creation timestamps. This prevents a shorthand view 
from being synchronized every time the file set is synchronized. 
However if TIMEEXACT is specified, the shorthand view will always be 
synchronized because the creation time of the destination is always newer 
than the creation time of the source. For further details on SQL View 
synchronization, see paragraph SQL Views on page 3-8.
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specifies a tacl or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC after the 
complete file set has been successfully synchronized. This is in contrast with 
the TRIGGER option that executes the tacl or shell command for each file that 
is synchronized.

The trigger is executed if files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if a file error has occurred that did not cause the 
synchronization to fail.

The trigger is not executed if no files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if an error other than a file error has occurred that caused 
the synchronization to fail.

The command supports a set of built-in arguments. Each argument starts with 
a pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as 
space, comma (,), or by a OSS shell delimiter such as space, semicolon (;), 
and so on. Arguments are not case-sensitive.

The built-in arguments are the following:

 #SOURCEFSET is replaced with the original source file set name.

 #DESTFSET is replaced with the destination file set name.

 #FSETCOUNT is the number of files in the source file set.

 #SYNCCOUNT is the number of files replaced on the destination.

 #COUNTNOTBKUP is the number of files not backed up.

 #COUNTNOTREST is the number of files that were not restored.

UNPRO[TECTED]
        (with OPENUPDATE)

used in conjunction with the OPENUPDATE option, instructs AutoSYNC to 
synchronize a file even if the source file is being updated as it is being 
synchronized (backed up). Note that if a source file was updated during the 
synchronization, the destination file could be corrupted. 

UNPROTECTED applies to:

 OSS files 

 Unstructured Enscribe files that are not edit files (type 101)

 Enscribe entry-sequenced files

USEBINDERTIME

selects object files to synchronize by comparing the binder or linker timestamps 
of the source and destination. All other file types in the file set are selected for 
synchronization based on the usual comparison of modification timestamps.
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The destination object file is replaced if the binder or linker timestamps of the 
source and destination objects do not match exactly; the comparison operates 
as if TIMEEXACT were specified.

The default is that object files are replaced based on a comparison of 
modification timestamps.

guardian-only-options

AUDITED

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize audited files.

By default, audited files are not synchronized.

AUTOCREATECAT[ALOG]

instructs AutoSYNC to create (or not to create) a SQL catalog when a SQL 
object that requires a catalog is moved to a destination where the catalog does 
not exist.

The catalog is created in the same location as the catalog on the source 
system. If the source catalog volume does not exist on the destination system, 
the catalog is placed on the volume of the destination tables.

The security of the newly created destination catalog is set to the syncuser's 
default Guardian security.

If the catalog already exists, the option is ignored.

To register the object in a different catalog, use the CATALOG option in 
addition to AUTOCREATECATALOG.

BACKUP backup-program

the name of the BACKUP object program to use on the source system when a 
file set is synchronized.

This option overrides the BACKUP option specified in the ADD SYNCUSER or 
ALTER SYNCUSER command.

If BACKUP is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.BACKUP is used.

CATALOG SQL-catalog

where to register SQL objects that are synchronized. If CATALOG is omitted, 
the source catalog name is used.

If the needed catalog does not exist and AUTOCREATECATALOG is not 
specified, SQL table synchronization fails.                                    

COMPRESS | NO COMPRESS

enables or disables compression of the file set prior to being sent to the 
destination system.
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This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL

specifies that the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute of a source SQL table or alternate 
index is preserved on the destination. If KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is specified, 
no further synchronization of the table or index will be successful until the 
NOPURGEUNTIL period has elapsed.

By default AutoSYNC does NOT propagate the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute to 
the destination table, to insure that future synchronizations will be possible.

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is not supported for Enscribe files, consistent with 
FUP and RESTORE behavior.

MAPNAMES mapnames-file

specifies the mapping of a source fileset to a destination fileset and catalog 
name mapping.

The mapnames-file is an edit or entry-sequenced file located on the destination 
system. 

File name mapping:

The mapnames-file entries are similar to, but not exactly the same as, the 
MAP NAMES option of RESTORE. Each line of the MAPNAMES file 
contains a single mapping of the form. 

The file name can be partially qualified; AutoSYNC replaces the missing 
portion of the name with the wild card asterisk (*). For example:

Are equivalent to:

Catalog name mapping:

The information in MAPNAMES is also used to perform SQL catalog       
volume mapping. You should include MAPNAME entries if catalogs are 
located on different volumes or subvolumes on the destination system. 

Note Compression is CPU-intensive and can reduce total throughput unless the 
connection between source and destination systems is slow.

source-file-pattern TO destination-file-pattern

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*

\SOURCE.$DATA.*.* TO \DEST.$BACK.*.*
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB.* TO \DEST.$BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\SOURCE.$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*.*.*
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The entries follow file mapping entries and are preceded by the keyword 
"CATALOGS:", including the colon (:), as follows:

CATALOGS entries are checked for proper syntax, and passed along to 
the RESTORE process.

See discussion on the use of MAPNAMES in Alternate Key Files on page 3-6, 
SQL Tables and Catalogs on page 3-7, Partitioned Files and Tables on 
page 3-9 and File and Catalog Name Mapping using MAPNAMES on 
page 3-10

MAXBACKUP num-of-files

the maximum number of files to be processed by one BACKUP process.

When processing large file sets, AutoSYNC divides the synchronized files into 
subsets, each processed by a separate BACKUP process. BACKUP 
performance decreases significantly with the number of files it processes. To 
avoid performance degradation, AutoSYNC starts multiple BACKUP 
processes, in sequence, and assigns to each no more than the configured 
num-of-files.

The default is 1000. 

NETWORKS[ECURE] | NO NETWORKS[ECURE]

enables or disables changing the security of the destination files for network 
access.

By default this option is enabled and file security is changed as follows:

The default is NETWORKSECURE, but the SECURE option overrides 
NETWORKSECURE

NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFEGUARD

specifies that the Safeguard ACL for a source Enscribe disk file is not 
propagated to the destination when the file is synchronized. A warning is 

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*
CATALOGS:
$CATS.BACKCAT FOR $BACK.*.*
$CATS.DBCAT FOR $BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\TOKYO.$CATS.DBCAT for \TOKYO.*.*.*

Source file security Destination file security 

“A” “N”

“G” “C”

“O” “U”

“-” “-”
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written to the logfile to notify the user that the Safeguard setting for the source 
file has been turned off on the destination.

The default is NO NOSAFEGUARD and the ACL for a source file is 
propagated to the synchronized destination file.

RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY

enables or disables the recovery option.

If recovery is enabled, AutoSYNC saves a copy of an existing destination file to 
an archive subvolume before it restores a later copy of the file. If a failure 
occurs during the synchronization and the file is corrupted, the archived copy is 
recovered and replaces the corrupted file.

This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER.

By default, recovery is enabled.

RENAMEO[PEN]

specifies that destination unaudited files that are opened for shared READ 
access or running object files are to be renamed to allow AutoSYNC to replace 
them. 

The syncuser must have PURGE privileges to the destination file for the 
RENAME to succeed.

Both the old and new file names are recorded in an AutoSYNC index file called 
AAINDEX, located in the MapDB subvolume.

The renamed files are named AAnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is a sequence          
number, and are placed in same subvolume name as the AutoSYNC MapDB,           
in the destination file set volume. Renamed partitions, alternate indexes and 
protection views are named ABnnnnnn, ACnnnnnn, and so on.

RESTORE restore-program

the name of the RESTORE object program to use on the destination system 
when a file set is synchronized.

This option overrides the RESTORE option specified in the ADD SYNCUSER 
or ALTER SYNCUSER command.

If RESTORE is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.RESTORE is used.

SECURE “rwep”

Note. If the destination file is audited, AutoSYNC displays a warning message and 
the file is not synchronized. An audited file cannot be renamed and AutoSYNC cannot 
temporarily unaudit the file to rename it because the file is opened.

Note. A synchronized file, table, index or view may not replace an existing object of a 
different type.
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the security of destination files. If this option is omitted, the security of a 
destination file is the same as that of the source file unless 
NETWORKSECURE is on and the destination files are on a destination 
system.

SQLREDEF

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize SQL tables based on differences in the 
redefinition timestamps, in addition to differences in modified timestamps. This 
option allows AutoSYNC to be sensitive to certain DML changes performed on 
SQL tables, such as ADD COLUMN, which do not cause the modification 
timestamp to change.

By default, AutoSYNC compares only modification timestamps of source and 
destination SQL tables.

SUBVOLPURGE

instructs AutoSYNC to process subvolumes in the destination file set even if 
the subvolumes do not exist on the source file set.

All other synchronization options specified apply to the selection of files to 
purge in the destination file set. For example, if the AUDIT option is specified, 
the audited files in the extra destination subvolumes are purged. 

The REPORT function also lists the extra subvolumes if both PURGE and 
SUBVOLPURGE are specified.

SUBVOLPURGE requires the PURGE option. If only PURGE is specified, the 
extra subvolumes in the destination file set are not purged.

SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS

controls the synchronization of shorthand views. If enabled (the default), a 
shorthand view is synchronized along with the table or tables it references. The 
view must be included in the syncfileset definition. This behavior is similar to 
the way in which SQL/MP automatically moves protection views when 
underlying tables are moved.

If disabled, a shorthand view is not automatically synchronized with its 
referenced tables. When the data in a SQL table changes or when the SQL 
DDL changes and SQLREDEF is configured, Autosync synchronizes the table 
but does not list any associated shorthand view in the BACKUP input list, 
because the view did not change. On the destination, the view is dropped 
when RESTORE drops and replaces the referenced table, but the view is not 
recreated. The view is eventually replaced at the next synchronization.

The default is SYNCVIEWS.

Note. A SQL view or index is synchronized automatically with the primary partition of 
the base table. If the redefinition date of an index or view in the source subvolume is 
newer than in the destination subvolume but the primary source partition is older than 
the primary destination partition, the view or index will not be synchronized.
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ZZINC[LUDE]

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize ZZ* files (saveabend, binder temporary 
files, axcel temporary files, so on) and system swap files.

By default, ZZ* files and system swap files are not synchronized.

OSS-only-options

When describing synchronization options for OSS files below,  the phrase 
"uncontained links" refers to files that are hard links or symbolic links that have 
references to files that reside outside of the synchronization file set.

An uncontained hard link is a link to an inode where another link to the same inode 
resides outside the synchronization file set.

An uncontained symbolic link points to a file that resides outside the 
synchronization file set. 

ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS

synchronizes all files that are hard links in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained heartlands. When synchronizing an uncontained hard link, a new 
file is created in the destination file set and all contained links to the same 
inode are linked to this file. 

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained hard link has been 
synchronized.

If NO ALLHARDLINKS is specified, uncontained hard links are  not 
synchronized.

The default in ALLHARDLINKS.

ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS 

synchronizes all symbolic links in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained symbolic links.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained  symbolic link has 
been synchronized.

If NO ALLSYMLINKS is specified, uncontained symbolic links  are not 
synchronized.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained symbolic link has 
been skipped.

The default is ALLSYMLINKS.

OWNERG[ROUP] { group-id | group-user }

the group ID of the destination file set.

If OWNERGROUP is omitted, the group ID is one of:
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 the group ID specified in the OWNER option, if it is entered

 the group ID of the source file otherwise.

SECURE “rwxrwxrwx”

the security of the destination file set.

"rwxrwxrwx" settings are for user, group and others.

The accepted values are:

 "r" grants read access

  "w" grants write access

 "x" grants execute access

  "-" denies access for read, write and execute setting.

If this option is omitted, the security of the destination file set is the same as 
that of the source file set. 

The exception is write security for the owner: when a file or a directory is 
synchronized and the write access was denied for the owner in the source file, 
write access is granted in the destination file to allow subsequent        
synchronizations. Write access is only upgraded when the syncuser is the 
owner of the file and not SUPER.SUPER. When the super ID is used, the 
owner write security setting is not upgraded.

ADD SYNCUSER

Authorizes a specific user to schedule synchronization of file sets. This command 
automatically creates a schedule table (named SFggguuu) and log file (named 
SLggguuu) for this user in the MapDB subvolume. The SFggguuu table is secured to 
allow updates only by the AutoSYNC user; this prevents a user from updating another 
users schedule.
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The log file is used by AutoSYNC to display messages pertaining to the 
synchronization operations it performs on behalf of this user.

user-id | username

the Guardian user ID or user name whose synchronization privileges are being 
defined.

CPU n | (n1, n2, n3...)

the CPU(s) where the ASYSYNC processes are to run.

BACKUP backup-program

the object file name of the BACKUP program to use on the source system when a 
file set is synchronized. 

If BACKUP is omitted, the default $SYSTEM.SYSnn.BACKUP program is used.

EMSFILEEVENTS | NO EMSFILEEVENTS

logs any synchronization error related to a specific file (for example, error 48, error 
45, and so on) in the EMS log.

The EMS message specifies the name of the logfile SLggguuu,  the key of the log 
record, the SYNCfileset ID, the file error and the filename portion of the file. The 
user should then refer to the logfile for details.

The default is NO EMSFILEEVENTS.

EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED]

 ADD SYNCU[SER] { user-id | user-name } [ [,]option... ];
 
 option is:

{ BACKUP backup-program }

{ CPU n | (n1, n2, n3...) }

{ EMSFILEEVENTS | NO EMSFILEEVENTS }

{ EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED] }

{ EMSS[UPPRESS] | NO EMSS[UPPRESS] }

{ MAXPRIORITY priority }

{ RESTORE restore-program }

{ SUSPEND }

{ TRACE }
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logs an event to the EMS log when a syncfileset is synchronized to completion but 
contains one or more files that were not synchronized.

The event does not necessarily signal an error condition. For example, a event is 
generated when a file in a syncfileset configured with OPENUPDATE is being 
updated during a synchronization.

Setting the global parameter or SYNCUSER option EMSSUPPRESS overrides 
EMSFILENOTSYNCED. If EMSSUPPRESS is set, EMSFILENOTSYNCED events 
are not generated.

EMSS[UPPRESS] | NO EMSS[UPPRESS]

suppresses the generation of a class of EMS events that are considered optional. 
Suppressing the optional messages reduces the volume of output sent to the EMS 
collector. The types of messages suppressed are the following:

 The synchronization process START and STOP messages issued by the 
monitor process when it launches or stops a synchronization process. Once 
started, a synchronization process keeps processing synchronizations until a 
syncfileset, batchid or syncuser is suspended or the monitor process is 
stopped.

 Messages reporting configuration changes made by the administrator to a file 
set or a batch ID.

Events that report failures are never suppressed and are always logged to the 
EMS collector. 

The option may be disabled to troubleshoot an AutoSYNC problem or to analyze 
unusual behavior.

The default is NO EMSSUPPRESS.

MAXPRIORITY priority

the maximum priority at which the ASYSYNC process can run for this user. 

If the PRIORITY option specified with ADD SYNCFILESET or ALTER 
SYNCFILESET exceeds this MAXPRIORITY value, this value overrides the 
SYNCFileset priority.

If this parameter is omitted, the maximum priority is set to the priority of 
AUTOSYNC minus 20.

RESTORE

the object file name of the RESTORE program to use on the destination system 
when a file set is synchronized.

Usage Note. EMSSUPRESS is also a GLOBAL parameter. You must use the global 
parameter setting on the source and destination systems, rather than the SYNCUSER 
option, if you wish to suppress optional messages for synchronizations that are done over 
TCP/IP.
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If RESTORE is omitted, the default $SYSTEM.SYSnn.RESTORE program is used.

SUSPEND 

that this user is not activated as a SYNCUSER until the ACTIVATE SYNCUSER 
command is issued.

TRACE

instructs AutoSYNC to trace the activity of the ASYSYNC process to the log file 
SLggguuu created in the MapDB for this user. 

Tracing is a diagnostic function that is likely to be requested by a support specialist 
in order to identify the source of a problem. Note, this option creates a lot of output 
and can impact performance; it is recommended to trace one SYNCfileset only at a 
time and to suspend the other SYNCfilesets for the time of the tracing. Traced 
items include system messages, operations such as starting and stopping 
processes, creating and purging files, opening and closing files, and so on.

ALTER BATCHID

Modifies the options of the syncfilesets in the specified BATCHID range.

* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by BATCHID or a range of BATCHIDs. Up to 32 ranges can 
be entered. 

A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                    

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first. 

* designates all configured batchids for the syncuser.

To display the BATCHIDs, use INFO BATCHID. 

alter-option

See ALTER SYNCFILESET for a description of the alter options.

ALTER BATCH[ID] batchid-range  [, batchid-range ], ...
                {, alter-option... };

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }
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ALTER FILE

Similar to the FUP ALTER (or SQLCI ALTER TABLE) commands, changes certain 
attributes of Enscribe files or mapped tables.

file-set

TACL-style file name pattern specifying a collection of files.

AUDIT | NO AUDIT

controls TMF auditing. Default is AUDIT.

AUTOSYNC does not turn on the audit flag for edit files (code 101) or object files 
(code 100 or 700). To force audit, use “!”.

The AUDIT flag is propagated to the alternate key files.

AUDITCOMPRESS | NO AUDITCOMPRESS

sets the mode of producing audit-checkpoint messages (entire message or 
compressed) for audited files.

 ALTER FILE file-set {, option... };

 option is

{ AUDIT [!] | NO AUDIT }

{ AUDITCOMPRESS | NO AUDITCOMPRESS }

{ BUFFERED | NO BUFFERED }

{ CLEARONPURGE | NO CLEARONPURGE }

{ CODE file-code }

{ LOCKLENGTH key-length }

{ MAXEXTENTS size }

{ NOPURGEUNTIL [ ok-time-to-purge ] }

{ OWNER group-num, user-num }

{ RESETBROKEN }

{ SECURE "rwep" }

{ SERIALWRITES | NO SERIALWRITES }

{ VERIFIEDWRITES | NO VERIFIEDWRITES }
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BUFFERED | NO BUFFERED

turns buffering on or off.

CLEARONPURGE | NO CLEARONPURGE

erases disk free space when files are purged.

CODE

numeric file code of the file. file-code is an integer between 0 and 65535. Codes 
100 to 999 are reserved for use by HP.

LOCKLENGTH length

the byte count of the key for generic locks. length is between 0 and the primary key 
length of the file.

MAXEXTENTS size

the maximum disk allocation extents. size is an integer between 16 and 978, where 
the maximum value depends on the free space in the file label.

NOPURGEUNTIL [  ok-time-to-purge ]

sets date and time after which PURGE is allowed.

ok-time-to-purge is [ date ] time or [ time ] date, 
where: time is hh:mm[:ss] 
            date is dd mmm yyyy or mmm dd yyyy
             (ex: 10:30:00 Jun 15 2008)

If ok-time-to-purge is omitted, the current time is used, thereby making the file 
purgeable immediately.

OWNER user-id

the user ID of the owner of the files. For example: 100,004.

RESETBROKEN

resets BROKEN flag in the file label for non audited files.

SECURE “rwep”

Guardian security string.

SERIALWRITES | NO SERIALWRITES

whether serial writes to the mirrored disk are performed. If NO SERIALWRITES is 
specified, parallel writes are performed. The default is NO SERIALWRITES.

VERIFIEDWRITES | NO VERIFIEDWRITES

sets the mode of file writes: verified or not verified. The default is NO 
VERIFYWRITES.
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ALTER GLOBAL

Sets or changes global AutoSYNC values. Global values are stored in the 
SYSDB table called REGISTRY and affect all processes executed using the 
SYSDB. 

AUTOSYNC { ON | OFF }

enables or disables synchronization for the entire system. The default value is ON 
if AutoSYNC has been licensed on the system.

[AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS { ON | OFF }

enables or disables compression of synchronized file sets.

The default is OFF; in most cases compression does not improve throughput.

The compression option can be specified for a specific file set. The COMPRESS 
option in commands ADD SYNCFILESET and ALTER SYNCFILESET overrides 
[AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS.

[AUTO]SYNCOVERIP { ON | OFF }

enables (or disables) AutoSYNC for synchronization over TCP/IP. 

The default is OFF, indicating that synchronization occurs over an EXPAND link 
only.

[AUTO]SYNCRECOVER { ON | OFF }

enables or disables the recovery option.

If recovery is enabled, AutoSYNC saves a copy of a destination file to an archive 
subvolume before it restores a later copy of the file. If a failure occurs during the 

ALTER GLOBAL variable-and-value;

variable-and-value is:

{ AUTOSYNC { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCOVERIP { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER { ON | OFF } }

{ EMSSUPP[RESS] { ON | OFF } }

{ EMSCOLLECTOR { collector-process } }

{ SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES] { tcp-proc1 [, tcp-proc2, ... } }

{ SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS }
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synchronization and the file is corrupted, the archived copy is recovered and 
replaces the corrupted file.

This setting can be overridden by setting the syncfileset attribute or one-time sync 
option RECOVERY.

The default is ON.

EMSCOLLECTOR collector-process 

the default EMS collector process that the monitor process uses to log its 
messages. The default value for this parameter is $0.

EMSSUPP[RESS] { ON | OFF }

suppresses the generation of a class of EMS events that are considered optional. 
Suppressing the optional messages reduces the volume of output sent to the EMS 
collector. The types of messages suppressed are the following:

 Synchronization process START and STOP messages.

 Messages reporting configuration changes made by the administrator to a 
fileset or a batch ID.

Events that report failures are never suppressed and are always logged to the 
EMS collector.

The option may be disabled to troubleshoot an AutoSYNC problem or to analyze 
unusual behavior.

The default is EMSSUPPRESS OFF.

SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES] { tcp-proc1 [, tcp-proc2, ... }

the name of the TCPIP process(es) used by AutoSYNC for synchronization over 
TCP/IP. 

The default processes are $ZTCP0, $ZTCP1. 

You may specify up to 6 processes, not exceeding 30 characters of names, not 
including commas and spaces. 

Use MONITOR STATUS TCP to verify that the TCPIP processes are properly 
configured.

SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS

 controls the synchronization of shorthand views. If enabled (the default), a 
shorthand view is synchronized along with the table or tables it references. The 

Usage Note. EMSSUPRESS is also a SYNCUSER option. You must use the global 
parameter setting on the source and destination systems, rather than the SYNCYSER 
option, if you wish to suppress optional messages for synchronizations that are done over 
TCP/IP.
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view must be included in the syncfileset definition. This behavior is similar to how 
SQL/MP automatically moves protection views when underlying tables are moved.

If disabled, a shorthand view is not automatically synchronized with its referenced 
tables. When the data in a SQL table changes or when the SQL DDL changes and 
SQLREDEF is configured, Autosync synchronizes the table but does not list any 
associated shorthand view in the BACKUP input list, because the view did not 
change. On the destination, the view is dropped when RESTORE drops and 
replaces the referenced table, but the view is not recreated. The view is eventually 
replaced at the next synchronization.

SYNCVIEWS can also be configured as a syncfileset attribute. If both the global 
parameter and syncfileset attribute are configured, the syncfileset attribute value 
overrides the global value.

The default is SYNCVIEWS.

ALTER LOCAL

Sets or changes a local parameter value. Local parameters are the same as 
global parameters and have the same purpose, but they are in effect for the 
current Monitor (MapDB) only. Local parameter values are stored in the MapDB 
table REGISTRY. Setting a local parameter value overrides the global (default) 
value. 

See ALTER GLOBAL on page 8-31 above for a description of local parameters 
and their values.

ALTER LOCAL variable-and-value;

variable-and-value is:

{ AUTOSYNC { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCOVERIP { ON | OFF } }

{ [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER { ON | OFF } }

{ EMSCOLLECTOR { collector-process } }

{ EMSSUPP[RESS] { ON | OFF } }

{ SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES] { tcp-proc1 [, tcp-proc2, ... } }

{ SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS }
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ALTER MAPDB

Modifies attributes of an existing MapDB; the alterable attributes mostly affect the 
associated monitor process, not MapDB itself. The changes take effect when the 
monitor process is restarted. These attributes can also be changed using ALTER 
MONITOR.

subvol

the name of the MapDB subvolume.

If this command is used to change the name of the monitor, the current monitor 
process must first be stopped.

BACKUP cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the backup monitor process.

HOMETERM [ file-name | NONE ]

the home terminal for the monitor process.

If omitted, the home terminal is set to the default EMS collector. The default EMS 
collector is $0, or the EMS collector configured by setting the global parameter 
EMSCOLLECTOR.

Note that internally, the default hometerm of the monitor is $ZHOME, as displayed 
by the TACL command STATUS $<process-name>, because an EMS collector 
cannot be specified as the hometerm of a process when the process is launched. 
Functionally however, the home terminal for the monitor process is the default 
EMS collector, as shown by the Autosync STATUS MONITOR command.

If NONE is specified or if file-name is omitted, the hometerm is reset to the default 
value described above.

MONITOR process-name

the name of the monitor process to be associated with the MapDB. The name must 
have 4 characters. 

ALTER MAPDB subvol { , option... }

option is:

{ BACKUP cpu-number }

{ HOMETERM [ file-name | NONE ] }

{ MONITOR monitor-name }

{ PRIMARY cpu-number }

{ PRIORITY process-priority }
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The default is $ZASY.

PRIMARY cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the primary monitor process.

PRIORITY process-priority

a process priority (in the range of 1 to 199) for the monitor process

The PRIMARY, BACKUP, and PRIORITY options specify process creation parameters 
that are used when starting the monitor process.

ALTER MONITOR

Modifies attributes of an existing monitor process. The changes take effect when the 
monitor process is restarted.

These attributes can also be changed using ALTER MAPDB.

process-name

the name of a monitor process. The name must have 4 characters. 

If omitted, $ZASY is assumed.

BACKUP cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the backup monitor process.

HOMETERM [ file-name | NONE ]

the home terminal for the monitor process.

If omitted, or if it was not specified when the MapDB was created, the home 
terminal is set to the default EMS collector. The default EMS collector is $0, or the 
EMS collector configured by setting the global parameter EMSCOLLECTOR.

Note that internally, the default hometerm of the monitor is $ZHOME, as displayed 
by the TACL command STATUS $<process-name>, because an EMS collector 
cannot be specified as the hometerm of a process when the process is launched. 

ALTER MONITOR [ process-name ] {, option... }

option is

{ PRIMARY cpu-number }

{ BACKUP cpu-number }

{ PRIORITY process-priority }

{ HOMETERM [file-name | NONE ] }
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Functionally however, the home terminal for the monitor process is the default 
EMS collector, as shown by the Autosync STATUS MONITOR command.

If NONE is specified or file-name is omitted, the hometerm is re-set to the default 
described above.

PRIMARY cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the primary monitor process.

PRIORITY process-priority

a process priority (in the range of 1 to 199) for the monitor process.
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ALTER SYNCFILESET

Modifies the options of the syncfilesets in the specified fset-id range.

ALTER SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-range ], ...
                    {, options... };

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }

common-options:

{ AUTOSUSPEND | NO AUTOSUSPEND }

{ BATCHID batchid | NO BATCHID }

{ EXCLUDE exclude-file }

{ EXCLUDEP[URGE] excludep-file | NO EXCLUDEP[URGE] }

{ FROM file-set }

{ FROMO[NER] user-id | NO FROMO[NER] }

{ [IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | host-name } 
                    | NO [IP]HOST[NAME] }

{ INTERVAL interval [ MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ] | NO INTERVAL}

{ KEEPS[ECURITY] | NO KEEPS[ECURITY] }

{ KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] | NO KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] }

{ LISTA[LL] | NO LISTA[LL] }

{ OPENU[PDATE] [ n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ] ]   
               | NO OPENU[PDATE] }

{ OWNER { user-id | user-name } | NO OWNER }

{ PRI[ORITY] priority | NO PRI[ORITY] }

{ PURGE | NO PURGE }

                                                    Continued
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common-options: (continued)

{ RATE percentage | NO RATE }

{ START hh:mm:ss | NO START }

{ STOP hh:mm:ss | NO STOP }

{ SUSPEND }

{ TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command }| NO TRIGGER }

{ TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | oss-shell-command }
 | NO TRIGGERONFILESET }

{ TIMEEX[ACT] | NO TIMEEX[ACT] }

{ TO file-set }                                                                                                        

{ UNPRO[TECTED] | NO UNPRO[TECTED] }                                                                                                        

{ USEBINDERTIME | NO USEBINDERTIME }                                                                                                        

guardian-only-options:

{ AUDITED | NO AUDITED }

{ AUTOCREATECAT[ALOG] }

{ BACKUP backup-program | NO BACKUP }

{ CATALOG SQL-catalog | NO CATALOG }

{ COMPRESS | NO COMPRESS }

{ KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL | NO KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL }

{ MAPNAMES mapnames-file | NO MAPNAMES }

{ MAXBACKUP num-of-files | NO MAXBACKUP }

{ NETWORKS[ECURE] | NO NETWORKS[ECURE] }

{ NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFEGUARD }

{ RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY }

Continued
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* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

 If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the syncuser. 

common-options

AUTOSUSPEND

specifies that the configured file set will execute once and then will 
automatically be suspended. This is similar to a one-time synchronization, 
except that the synchronization options are kept in the configured syncfilesets 
and can be activated each time the user wants the synchronization to be 
performed. Many AUTOSUSPEND synchronizations can be activated with a 
single ACTIVATE BATCHID command.

INFO SYNCFilset command displays the last synchronization time.

This option is designed to facilitate the use of AutoSYNC with a batch 
scheduler such as Netbatch.

 guardian-only-options: (continued)

{ RENAMEO[PEN] | NO RENAMEO[PEN] }

{ RESTORE restore-program | NO RESTORE }

{ SECURE "rwep" | NO SECURE }

{ SQLREDEF | NO SQLREDEF }

{ SUBVOLPURGE | NO SUBVOLPURGE }

{ SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS }

{ ZZINC[LUDE] | NO ZZINC[LUDE] }

OSS-only-options:

{ ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS }

{ ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS }

{ OWNERG[ROUP] {{ group-id | group-user } | NO OWNERG[ROUP] }

{ SECURE “rwxrwxrwx” | NO SECURE   }
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BATCHID batchid | NO BATCHID

a batch identifier for the file set.

The batchid is an unsigned integer and can be specified as a number between 
0 and 65535 or as two ASCII characters in quotes. The default batchid is 0.

All file sets that have the same batchid for a given user and destination system 
are synchronized in sequence by a single ASYSYNC process.

To have more than one ASYSYNC process for the same destination system, 
use different BATCHIDs.

EXCLUDE exclude-file | NO EXCLUDE

instructs AutoSYNC to exclude (or remove exclusion of) the files listed in 
exclude-file from synchronization.

exclude-file

an edit file that contains names of the files, subvolumes or disk volumes in 
the syncfileset that are to be excluded from the synchronization. An 
exclude file can be shared among syncfilesets. When starting a new 
synchronization ASYSYNC rereads the exclude list if the exclude file has 
been updated.

Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT" or double hyphens (--) the line will be treated as a comment 
and will be ignored. 

Note that exclusion applies only to source files; it does not apply to files on the 
destination. Consequently:

 If a system name is specified, it must be the name of the source (local) 
system.

 If the PURGE option is specified, to exclude files from being purged on the 
destination, use the EXCLUDEPURGE option. Without EXCLUDEPURGE:

 A file on the exclude list is purged on the destination (it is not excluded 
from purging), if it does not exist on the source. 

 A file on the exclude list is not purged on the destination, if it exists on 
the source (it is excluded from purging).

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns. Refer to the NonStop 
documentation for legal disk file patterns.

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:
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Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")

does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

Note that some performance degradation could occur if an exclude file 
containing a long list of files is shared by multiple syncfilesets.

EXCLUDEP[URGE] excludep-file | NO EXCLUDEP[URGE]

instructs AutoSYNC to exclude the files listed in the excludep-file from being 
purged on the destination, if the files do not exist on the source.

EXCLUDEPURGE only applies when PURGE or SUBVOLPUREGE are also          
specified. Otherwise, EXCLUDEPURGE is ignored.

excludep-file

an edit file that contains the names of the files, subvolumes or disk 
volumes in the destination syncfileset that are excluded from being purged. 
excludep-file resides on the destination system and can be shared among 
syncfilesets.

When starting a new synchronization ASYSYNC rereads excludep-         
file and if it has changed, updates the excludepurge list accordingly. 

Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT", or the characters "--", the line is treated as a comment and is 
ignored.

Note that exclusion applies only to destination files; it does not apply to files on 
the source. Consequently, if a system name is specified, it must be the name 
of the destination system.        

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:

Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")
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does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

FROM file-set

a file set on the local system that is the source of the synchronization 
operation. If a system name is specified, it must be the local Expand node 
name.

For file set formats, see Guardian file set definition and OSS file set definition 
on page 8-10.

FROMO[WNER] user-id | NO FROMOWNER

instructs Autosync to (or not to) synchronize only the source files owned by the 
specified user ID. By default the whole source file set is synchronized, 
regardless of the ownership of the files, as long as security settings do not 
prevent it.

An OSS directory that is not owned by the specified owner is skipped, along 
with all its files and subdirectories, even if some of the subordinate files or 
subdirectories are owned by the specified user ID.

[IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | host-name } | NO [IP]HOST[NAME]

(for synchronization over TCP/IP only)

address of the destination system specified as an Internet address or the 
configured internet name of the host system.

tcpip-address is specified in the dotted decimal format nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn 
(example: 16.107.164.200).

host-name is the name by which the destination system is known on the 
internet, specified as a character string of 49 or fewer characters (example: 
foxii.cac.cpqcorp.net).

There is no default value for this option. If HOST is omitted, AutoSYNC 
performs the synchronization over the Expand link.

INTERVAL interval [ MINUTES | HOURS | DAYS ]

the frequency at which the destination file set is to be updated. The value of 
interval is between 1 minute and 366 days. The default unit of time is the 
MINUTE. The default interval is 5 minutes.

The interval value is ignored if a START option is specified without a STOP 
option; then synchronization occurs once a day at START time.
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Note that the interval is the time to delay from the completion of one 
synchronization until the start of the next synchronization.

KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] | NO KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE]

instructs AutoSYNC to retain (or stop retaining) BACKUP and RESTORE input 
files. By default, these files are temporary and they are purged after the 
synchronization has completed.

This option is used for troubleshooting only. 

The name of the input file is in the format of ZBKnnnnn for BACKUP and 
ZRSnnnnn for RESTORE, where nnnnn is a serial number. The files are 
placed in the MapDB subvolume. The exact file name is displayed in the 
syncuser’s log file SLnnnggg.

Input files are not created if no files require synchronization. For BACKUP, the 
input file is always created when files are synchronized. For RESTORE, the 
input file is created only when files are synchronized and the MAPNAMES 
option is specified.

For OSS file sets, the BACKUP input files is an entry-sequenced file that 
contains the names of the files and directories to be synchronized, in addition 
to internal file information.

KEEPS[ECURITY] | NO KEEPS[ECURITY]

the Guardian security settings "rwep" of the source file are retained on the 
destination file.

KEEPSECURITY overrides the SECURE and NETWORKSECURE options.

LIST[ALL] | NO LIST[ALL]

includes all file names that are processed by BACKUP and RESTORE in the 
log.

OPENU[PDATE] [ n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ] 
                                 | NO OPENU[PDATE]

specifies that a source file that is opened for update is eligible for 
synchronization. By default, AutoSYNC does not synchronize files that are 
opened for update. OPENUPDATE overrides the default behavior.

n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ]

the interval during which the source file must remain unchanged to be 
considered for synchronization. The default unit of time is MINUTES. If 
omitted, the openupdate interval is the same as the synchronization 
interval.

The time elapsed is computed from the last time the file was modified. The 
candidate files can be opened for WRITE or READ-WRITE access. The 
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exclusion mode must be SHARED or PROTECTED. Recovery must be 
enabled for the file set. 

If a file is being updated at the time AutoSYNC attempts to synchronize it, it is 
skipped. To force the synchronization of a file as it is being modified, specify 
the UNPROTECTED option described below on page 8-48.

OPENUPDATE is ignored if:

 a file is opened for EXCLUSIVE access

 for Guardian file sets only:

 if a file is audited

 if the global SYNCRECOVER parameter is set to OFF or if NO 
RECOVERY was specified when the file set was created or altered.

OWNER [ user-id | user-name ] | NO OWNER

the owner of the destination file set.

If OWNER is omitted, the owner of the source file is retained.

PRI[ORITY] priority | NO PRI[ORITY]

the process priority at which the ASYSYNC process is to run when processing 
this syncfileset. 

If priority exceeds the value of MAXPRIORITY set with the ADD SYNCUSER 
or ALTER SYNCUSER command, it is overridden by the syncuser's 
MAXPRIORITY.

If this option is omitted, the priority of ASYSYNC is set to the priority of the 
syncuser.

PURGE | NO PURGE

specifies that any file that is in the destination file set but is not in the source 
file set will be (or will not be) purged. By default AutoSYNC does not purge any 
file in the destination file set.

Note for OSS file sets. AutoSYNC only synchronizes updates that are actually sent 
to the disk process. Any updates that are buffered in the application process (such as 
performed by the file system or C runtime) are not synchronized until they are 
transmitted to the disk process.

Note for OSS file sets. If OWNER is specified and OWNERGROUP is omitted, the 
OWNERGROUP of the file set is set to the  group of the source file, not the group 
specified by OWNER.

Note. Be aware that running ASYSYNC at high priority may impact system 
performance as the process is CPU bound.
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To exclude files from being purged on the destination, use the 
EXCLUDEPURGE option.

Guardian file sets: 

 If PURGE is specified, the subvolume portion of the source and destination 
file sets must be fully qualified (no wild-card characters or "*").

 Purging of files occurs on a subvolume by subvolume basis. A destination 
file is not purged if it does not exist in a corresponding source subvolume, 
unless the SUBVOLPURGE option is also specified.

 Extra SQL objects in the destination like tables, views and indexes are 
purged. Catalog files are not supported and they are not synchronized or 
purged by Autosync.

Extra SQL tables and views are purged explicitly, indexes and secondary 
partitions are purged implicitly, with the main table.

OSS files and directories:

 If PURGE is specified, subordinate directories not present in the source file 
set are purged on the destination. Note that this is different than the 
processing of Guardian subvolumes. Guardian subvolumes are not purged 
unless SUBVOLPURGE is specified. 

An entry is written into the log file for each file or OSS directory that is purged 
as a result of the synchronization.

PURGE is not supported for SQL tables.

RATE percentage | NO RATE

the percentage of elapsed time the synchronization process should be active.

The default is 100%.

TO file-set

the destination the file set that is to be synchronized with the source file set.

The destination system may be specified as back slash asterisk (\*), which 
means that the destination of the synchronization is every system that has 
AutoSYNC installed, licensed, and running.

Using back slash asterisk (\*) as the destination system is not supported for 
OSS file sets or for file sets configured for synchronization over TCP/IP.

For file-set format definitions, see Guardian file set definition and OSS file set 
definition on page 8-10.

START hh:mm:ss | NO START
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the start time of a synchronization window or a once-a-day synchronization. 
The time is entered in the format hour:minute:seconds between 00:00:00 and 
23:59:59. The maximum window is 24 hours.

When only the START option is specified the INTERVAL is ignored and one 
synchronization per day is performed at the start time.

If the start time is later than the stop time, then it is assumed the 
synchronization window crosses into the next day.

STOP hh:mm:ss | NO STOP

the ending time of the synchronization window. The time is entered in the 
format hour:minute:seconds between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59. The maximum 
window is 24 hours.

If the stop time is smaller than the start time, then it is assumed the 
synchronization window crosses into the next day.

If STOP is omitted but START is specified, synchronization happens once a 
day at the specified START time.

TIMEEX[ACT] | NO TIMEEX[ACT]

a file is synchronized if the modification timestamp of the source does not 
exactly match the modification timestamp of the destination file.

By default, a file is synchronized only when the source file has been modified 
after the destination file was last modified.

In all cases, the comparison of timestamps accounts for differences in system 
clocks and time zones.

TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command } | NO TRIGGER

a TACL command or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC for 
each file in the synchronized file set after the file has been moved to the 
destination.

The command line contains four built-in arguments. Each argument starts with 
a pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as a 

Note on symbolic links. Because source and destination modification 
timestamps of symbolic links never match, TIMEEXACT is ignored if specified 
for symbolic links. For further details on symbolic link synchronization, see 
paragraph Modification Timestamp of Symbolic Links on page 5-4

Note on SQL Shorthand Views. A SQL view has no modification timestamp. 
Instead AutoSYNC uses creation timestamps. This prevents a shorthand view 
from being synchronized every time the file set is synchronized. 
However if TIMEEXACT is specified, the shorthand view will always be 
synchronized because the creation time of the destination is always newer 
than the creation time of the source. For further details on SQL View 
synchronization, see paragraph SQL Views on page 3-8.
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space or a comma, or by a OSS shell delimiter such as a space or a 
semicolon. Arguments can be specified in either upper or lower case. In the 
current release, AUTOSYNC supports the following built-in arguments:

 #SYNCFILE is replaced with the destination file that has been created or 
replaced by AutoSYNC. For OSS files, the absolute pathname is specified.

 #SOURCEFILE is replaced with the name of the original source file. For 
OSS files, the absolute pathname is specified.

 #RECOVERFILE is replaced with the name of the file that was recovered 
by AutoSYNC. If no archive name is found, AUTOSYNC substitutes the 
placeholder question mark (?) for the file name. For OSS files, the absolute 
pathname is specified.

 #MAPNAMES is replaced by the mapnames-file that is configured for the 
syncfileset using the MAPNAMES option. If the MAPNAMES option is not 
specified, AUTOSYNC substitutes the placeholder question mark (?) for 
the mapnames-file. This option is applicable to Guardian syncfilesets only.

TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | shell-command } 
  | NO TRIGGERONFILESET

specifies a tacl or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC after the 
complete file set has been successfully synchronized. This is in contrast with 
the TRIGGER option that executes the tacl or shell command for each file that 
is synchronized.

The trigger is executed if files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if a file error has occurred that did not cause the 
synchronization to fail.

The trigger is not executed if no files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if an error other than a file error has occurred that caused 
the synchronization to fail.

The command supports a set built-in arguments. Each argument starts with a 
pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as space, 
comma (,), or by a OSS shell delimiter such as space, semicolon (;), and so 
on. Arguments are not case-sensitive.

The built-in arguments are the following:

 #SOURCEFSET is replaced with the original source file set name.

 #DESTFSET is replaced with the destination file set name.

 #FSETCOUNT is the number of files in the source file set.

 #SYNCCOUNT is the number of files replaced on the destination.

 #COUNTNOTBKUP is the number of files not backed up.

 #COUNTNOTREST is the number of files that were not restored.
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UNPRO[TECTED] | NO UNPROTECTED
        (with OPENUPDATE)

used in conjunction with the OPENUPDATE option, instructs AutoSYNC to 
synchronize a file even if the source file is being updated as it is being 
synchronized (backed up). Note that if a source file was updated during the 
synchronization, the destination file could be corrupted. 

UNPROTECTED applies to:

 OSS files 

 Unstructured Enscribe files that are not edit files (type 101)

 Enscribe entry-sequenced files

USEBINDERTIME | NO USEBINDERTIME

selects object files to synchronize by comparing the binder or linker timestamps 
of the source and destination. All other file types in the file set are selected for 
synchronization based on the usual comparison of modification timestamps. 

The destination object file is replaced if the binder or linker timestamps of the 
source and destination objects do not match exactly; the comparison operates 
as if TIMEEXACT were specified.

The default is that object files are replaced based on a comparison of 
modification timestamps.

guardian-only-options

AUDITED | NO AUDITED

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize (or skip) the audited files in the file set.

The default is NO AUDITED.

AUTOCREATECATALOG | NO AUTOCREATECATALOG

instructs AutoSYNC to create (or not to create) a SQL catalog when a SQL 
object that requires a catalog is moved to a destination where the catalog does 
not exist.

The catalog is created in the same location as the catalog on the source 
system. If the source catalog volume does not exist on the destination system, 
the catalog is placed on the volume of the destination tables.

The security of the newly created destination catalog is set to the syncuser's 
default Guardian security.

If the catalog already exists, the option is ignored.

To register the object in a different catalog, use the CATALOG option in 
addition to AUTOCREATECATALOG.

BACKUP backup-program | NO BACKUP
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the name of the BACKUP object program to use on the source system when a 
file set is synchronized.

This option overrides the BACKUP option specified in the ADD SYNCUSER or 
ALTER SYNCUSER command.

If BACKUP is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.BACKUP is used.

CATALOG SQL-catalog | NO CATALOG

where to register SQL objects that are synchronized. If CATALOG is omitted, 
the source catalog name is used.

If the needed catalog does not exist and AUTOCREATECATALOG is not 
specified, SQL table synchronization fails.                                    

COMPRESS | NO COMPRESS

enables or disables compression of the file set prior to being sent to the 
destination system.

This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS.

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL | NO KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL

specifies that the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute of a source SQL table or          
alternate index is preserved (or not preserved) on the destination. If           
KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is specified, no further synchronization will be           
successful until the NOPURGEUNTIL period has elapsed.

The default is NO KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL. Unless KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is           
specified, AutoSYNC does not propagate the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute to           
the destination table, to insure that future synchronizations will be possible.

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is not supported for Enscribe files, consistent with 
FUP and RESTORE behavior.

MAPNAMES mapnames-file | NO MAPNAMES

specifies the mapping of a source fileset to a destination fileset and catalog 
name mapping.

The mapnames-file is an edit or entry-sequenced file located on the destination 
system. 

File name mapping:

Note. Compression is CPU-intensive and can reduce total throughput unless the 
connection between source and destination systems is slow.
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The mapnames-file entries are similar to, but not exactly the same as, the 
MAP NAMES option of RESTORE. Each line of the MAPNAMES file 
contains a single mapping of the form. 

The file name can be partially qualified; AutoSYNC replaces the missing 
portion of the name with the wild card asterisk (*). For example:

Are equivalent to:

Catalog name mapping:

The information in MAPNAMES is also used to perform SQL catalog       
volume mapping. You should include MAPNAME entries if catalogs are 
located on different volumes or subvolumes on the destination system. 

The entries follow file mapping entries and are preceded by the keyword 
"CATALOGS:", including the colon (:), as follows:

CATALOGS entries are checked for proper syntax, and passed along to 
the RESTORE process.

See discussion on the use of MAPNAMES in Alternate Key Files on page 3-6, 
SQL Tables and Catalogs on page 3-7, Partitioned Files and Tables on 
page 3-9 and File and Catalog Name Mapping using MAPNAMES on 
page 3-10.

MAXBACKUP num-of-files | NO MAXBACKUP

the maximum number of files to be processed by one BACKUP process.

When processing large file sets, AutoSYNC divides the synchronized files into 
subsets, each processed by a separate BACKUP process. BACKUP 
performance decreases significantly with the number of files it processes. To 
avoid performance degradation, AutoSYNC starts multiple BACKUP 
processes, in sequence, and assigns to each no more than the configured 
num-of-files.

source-file-pattern TO destination-file-pattern

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*

\SOURCE.$DATA.*.* TO \DEST.$BACK.*.*
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB.* TO \DEST.$BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\SOURCE.$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*.*.*

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*
CATALOGS:
$CATS.BACKCAT FOR $BACK.*.*
$CATS.DBCAT FOR $BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\TOKYO.$CATS.DBCAT for \TOKYO.*.*.*
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The default is 1000. 

NETWORKSECURE | NO NETWORKSECURE

enables or disables changing the security of the destination files for network 
access.

By default this option is enabled and file security is changed as follows:

The default is NETWORKSECURE, but the SECURE option overrides 
NETWORKSECURE.

NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFEGUARD

specifies that the Safeguard ACL for a source Enscribe disk file is not 
propagated to the destination when the file is synchronized. A warning is 
written to the logfile to notify the user that the Safeguard setting for the source 
file has been turned off on the destination.

The default is NO NOSAFEGUARD and the ACL for a source file is 
propagated to the synchronized destination file.

RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY

enables or disables the recovery option.

If recovery is enabled, AutoSYNC saves a copy of an existing destination file to 
an archive subvolume before it restores a later copy of the file. If a failure 
occurs during the synchronization and the file is corrupted, the archived copy is 
recovered and replaces the corrupted file.

This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER.

By default, recovery is enabled.

RENAMEO[PEN] | NO RENAMEO[PEN]

specifies (or disables the option) that destination unaudited files that are 
opened for shared READ access or running object files are to be renamed to 
allow AutoSYNC to replace them. 

The syncuser must have PURGE privileges to the destination file for the 
RENAME to succeed.

Source file security Destination file security 

“A” “N”

“G” “C”

“O” “U”

“-” “-”
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Both the old and new file names are recorded in an AutoSYNC index file called 
AAINDEX, located in the MapDB subvolume.

The renamed files are named AAnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is a sequence          
number, and are placed in same subvolume name as the AutoSYNC MapDB,           
in the destination file set volume. Renamed partitions, alternate indexes and 
protection views are named ABnnnnnn, ACnnnnnn, and so on.

RESTORE restore-program | NO RESTORE

the name of the RESTORE object program to use on the destination system 
when a file set is synchronized.

This option overrides the RESTORE option specified in the ADD SYNCUSER 
or ALTER SYNCUSER command.

If RESTORE is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.RESTORE is used.

SECURE “rwep” | NO SECURE

the security of destination files. If NO SECURE is specified, the security of a 
destination file is reset to be the same as that of the source file.

SQLREDEF | NO SQLREDEF

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize SQL tables based on differences in the 
redefinition timestamps, in addition to differences in modified timestamps. This 
option allows AutoSYNC to be sensitive to certain DML changes performed on 
SQL tables, such as ADD COLUMN, which do not cause the modification 
timestamp to change.

The default is NO SQLREDEF.

SUBVOLPURGE | NO SUBVOLPURGE

instructs AutoSYNC to process (or not) subvolumes in the destination file set 
even if the subvolumes do not exist on the source file set.

All other synchronization options specified apply to the selection of files to 
purge in the destination file set. For example, if the AUDIT option is specified, 
the audited files in the extra destination subvolumes are purged.

Note. If the destination file is audited, AutoSYNC displays a warning message and 
the file is not synchronized. An audited file cannot be renamed and AutoSYNC cannot 
temporarily unaudit the file to rename it because the file is opened.

Note. A synchronized file, table, index or view may not replace an existing object of a 
different type.

Note. A SQL view or index is synchronized automatically with the primary partition of 
the base table. If the redefinition date of an index or view in the source subvolume is 
newer than in the destination subvolume but the primary source partition is older than 
the primary destination partition, the view or index will not be synchronized.
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The REPORT function also lists the extra subvolumes if both PURGE and 
SUBVOLPURGE are specified.

SUBVOLPURGE requires the PURGE option. If only PURGE is specified, the 
extra subvolumes in the destination file set are not purged.

SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS

controls the synchronization of shorthand views. If enabled (the default), a 
shorthand view is synchronized along with the table or tables it references. The 
view must be included in the syncfileset definition. This behavior is similar to 
how SQL/MP automatically moves protection views when underlying tables are 
moved.

If disabled, a shorthand view is not automatically synchronized with its 
referenced tables. When the data in a SQL table changes or when the SQL 
DDL changes and SQLREDEF is configured, Autosync synchronizes the table 
but does not list any associated shorthand view in the BACKUP input list, 
because the view did not change. On the destination, the view is dropped 
when RESTORE drops and replaces the referenced table, but the view is not 
recreated. The view is eventually replaced at the next synchronization.

The default is SYNCVIEWS.

ZZINC[LUDE] | NO ZZINC[LUDE]

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize ZZ* files (saveabend, binder temporary 
files, axcel temporary files, so on) and system swap files.

By default, ZZ* files and system swap files are not synchronized.

OSS-only-options

When describing synchronization options for OSS files below, the phrase  
"uncontained links" refers to files that are hard links or symbolic links that have 
references to files that reside outside of the synchronization file set.

An uncontained hard link is a link to an inode where another link to the same inode 
resides outside the synchronization file set.

An uncontained symbolic link points to a file that resides outside the 
synchronization file set. 

ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS

synchronizes all files that are hardlinks in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained hardlinks. When synchronizing an uncontained hard link, a new 
file is  created in the destination file set and all contained links to the same 
inode are linked to this file. 

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained hard link has been 
synchronized.
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If NO ALLHARDLINKS is specified, uncontained hard links are  not 
synchronized.

The default in ALLHARDLINKS.

ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS

synchronizes all symbolic links in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained symbolic links.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained  symbolic link has 
been synchronized.

If NO ALLSYMLINKS is specified, uncontained symbolic links  are not 
synchronized.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained symbolic link has 
been skipped.

The default is ALLSYMLINKS.

OWNERG[ROUP] { group-id | group-user } | NO OWNERG[ROUP]

the group ID of the destination file set.

If OWNERGROUP is omitted, the group ID is one of:

 the group ID specified in the OWNER option, if it is entered

 the group ID of the source file otherwise.

SECURE “rwxrwxrwx”

the security of the destination file set.

"rwxrwxrwx" settings are for user, group and others.

The accepted values are:

 "r" grants read access

 "w" grants write access

 "x" grants execute access

  "-" denies access for read, write and execute setting.

If this option is omitted, the security of the destination file set is the same as 
that of the source file set. 

The exception is write security for the owner: when a file or a directory is 
synchronized and the write access was denied for the owner in the source file, 
write access is granted in the destination file to allow subsequent        
synchronizations. Write access is only upgraded when the syncuser is the 
owner of the file and not SUPER.SUPER. When the super ID is used, the 
owner write security setting is not upgraded.
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ALTER SYNCUSER

Modifies the parameters that were specified for a AutoSYNC user through the ADD 
SYNCUSER command. 

user-id | username

the Guardian user ID or user name whose synchronization privileges are being 
altered.

BACKUP backup-program | NO BACKUP

the object file name of the BACKUP program to use when a file set is 
synchronized. 

If BACKUP is omitted or if NO BACKUP is specified, the default 
$SYSTEM.SYSnn.BACKUP program is used.

CPU n | (n1, n2, n3...)

designates the CPU(s) where the ASYSYNC processes run.

EMSFILEEVENTS | NO EMSFILEEVENTS

specifies that any synchronization error related to a specific file (for example, error 
48, error 45, so on) will be logged in the EMS log.

The EMS message specifies the name of the log file SLggguuu,  the key of the log 
record, the SYNCfileset ID, the file error and the filename portion of the file. The 
user should then refer to the log file for details.

ALTER SYNCU[SER] { user-id | user-name } [ [,] option... ];

option is:

{ BACKUP backup-program | NO BACKUP }

{ CPU { n | ( n1, n2, n3 ...)} }

{ EMSFILEEVENTS | NO EMSFILEEVENTS }

{ EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED] | NO EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED] }

{ EMSS[UPPRESS] | NO EMSS[UPPRESS] }

{ MAXPRIORITY priority }

{ RESTORE restore-program | NO RESTORE }

{ SUSPEND }

{ TRACE | NO TRACE }
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The default is NO EMSFILEEVENTS.

EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED] NO EMSFILEN[OTSYNCED]

logs an event to the EMS log when a syncfileset is synchronized to completion but 
contains one or more files that were not synchronized.

The event does not necessarily signal an error condition. For example, a event is 
generated when a file in a syncfileset configured with OPENUPDATE is being 
updated during a synchronization.

Setting the global parameter or SYNCUSER option EMSSUPPRESS overrides 
EMSFILENOTSYNCED. If EMSSUPPRESS is set, EMSFILENOTSYNCED events 
are not generated.

EMSSUPPRESS | NO EMSSUPPRESS

suppresses the generation of a class of EMS events that are considered optional. 
Suppressing the optional messages reduces the volume of output sent to the EMS 
collector. The types of messages suppressed are the following:

 Synchronization process START and STOP messages.

 Messages reporting configuration changes made by the administrator to a file 
set or a batch ID.

Events that report failures are never suppressed and are always logged to the 
EMS collector. 

The option may be disabled to troubleshoot an AutoSYNC problem or to analyze 
unusual behavior.

The default is NO EMSSUPPRESS.

MAXPRIORITY priority

the maximum priority at which the ASYSYNC process can run for this user. 

If the PRIORITY option specified with ADD SYNCFILESET or ALTER 
SYNCFILESET exceeds this MAXPRIORITY value, this value overrides the 
SYNCFileset priority.

If this parameter is omitted, the maximum priority is set to the priority of 
AUTOSYNC minus 20.

RESTORE restore-program | NO RESTORE

the object file name of the RESTORE program to use on the destination system 
when a file set is synchronized. 

Usage Note. EMSSUPRESS is also a GLOBAL parameter. You must use the global 
parameter setting on the source and destination systems, rather than the SYNCYSER 
option, if you wish to suppress optional messages for synchronizations that are done over 
TCP/IP.
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If RESTORE is omitted or if NO RESTORE is specified, the default 
$SYSTEM.SYSnn.RESTORE program is used.

SUSPEND 

this user is not activated as a SYNCUSER until the ACTIVATE SYNCUSER 
command is issued.

TRACE | NO TRACE

instructs AutoSYNC to trace (or not to trace) its activity to the log file SLggguuu 
created in the MapDB for this user.

Tracing is a diagnostic function that is likely to be requested by a support specialist 
in order to identify the source of a problem. Traced items include system 
messages, operations such as starting and stopping processes, creating and 
purging files, opening and closing files, and so on.

AUTHORIZE

By default, the user that starts the AutoSYNC monitor process authorizes all sync 
users to perform scheduled synchronizations. Thus, in a multiuser environment, the 
monitor process must be started by the super user or the group manager (n, 255) of all 
sync users. 

An alternative is to have the super user or the group manager issue the AUTHORIZE 
command to configure the AutoSYNC, which allows any user to start the AutoSYNC 
monitor process. 

AUTHORIZE can also designate the AutoSYNC administrator user ID, who can 
manage sync users without the need to have access to sensitive data controlled by the 
sync users.

ADMINistrator user-id

the user who is the AutoSYNC administrator. The administrator is the user who 
configures syncusers and controls who is authorized to schedule automatic file-set 
synchronization.

If this option is omitted, the AutoSYNC administrator is the current user ID.

The AUTHORIZE command sets the ownership and the PROGID attribute of the 
ASYSYNCP program. When a scheduled synchronization is performed, the 
ASYSYNCP process changes its access ID to the user ID who configured the 
synchronization. This operation succeeds only if the authorizer is (1) the Super ID, (2) 
the user’s group manager, or (3) the user itself; otherwise the synchronization is 
aborted.

The ownership of the SYNCUSER table is set to the authorizer or, if specified, to the 
administrator. This command also sets the write and purge security of the SYNCUSER 

AUTHORIZE AUTOSYNC [, ADMINistrator user-id ];
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table to the owner (“xOxO”). Adding and deleting AutoSYNC users is thereby restricted 
to the AutoSYNC administrator.

CALC

A 4-function calculator to perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. 
Parentheses are supported; multiplication and division have precedence over addition 
and subtraction. CALC numeric operands are assumed to be decimal unless preceded 
by %, %h, or %b. An expression comprised of simple integers is performed using 
integer arithmetic. If any operand contains a decimal point, the expression is evaluated 
to four decimal places of accuracy.

constant

an ordinary decimal constant with or without a decimal point, or a binary, octal, or 
hexadecimal integer (prefixed by %b, %, or %h, respectively.

CLEAR AUTOSYNC

Removes the remote destination DISABLE access control from the specified system or 
all systems, allowing synchronization from these source systems to resume.

\system-name

an Expand system name.

*

designates all systems that have this system as a destination.

CALC expression;

expression is

{ constant }

{ expression op const }

{ ( expression ) }

op is

{ + | – | * | / }

CLEAR AUTOS[YNC] FROM [ \system-name | * ];
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COMMENT

Causes the command interpreter to ignore the remainder of the current line. It is not a 
multiline command, is not terminated with a semicolon and may not appear within the 
lines of a multiline command.

In addition to the explicit COMMENT command, a pair of dashes (“– –”) causes the 
interpreter to ignore all remaining text on the current line. A dash-dash comment may 
appear within a multiline command.

COMMENT any-text
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COPY

Copies records or rows from an input file to an output file or displays them to an output 
device. It is analogous in function to the FUP COPY command. At this time, some of 
the FUP options pertaining to tape devices are not supported.

COPY in-file, out-file [, copy-options ];

copy-options is: 

{ control-options }

{ in-options }

{ out-options }

{ display-options}

control-options is: 

{ COUNT num-records}

{ FIRST { ordinal-record-num | }
{    { KEY { record-spec | key-value [, key-value ]}  | }
{    { key-spec ALTKEY key-value [, key-value ] } }

{ FROMLAST}

{ UPSHIFT}

in-options is:

{ BLOCKIN <1 to 32767> }

{ COMPACT | NO COMPACT }

{ COMP[ARELEN] <1-255> }

{ EBCDICIN }

{ EXACT }

{ RECIN <1 to 4096> }

{ REVERSE }

{ REWINDIN | NO REWINDIN }                                                

Continued
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in-file

{ SKIPMATCH }

{ TRIM trim-character }

{ UNLOADIN | NO UNLOADIN }

{ UNSTRUCTURED }

{ VARIN }

 out-options is: 

{ BLOCKOUT <1 to 32767> }

{ BUFFERED }

{ EBCDICOUT }

{ FOLD }

{ PAD pad-character }

{ RECOUT <1 to 4096> }

{ REWINDOUT | NO REWINDOUT }

{ UNLOADOUT | NO UNLOADOUT }

{ UNSTROUT }

{ UPDATE }

{ VAROUT }

 display-options is

{ O[CTAL] }

{ D[ECIMAL] }

{ H[EX] }

{ A[SCII] }

{ BYTE[S] }

{ NO HEAD }
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the name of the file that is input to the copy command. It can be a process, a tape, 
terminal, or disk file. Supported disk files include edit files, spooler files, Enscribe 
structured and unstructured files.

out-file

the name of the file that is destination of the copy command. It can be a process, a 
tape, terminal, a printer or disk file. Supported disk files include edit files, spooler 
files, Enscribe structured and unstructured files. If the out-file is omitted, the 
destination of the COPY is the AutoSYNC out file, which is by default the terminal 
control-options.

COUNT num-records

the number of records or rows to be copied. If omitted, all records are copied.

FIRST ordinal-record-num
            KEY { record-spec | key-value }
               key-spec ALTKEY key-value [, key-value ] 

the starting record of the input file to copy. If omitted, the copy starts at the first 
record or row in the input file. 

ordinal-record-num

is the number of records or rows from the beginning of the file that are to be 
skipped. The first record in a file is record zero. The maximum value is 
4294967295.

KEY { record-spec | key-value }

record-spec is a fixed quantity limited to 2**63 -1.

 for unstructured files, record-spec is the starting relative byte address.

 for relative files, record-spec is the starting record number

 for entry-sequenced files, record-spec is the 64-bit numeric record key 

key-value applies only to key-sequenced files and specifies the approximate 
position of the starting record; key-value is specified as a string or as integer 
byte values in the range of 0 to 255.

 The key-value is entered as follows:

 “[“ { string } [, { string } ] “]”
        { 0:255 } [ { 0,255 } ]
where the integers represent the byte values. To specify a list of strings, 
enclose each string in quotation marks separated by a comma and enclose the 
list in square brackets.
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key-spec 

is the alternate key tag (1 or 2 bytes) designating the alternate key to be used 
for positioning.

ALTKEY key-value [, key-value] 

the alternate key of the starting record or row. The format of key-value is 
described above.

UPSHIFT

converts lowercase characters to uppercase.

in-options 

BLOCKIN

the number of bytes in an input block that is requested in a single physical read 
operation. When BLOCKIN is not specified, the RECIN value is used. The default 
is device dependent: 80 bytes for terminal, 132 bytes for process and unstructured 
files.

COMPACT |NO COMPACT 

(for copying from relative files only)

zero length records should (or should not) be skipped when copied to the output 
file. The default is COMPACT.

COMP[ARELEN] <1 - 255 >

sets the compare length for generic positioning on the record key (primary or 
alternate) specified in the FIRST KEY option. The compare length must be less 
than or equal to the key specified. 

EBCDICIN

the input file is in EBCDIC and translates the characters to ASCII prior to writing to 
the output file.

EXACT

requests exact positioning on the record key (primary or alternate) specified in the 
FIRST KEY option.

FROMLAST

positions on the last record in the key range specified in the FIRST KEY option. 

RECIN <1 to 4096>

the maximum number of bytes in an input record. When RECIN is not specified, 
the BLOCKIN value is used, with a maximum of 4096.
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REVERSE

the input file is to be READ from the starting record in reverse order.

REWINDIN | NO REWINDIN (magnetic tapes only) 

the tape is rewound (or not rewound) when the EOF is read from the tape. If NO 
REWINDIN is specified, the tape remains positioned without rewinding.The default 
is REWINDIN. This option also applies to labeled tapes.

SHARE

the file is to be opened in shared-exclusion mode. The default is protected.

SKIPMATCH (key sequenced files only)

positions in the input file to the record immediately following the one whose key 
matches the key specified in the FIRST KEY option. The entire key must be 
supplied. If the file is not of type key sequenced, an error 46 is returned.

TRIM trim-character

deletes any trailing character matching trim-character. The character is specified in 
ASCII using quotation marks or as an integer in the range 0 to 255 that specifies 
the byte value.

UNLOADIN | NO UNLOADIN (magnetic tapes only) 

the tape is unloaded (or not unloaded) after the tape has been rewound. The 
default is UNLOADIN. This also applies to labelled tapes.

UNSTRUCTURED

accesses the file using the unstructured option. It can be used for Enscribe 
unstructured file or structured files; the file structure is ignored. 

VARIN

reads variable length blocked records. These records can be produced by using 
the VAROUT COPY command option described below. Each record is preceded by 
a one word indicator that contains the record length in bytes.

out-options 

BLOCKOUT <1 to 32767>

the number of bytes in an output record. When BLOCKOUT is not specified, the 
RECOUT value is used. The default is device dependent: 80 bytes for terminal, 
132 bytes for process and unstructured files. If BLOCKOUT is greater than 
RECOUT, the output block is filled with RECOUT-value length records until it 
contains BLOCKOUT-value bytes or the last output record is encountered.

BUFFERED

Sets buffering for writes to the output file.
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EBCDICOUT

the output characters are translated from ASCII to their EBCDIC equivalents.

FOLD

the input records or rows that are longer than the output record length are divided 
into as many output records as needed to copy the entire input record or row.

PAD pad-character 

the input record containing fewer bytes than the output record length is padded 
with pad-character. Specify pad-character as a single byte character in quotation 
marks or as an integer in the range of 0 to 255.

RECOUT <1 to 4096>

the maximum number of bytes in an output record.

REWINDOUT | NO REWINDOUT (magnetic tapes only) 

the tape is rewound (or not rewound) after the copy operation has completed. If NO 
REWINDOUT is specified, the tape remains positioned without rewinding. The 
default is REWINDOUT. This option also applies to labeled tapes.

UNLOADOUT | NO UNLOADOUT (magnetic tapes only)

the tape is unloaded (or not unloaded) after rewinding. The default is 
UNLOADOUT. This option also applies to labeled tapes.

UNSTROUT

AUTOSYNC opens and writes to the output file using the unstructured access 
option. It can be used for Enscribe unstructured files or structured files where the 
file structure is ignored.

UPDATE (key sequenced files only)

the records are to be updated rather than inserted into the output file. An error is 
returned if the record to update is not present in the file. If the output file is not key 
sequenced, the option is ignored.

VAROUT

writes variable length blocked records. Each record is preceded by a one word 
indicator that contains the record length in bytes.

Variable length records are word aligned in the output block. The last record in the 
block is followed by a terminator (-1) if there is space in the block. 

The FOLD and PAD options are not supported when varout is specified.
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display-options

AUTOSYNC display options differ from FUP display options. AUTOSYNC applies 
all output data transformations (RECOUT, BLOCKOUT, PAD, and so on) before 
converting the data to display format, whereas FUP does it the other way around. 
As a result, AUTOSYNC only formats the data itself and displays it as it would be 
written to a disk file.

Entry-sequenced record keys are displayed in the 64-bit format.

O[CTAL]

the output is in octal and ASCII format.

D[ECIMAL]

the output is in decimal and ASCII format.

H[EX]

the output is in hexadecimal and ASCII format.

A[SCII]

the output is in ASCII format. This option is ignored if combined with OCTAL, HEX, 
DECIMAL or BYTE display options.

NO HEAD

the heading preceding each record or row is not displayed, when one of the 
display-options is specified.

CPUS

Displays the CPU configuration of a system.

\system-name

the name of a system in the Expand network.

CREATE MAPDB

Creates the SYNCUSER table in the MapDB. As authorized users are added to the 
configuration, other tables are created in the MapDB. These tables are updated 
through ADD SYNCFILESET, ADD SYNCUSER, ALTER SYNCFILESET and ALTER 
SYNCUSER.

The command also configures an associated monitor process; this monitor process is 
automatically started. See Appendix A, Operations and Management for guidelines on 
managing the monitor processes.

CPUS [\system-name];
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Since the MapDB is a set of SQL tables, the volume on which it is created must be 
TMF protected.

subvol

the subvolume where the MapDB table is to be created.

volume

the volume on which the MapDB table is to be created. If this format of the 
command is used, the MapDB subvolume is ASYMAPDB.

BACKUP cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the backup monitor process.

CATALOG SQL-catalog

the SQL catalog subvolume where the MapDB tables are to be registered. If 
omitted, the tables are registered in the catalog where the SysDB tables are 
registered.

HOMETERM file-name

the home terminal for the monitor process.

If omitted, the home terminal is set to the default EMS collector. The default EMS 
collector is $0, or the EMS collector configured by setting the global parameter 
EMSCOLLECTOR.

Note that internally, the default hometerm of the monitor is $ZHOME, as displayed 
by the TACL command STATUS $<process-name>, because an EMS collector 
cannot be specified as the hometerm of a process when the process is launched. 

CREATE MAPDB subvol [ , option... ];
or
CREATE MAPDB ON volume [ , option... ];

option is

{ BACKUP cpu-number }

{ CATALOG SQL-catalog }

{ HOMETERM file-name }

{ MONITOR process-name }

{ PRIMARY cpu-number }

{ PRIORITY process-priority }

{ SECURE “rwep” }
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Functionally however, the home terminal for the monitor process is the default 
EMS collector, as shown by the Autosync STATUS MONITOR command..

Each MapDB is associated with a unique monitor process name. Monitor process 
names must have exactly 4 characters in addition to the “$”; the default name is 
$ZASY. If a monitor process name has already been assigned to a MapDB, you must 
choose another name.

The PRIMARY, BACKUP, and PRIORITY, and HOMETERM options specify process 
creation parameters to be used when starting the monitor process.

MONITOR process-name

the name of the monitor process to be associated with the MapDB. The name must 
have 4 characters. The default is $ZASY. See the note below.

PRIMARY cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) of the primary monitor process.

PRIORITY process-priority

a process priority (in the range of 1 to 199) for the monitor process.

SECURE “rwep”

sets the security of the MAPDB tables.

CREATE SYSDB

Creates SysDB. SysDB is a set of two SQL tables in a subvolume named ESCSYSDB: 
REGISTRY and MAPDBS. These tables are updated with registration information, 
global parameters and the list of MapDBs and associated monitor processes.

Since the SysDB is a set of SQL tables, the volume on which it is created must be TMF 
protected.

volume

the volume where the SysDB subvolume is created. The default is $SYSTEM. See 
the notes below.

CREATE SYSTEM DATABASE [ ON volume ] [, option... ];
or 
CREATE SYSDB [ ON volume ] [, option... ];

option is

{ CATALOG SQL-catalog }

{ EMSCOLLECTOR collector-process }

{ SECURE “rwep” }
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CATALOG SQL-catalog

the SQL catalog subvolume where the SysDB tables are to be registered. If this 
parameter is omitted, AUTOSYNC creates a SQL catalog in subvolume 
ESCCATLG on the volume specified in the command.                                      

Following the creation of the system database, you should comply with the 
AutoSYNC registration instructions.

If you create SYSDB on a subvolume other than $SYSTEM.ESCSYSDB, then 
some precautions must be taken, mainly to avoid creating more than one SYSDB, 
since AUTOSYNC searches all disks for the SYSDB subvolume and issues an 
error if more than one is found.

EMSCOLLECTOR collector-process

the default EMS collector process where all AutoSYNC event messages are sent.

collector-process must be an existing EMS collector process. 

If omitted, the default collector is $0.   

SECURE “rwep”

sets the security of the SYSDB tables.

DELAY

Suspends the execution of the AutoSYNC command interpreter for the specified 
interval.

DELETE BATCHID

Deletes syncfilesets in the specified BATCHID range.

* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by batchid or a range of batchids. Up to 32 ranges can be 
entered. 

A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first.

* designates all configured batchids for the syncuser.

DELAY { n-centisecs | n SEC[ONDS] | n MIN[UTES] }

DELETE BATCH[ID] batchid-range [, batchid-range ],...;

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }
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To display file sets by BATCHID, use INFO BATCHID. 

DELETE SYNCFILESET

Deletes syncfilesets in the specified fset range.

* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

 If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the syncuser. 

To display the file set ID’s and BATCHIDs, use INFO SYNCFILESET. 

DELETE SYNCUSER

Removes synchronization authorization defined for a user. 

 user-id

the Guardian user ID or user name to remove from the list of users authorized to 
perform synchronization.

 KEEP

instructs AutoSYNC to retain the configuration files SFggguuu and SLggguuu 
associated with the user being deleted. If this option is omitted, all configuration 
files associated with this user ID are purged, provided the user that issues the 
command has the authority to delete files owned by the deleted sync user. 
Otherwise, those files must be deleted manually.

DEQUEUE

Reads records from a source Enscribe queue file and writes them to a destination file. 
DEQUEUE syntax and functionality are is similar to the COPY command. The main 
difference between the commands is that instead of a READ of the source file, it uses 
READUPDATELOCK operations that dequeue (and therefore delete) each record as it 
is read from the queue file.

Full transaction support is provided. If both input and output files are audited, one 
transaction provides consistency of dequeues and inserts. 

DELETE SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-id ],...;

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }  

 DELETE SYNCU[SER] user-id [ ,KEEP ];
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The DEQUEUE command terminates if the queue is empty. It times out after two 
seconds if a read on the queue can't find a record.

in-file

an Enscribe queue file.

out-file

an Enscribe queue file, entry-sequenced file, the terminal or $NULL (or equivalent).

dequeue-options

See command options for COPY on page 8-60.

DISABLE AUTOSYNC

Instructs AutoSYNC to reject synchronizations originating from the specified system or 
from all systems. Use the CLEAR AUTOSYNC command to allow synchronization from 
the disabled source systems.

\system-name

an Expand system name.

*

designates all systems that have this system as a destination.

DROP MAPDB

Deletes an entire MapDB.

subvolume

an existing MapDB subvolume.

DEQUEUE in-file, out-file [, dequeue-options ]  

dequeue-options is:

{ control-options           }
{ in-options                }
{ out-options               }
{ display-options           }

DISABLE AUTOS[YNC] FROM [ \system-name | * ];

DROP MAPDB subvolume;
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ENV

The ENV command displays the current setting of all environmental variables.

EXIT

Terminates the AUTOSYNC session. A CTRL–Y has the same effect. The EXIT 
command does not require a semi-colon and cannot be followed by any text.

FACTOR

Accepts any numeric expression and calculates the prime factors of the integer part of 
the expression.

constant

an ordinary decimal constant with or without a decimal point, or a binary, octal, or 
hexadecimal integer prefixed by %b, %, or %h, respectively.

FC and !

Execute previous commands found in the command history. FC permits a command to 
be edited before execution, while ! executes a command without editing.

The desired command can be specified in one of four ways:

 The default is the immediately preceding command;

 A positive number specifies the ordinal number of a command in the history 
buffer (See HISTORY).

 A negative number specifies a relative command in the history buffer, with the 
most recent command having the value –1.

 A text string selects the most recent command that starts with the specified 
text.

The FC and ! command are not multiline commands and are not terminated with a 
semicolon.

ENV;

EXIT

FACTOR constant;

FC [ integer | -integer | text ]

! [ integer | -integer | text ]
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FILEINFO (FI)

Displays information about Enscribe files. The information displayed is similar to the 
TACL FILEINFO display.

file-set

TACL-style file name pattern specifying a collection of files. If no file-set is 
specified, the current subvolume is assumed.

DETAIL

displays detailed information. If DETAIL is not specified, AUTOSYNC displays one 
line of information per file in the file-set. 

 FID file-set

is equivalent to FILEINFO file-set, DETAIL.

FILES

Displays the 8-character filename only, for the filename or filename pattern that is 
supplied. Note that the AUTOSYNC FILES command is not the same as the TACL or 
FUP FILES commands.

file-set

TACL-style file name pattern specifying a collection of files. If no file-set is 
specified, the current subvolume is assumed.

FI[LEINFO] file-set [, DETAIL ];
or
FID file-set;

FILES file-set;
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HELP

Describes the AUTOSYNC commands, monitor process commands and AutoSYNC 
specific DEFINEs.

ALL

displays the list of all commands.

AUTOSYNC-COMMANDS

requests the display of the list of all AUTOSYNC commands available.

autosync-command [ DETAIL | EXAMPLES ]

is an AUTOSYNC command. Help displays the syntax and description of the 
command.

Multi-word commands are entered with hyphens.
For example, to obtain help on ADD SYNCFILESET, type:

       HELP add-syncfileset;

If DETAIL is specified, a description of the command parameters is displayed in 
addition to the syntax.

If EXAMPLES is specified, Help displays examples of the command. If neither 
DETAIL nor EXAMPLES is specified, Help displays both as possible subtopics.

AUTOSYNC -DEFINES 

requests the display of the list of DEFINEs for which HELP is available. 

define [ USAGE ]

HELP [ help-option ];

help-option is

{ ALL }

{ AUTOSYNC-COMMANDS }

{ autosync-command [ DETAIL | EXAMPLE ] }

{ AUTOSYNC-DEFINES }

{ define [ USAGE ] }

{ ESCZIP }

{ MONITOR [ monitor-command ] }
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is the name of the DEFINE. HELP displays the syntax and a description of the 
DEFINEs. 

USAGE displays information about the usage of the DEFINE, otherwise it displays 
it as a list of possible subtopics.

MONITOR [ monitor-command ]

displays the syntax and description of commands that can be sent to the monitor 
process via AUTOSYNC. If no monitor command is specified, HELP displays a list 
of the commands as subtopics. 

monitor-commands is one of: BACKUPCPU, LOG, SECURITY, STATUS or 
SWITCH.

HISTORY

Displays the saved commands in the history buffer. These commands can be executed 
using the FC or ! commands.

count

the number of commands to display. The default is 10. If fewer commands are in 
the history buffer, all commands are displayed.

INFO AUTOSYNC

Displays the remote access control information for one system or for all systems that 
have this system as a destination.

\system-name

an Expand system name.

*

designates all systems that have this system as a destination.

If FROM is omitted, AUTOSYNC displays the remote access control for all systems.

HISTORY count

INFO AUTOS[YNC] [ FROM [ \system-name | * ] ];
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INFO BATCHID

plays the synchronization parameters for the syncfilesets in the specified BATCHID 
ranges. This command is analogous in functionality to INFO SYNCFILESET.

* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by batchid or a range of batchids. Up to 32 ranges can be 
entered. 

A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first.

* designates all configured batchids for the syncuser.

If batchid-range is omitted, all syncfilesets for the current user are displayed.

info-option

See INFO SYNCFILESET for a description of the options.

INFO GLOBALS

Displays a complete list of the AutoSYNC global parameter values.

OBEYFORM

displays a list of the ALTER GLOBAL commands that were entered to modify the 
default global values.

See ALTER GLOBAL above for a list of valid AutoSYNC global parameters and values.

INFO BATCH[ID] [ batchid-range [, batchid-range ],...]
               [, info-option ];

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }

info-option is

{ DETAIL }

{ LOG [ LAST n | ALL | ERRORS ] [ COUNT n ]
       [ SYSTEM \system-name  ] }

{ OBEYFORM }

{ USER [ user-id | user-name ] | ALLUSERS }

INFO GLOBALS [, OBEYFORM ];
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INFO LOCALS

Displays a complete list of global and local values. Global parameter values are the 
default values in effect for all configured monitors in the system. LOCAL parameter 
values are the default values in effect for the current monitor.

OBEYFORM

displays a list of the ALTER LOCAL commands that were entered to modify the 
default global values.

See ALTER GLOBAL above for a list of valid AutoSYNC global parameters and values.

INFO MAPDB

Displays information about one or all MapDBs in the system database.

* (or omitted) 

All configured MapDB subvolumes.

subvolume

a configured MapDB subvolume.

INFO SYNCFILESET

Displays the synchronization parameters for one file set or all specified file sets. 

INFO LOCALS [, OBEYFORM ];

INFO MAPDB [ * | subvolume ];

INFO SYNCF[ILESET] [ fset-range [, fset-range ],...]
                   [, info-option ];

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }

info-option is

{ DETAIL }

{ LOG [ LAST n | ALL |  ERRORS ][ COUNT n ]

       [, SYSTEM \system-name ]                            }

{ OBEYFORM [ FILESETID ] }

{ USER [ user-id | user-name ] | ALLUSERS }
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* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

 If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the syncuser. 

If fset-range is omitted, all syncfilesets for the current user are displayed.

info-option

DETAIL

displays all parameter values for the file set.

LOG [ LAST n | ALL | ERRORS ]  [ COUNT n ] [ SYSTEM \system-name ]

displays the output of the synchronization activity for the syncfileset. The 
information is extracted from the log file SLggguuu in the MapDB. If 
parameters are omitted, LOG displays the latest log entry.

LAST n 

displays the output of the most recent n synchronizations.

ALL 

displays the output of all the synchronizations recorded for the syncfileset.

ERRORS

displays the last entry in the log only if the synchronization reported errors.

COUNT n 

displays the output of n synchronizations recorded for the syncfileset. 
Specify ALL or LAST to display more than the most recent entry.

SYSTEM \system-name 

the name of the destination system for the syncfileset. This option is only 
required if the destination system was configured using the asterisk (*) in 
ADD SYNCFILESET or ALTER SYNCFILESET. Otherwise, the option is 
ignored.

If system-name is omitted, the output of the most recent synchronization is 
displayed.

OBEYFORM [ FILESETID ]

displays the text of the ADD SYNCF[ILESET] command that was used to 
configure the attributes for the file set. This option overrides the DETAIL and 
LOG options.
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If FILESETID is specified, the file set ID is added to the OBEYFORM         
output.

USER [ user-id | user-name ] | ALLUSERS

a Guardian user ID or user name. 

ALLUSERS displays syncfileset information for all configured syncusers.

If this option is omitted, the current user ID is assumed.

INFO SYNCUSER

Displays information pertaining to the synchronization privileges of a specified user. 

 user-id | user-name

a Guardian user ID or user name. 

info-option:

DETAIL

displays detailed information about the SYNCUSER configuration.

OBEYFORM

displays the text of the ADD SYNCU[SER] command that was used to 
configure the SYNCUSER. This option overrides the DETAIL option.

LABELDISPLAY (LD)

Displays label information for the specified table, such as catalog name, audit 
compression, columns data types, primary and alternate key columns, partitions, 
allocated extents, and so on. The command can be abbreviated to LD.

sql-table

a SQL table or View.

ALLP[ARTS]

displays the labels of all partitions of the table.

INFO SYNCU[SER] { user-id | user-name } [ [,] info-option ]; 

info-option is

{ DETAIL }

{ OBEYFORM }

L[ABEL]D[ISPLAY] sql-table [ ALLP[ARTS] | ALLI[NDEXS] ]
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ALLI[NDEXES]

displays the labels of all indexes of the table.

LISTFILEOPENS (LFO)

Displays all file opens like the FUP LISTOPENS command, with additional options. 
The command can be abbreviated to LFO. 

file-set

a TACL-style file name pattern specifying a collection of files. If file-set is omitted, 
all the opens for the local system are displayed ($* is assumed).

To display opens of temporary files, specify file-set as $vol.* or $vol.#*, where $vol 
can be “$*”. 

BYF[ILE]

displays the opens by file name. It is the default.

BYO[PENER]

displays the opens by opener.

OUTP[UT] | WRIT[E]

displays files opened for write or update access only.

LIST SYNCPROCESS

Obtains and displays information for all ASYSYNC and ASYSYNCP processes that are 
running from the current Autosync product subvolume. The synchronization processes 
listed are source and destination processes. The current product subvolume is the 
subvolume of the autosync command interpreter on the local system.

L[IST]F[ILE]O[PENS] file-set , options

options is:

{ BYF[ILE] }

{ BYO[PENER] }

{ OUTP[UT] | WRIT[E] }
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This command helps to manage the AutoSYNC environment. 

process-name | *

the Guardian process name of an ASYSYNC or ASYSYNCP process, or all 
running ASYSYNC processes.

The default is all ASYSYNC and ASYSYNCP running from the current product 
subvolume for all users.

To display processes from a different product subvolume, run the autosync 
command interpreter in that subvolume. To display processes from a remote 
destination system, log on to the destination system and run the autosync 
command interpreter in the chosen product subvolume.

DES[TINATION]]

displays only synchronization processes that are running on the local system as 
destination synchronization processes.

DETAIL

displays detailed information about sync processes: User ID, monitor process 
name, program file name, process creation time, whether the process is a source 
or destination sync process, last file system error reported, last synchronization 
error reported, last file set synchronized, last synchronization time, next file set to 
synchronize, and the next synchronization time.

If DETAIL is omitted, the items displayed are: User ID, program file name, and 
process creation time.

MONITOR monitor-name

lists the synchronization processes that are running under a specific monitor 
process.

If MONITOR is omitted, all synchronization processes running in the AutoSYNC 
product subvolume are listed.

 LIST SYNCP[ROCESS] [ process-name | * ], info-option

info-option is:

{ DES[TINATION] }

{ DETAIL }

{ MONITOR monitor-name }

{ SOURCE }

{ USER user-ID }
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SOURCE

displays the synchronization processes that are running as source synchronization 
processes.

USER user-ID

       displays the synchronization processes for the specified syncuser.

LOG

Displays a history of the AUTOSYNC terminal session on another device, which may 
be a disk file, a printer, or another terminal. LOG TO starts the logging process, and 
LOG STOP terminates the logging.

TO filename

identifies the current log file and starts logging.

CLEAR

clears the log file of existing data.

STOP

closes the current log file and stops logging.

LS

Displays OSS disk files, directories and directory trees and their attributes. The 
command is equivalent to the OSS shell command ls, with the options listed below. 
Unlike the OSS shell command, the AUTOSYNC command and options are not case 
sensitive. 

oss-pathname

an oss file or directory.

If oss-pathname is omitted, the root directory is assumed.

-a

lists all entries in the directory, including the "." (dot) and ".." (dot dot) and other 
files whose names begin with a ".".

-i

displays inode number for each file listed.

-l

LOG { TO filename [CLEAR] | STOP };

LS [ [ -a ] |[ -i  ]| [ -l ]| [ -r ] ] [ oss-pathname ];
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displays the mode, number of links, group.owner, size, time of last modification for 
each file, and pathname.

If the file is a special file, the size field instead contains the major and minor device 
numbers.  If the file is a symbolic link, the pathname of the linked-to file is also 
printed preceded by ->.  The attributes of the symbolic link are displayed. 

-r 

lists all subdirectories recursively, which is equivalent to the -R (upper case) option 
in the OSS shell and not the -r (lower case) option.

MONITOR

The MONITOR command sends a command to a monitor process. Refer to 
Appendix A, Operations and Management for a list of valid monitor process 
commands.

process-name

an executing monitor process. If omitted, the monitor process for the current 
MapDB is used.

*

all executing monitor processes. If omitted, the monitor process for the current 
MapDB is used.

command-text

all text up to the end of the current command line. A monitor process command 
cannot be continued on multiple lines. A semi-colon is neither required nor 
recognized as a command terminator.

OBEY

Reads and executes a sequence of AUTOSYNC commands from another device. The 
commands are executed serially until an end-of-file condition is detected. An OBEY file 
may not contain an OBEY command.

filename

the file containing a sequence of AUTOSYNC commands.

 MONITOR [ process-name | * ] command-text

OBEY filename;
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OPEN

Select a current monitor process and associated MapDB.

process-name

the name of a configured monitor process. It is not necessary for the monitor 
process to be executing to update or display information for the corresponding 
MapDB.

OUT

Directs the output of an AUTOSYNC terminal session to another file. Interactive 
terminal prompts continues to appear on the original input device. Specifying an OUT 
command with no file name reverts to the original output file.

filename

an output file and directs all AUTOSYNC session output to that file. If filename is 
omitted, AUTOSYNC session output is directed to the original process OUT file.

PURGEDATA

Clears data from a file.

file-name

a file name.

SHARE

the file is to be opened in shared exclusion mode. The default is protected.

RENAME

Renames a non audited Enscribe file, like the TACL RENAME command.

old-file

the Enscribe file to rename.

new-file

OPEN process-name;

OUT [ filename ];

PURGEDATA file-name [, SHARE ];

RENAME old-file , new-file
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the new name for the file.

RESET

Changes all of the environmental variables to their original settings.It is most often 
used to change the condition code.

RESET GLOBAL

Removes a previously set global value from the configuration and reset the parameter 
to the default value. 

*

all global parameters are set to their original default value.

For a description of global parameters and their default values, see ALTER GLOBAL 
on page 8-31.

RESET;

RESET GLOBAL { parameter | * };

paramater is:

{ AUTOSYNC }

{ [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS }

{ [AUTO]SYNCOVERIP }

{ [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER }

{ EMSCOLLECTOR }

{ SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES]  }
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RESET LOCAL

Removes a previously set local value from the configuration and resets the parameter 
to the default value of the corresponding global parameter. 

*

all global parameters are set to their original default value.

For a description of local parameters and their default values, see ALTER GLOBAL on 
page 8-31.

RESET LOCAL { parameter | * };

parameter is:

{ AUTOSYNC }

{ [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS }

{ [AUTO]SYNCOVERIP }

{ [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER }

{ EMSCOLLECTOR }

{ SYNCTCPPROC[ESSES]  }
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REPORT

Generates a report that compares source files and destination files. For additional 
information on the reporting function, consult Section 9, Reporting Function. 

fileset-specification

SYNC source-file-set TO destfile-set [ , sync-options ]

source-file-set

a Guardian or OSS file set to synchronize. If a system name is specified, it 
must be the local Expand node name.

dest-file-set

the location of the file set that is to be replaced.

For a definition of file set formats, see Guardian file set definition.

see command SYNCHRONIZE on page 8-99 for a description of the 
synchronization options,

SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [ fset-range, ... ] [, USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }

REPORT fileset-specification [, report-option ];

fileset-specification is:

{ SYNC source-file-set TO dest-file-set [ ,sync-options ] } 

{ SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-range, ] }
{               [, USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]                }

{ BATCHID batchid-range [, batchid-range, ] }
{               [, USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]                }

report-option is:

{ DETAIL [ ALL | 
          [ INSYNC] [ NOTINSYNC][ EXCLUDED ] [ NEWERINDEST ] }

{ LOGFILE log-filename [ CLEAR ] }

{ OUT report-file [ CLEARR[EPORT] ] }
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fset-id identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up 
to 32  ranges can be entered. 

If  fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the 
first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the current syncuser. 

USER  user-ID | ALLU[SERS] [, USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]

USER user-ID 

 a configured syncuser. REPORT creates a report for the syncuser file sets 
that are in the fset-range specified.

ALLU[SERS]

REPORT creates a report for all syncuser file sets that are in the fset-range 
specified.

To display the fset-ids and BATCHIDs, use INFO SYNCFILESET. 

BATCHID batchid-range [,batchid-range,...]

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid}

a collection of file sets by batchid or a range of batchids. Up to 32     
ranges can be entered. 

 A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, 
i.e. two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the 
first.

* designates all configured batchids for the current syncuser.

USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]

USER user-ID 

a configured syncuser. REPORT creates a report for batchid or batchid-
range configured for the specified syncuser.

ALLUsers

REPORT creates a report for batchid or batchid-range configured for all 
syncusers.

To display file set by BATCHID, use INFO BATCHID.

report-option

DETAIL [ ALL | [  INSYNC] [ NOTINSYNC] [ EXCLUDED ] | [NEWERINDEST] ]

the granularity of the report.

DETAIL 
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displays the file name, file attributes and selection criteria of each selected 
file. 

If DETAIL is omitted, the report shows only summary statistics for the file 
set, but it does not report on specific files.

ALL

short form to specify all DETAIL options described below.

INSYNC

displays all files from the source and destination file set that have already 
been synchronized and are still in sync at the time the report is generated.

NOTINSYNC

displays all files that require synchronization. 

 files where the modification time of the source file is newer than the 
modification timestamp of the destination file,

 files that are missing in the destination file set,

 If PURGE is specified, extra files in the destination subvolume that are 
not in the source subvolume at the time the report is generated.

 if SUBVOLPURGE is specified, extra files in extra destination 
subvolumes that are not in the source file set.

EXCLUDED

displays all files from the source files sets and destination file sets that 
would be excluded from a synchronization. These files include

 corrupt or broken source files

 files listed in an EXCLUDE file

 files with a future expiration day

 files with PURGE security "-"

 source files that are open for update

 SQL catalog or index files

 system files

 secondary partitions

and depending on the sync options, these files also include:

 audited files

  files open in destination

 ZZfiles
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NEWERINDEST

displays all files in the destination file set where the destination file is 
newer than the source file. It overrides the other DETAIL options INSYNC, 
NOTINSYNC and EXCLUDED. The option is ignored if TIMEEXACT has 
also been specified.

The sync options are applied at the time the files are compared. For example, 
if EXCLUDE is specified the report also lists files that were excluded because 
they match a name on the exclude list; if the AUDIT option is specified, all 
audited files are included in the list of files that are compared; if TIMEEXACT is 
specified, all files where the modification timestamp of the source does not         
exactly match the modification timestamp of the destination file is displayed.

LOGFILE log-filename [ CLEAR ]

the name of a file where AutoSYNC logs the outcome of the synchronization 
process launched by REPORT.

If CLEAR is specified, the content of the log is purged prior to the 
synchronization.

OUT report-file [ CLEARR[EPORT]  ] 

a disk file where the report is written. If report-file does not exist, it is created as 
an entry-sequenced file.

If OUT is omitted, the report is displayed at the terminal or written to the 
SYNCFILESET log file SLggguuu.

AutoSYNC does not display the report file automatically. Use the AUTOSYNC 
COPY command to display the report file to the terminal.

CLEARR[EPORT] purges the content of the report file prior to logging the 
report output.

RUN[D]

Executes a program during an AUTOSYNC session. When the program terminates, 
the session resumes.

filename

a program file to be executed.

run-options

standard TACL process options, including the following:

Note. AUTOSYNC does not report extra subvolumes on the destination volume that 
do not exist on the source volume unless SUBVOLPURGE has also been specified.

RUN[D] filename[/run-options/] [command]
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command

any command line to be passed to the process in the startup message.

The RUN[D] command is not a multiline command and is not terminated with a 
semicolon. Any semicolon is passed to the process as part of the startup command.

Refer to Table 8-3 for a list of standard programs, such as EDIT and FUP, that can be 
executed by simply typing the program name. These commands are equivalent to 
specifying RUN $SYSTEM.SYSTEM. before the name and otherwise follow the 
complete RUN command syntax.

START MONITOR

Starts a AutoSYNC monitor process for one MapDB or all MapDBs.

process

the process name of the monitor process to be started.

mapdb

a MapDB subvolume. Since each MapDB has an associated monitor process, this 
is simply an alternative method to specify the process to be started.

Configured settings for primary and backup CPUs and process priority and home 
terminal are stored in the system database.

BACKUP cpu-number

the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) for the backup monitor process.

HOMETERM file-name

the home terminal for the monitor process.

CPU EXTSWAP LIB NOWAIT PRI

DEBUG IN MEM OUT SWAP

DEFMODE INSPECT NAME PFS TERM

START MONITOR { process | mapdb } [, option...];

option is:

{ BACKUP cpu-number }

{ HOMETERM file-name }

{ PRIMARY cpu-number }

{ PRIORITY process-priority }
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If omitted, the home terminal is set to the default EMS collector. The default EMS 
collector is $0, or the EMS collector configured by setting the global parameter 
EMSCOLLECTOR.

Note that internally, the default hometerm of the monitor is $ZHOME, as displayed 
by the TACL command STATUS $<process-name>, because an EMS collector 
cannot be specified as the hometerm of a process when the process is launched. 
Functionally however, the home terminal for the monitor process is the default 
EMS collector, as shown by the Autosync STATUS MONITOR command.

PRIMARY cpu-number

 the CPU number (in the range of 0 to 15) for the primary monitor process.

PRIORITY process-priority

the process priority (in the range of 1 to 199) for the monitor process.

Each MapDB is associated with a unique monitor process name. Monitor process 
names must have exactly 4 characters in addition to the “$”; the default name is 
$ZASY. If a monitor process name has already been assigned to a MapDB, you must 
choose another name.

STATS

Scans an Enscribe file to determine the record count and distribution of record lengths. 
It is useful to determine if file records conform to expected lengths.

file-name

an Enscribe file name.

STATUS AUTOSYNC

Obtains and displays status information from the AutoSYNC scheduler. It shows all 
ASYSYNC processes that are currently scheduled for a specific user or for all users.

 USER user-id | user-name

a Guardian user ID or user name. If this option is omitted, AUTOSYNC displays 
status information for all users.

DETAIL

displays the destination system, BATCHID and process ID of all ASYSYNC 
processes configured for user-id or, if user-id is omitted, for all users.

STATS file-name;

STATUS AUTOSYNC [ USER user-id  | user-name ] [, DETAIL]; 
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STATUS BATCHID

Obtains and displays status information from the synchronization processes configured 
in the specified batchid.

The command is functionally equivalent to STATUS SYNC with the BATCHID option.

* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by batchid or a range of batchids. Up to 32 ranges can be 
entered. 

A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first.

* designates all configured batchids for the syncuser.

If batchid-range is omitted, all syncfilesets for the current user are displayed.

status-option:

ACTIVE

displays status information for ASYSYNC processes that are currently in the 
process of synchronizing file sets.

BRIEF

displays the synchronization process name, the destination system, the 
batchid, the number of active file sets in the batchid and the status of the 
synchronization process.

DETAIL

displays detailed status information.

STATUS BATCH[ID] [ batchid-range [, batchid-range ],...]
                 [, status-option ];

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }

status-option is

{ ACTIVE }

{ BRIEF }

{ DETAIL }

{ SYSTEM system-name }

{ USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS }
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SYSTEM system-name

specifies the Expand node name of a system for which the information is 
displayed. This option is useful for file set that have the destination system 
specified as a wildcard "*".

If omitted, the status for all systems in the fileset that meet the criteria is 
displayed. 

USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS

displays status information for any batchid running under the specified 
Guardian user ID or user name.

If omitted, the current user ID is assumed.

STATUS MONITOR

Determines the status of monitor processes by sending them an inquiry message.

process-name

the process name of the monitor process to be queried. The default is the current 
monitor process for the session.

mapdb

a MapDB subvolume. Since each MapDB has an associated monitor process, this 
option is simply an alternative method to specify the process to be queried.

STATUS MONITOR [ * | process-name | mapdb ];
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STATUS SYNC

Obtains and displays status information from the specified ASYSYNC process. It 
displays information pertaining to the file sets scheduled for synchronization.

 process-name

the Guardian process name of a ASYSYNC process. 

*

all running ASYSYNC processes.

If omitted, the default is all running ASYSYNC processes for the current user ID.

ACTIVE

displays status information for ASYSYNC processes that are currently in the 
process of synchronizing file sets.

BATCH[ID] batchid

displays status information for the synchronization file sets in the specified batchid.

The same information can be displayed using STATUS BATCHID.

BRIEF

displays the synchronization process name, the destination system, the number of 
active file sets in the batchid and status of the synchronization process.

DETAIL

displays detailed status information. 

FSET[ID] | ID fset-id

STATUS [ASY]SYNC [ process-name | * ] [, option... ]

option is

{ ACTIVE}

{ BATCH[ID] batchid}

{ BRIEF}

{ DETAIL}

{ { [ FSET[ID] | ID ]  syncf-id }}

{ SYSTEM system-name }

{ USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS}
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displays status information for the specified synchronization file set.

The same information can be displayed using STATUS SYNCFILESET.

SYSTEM system-name

specifies the Expand node name of a system for which the information is 
displayed. This option is useful for file sets that have the destination system 
specified as a wildcard "*".

If omitted, the status for all systems in the fileset that meet the criteria is displayed.

USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS

displays status information for ASYSYNC processes that run under the specified 
Guardian user ID or user name.

ALLUSERS displays status information for ASYSYNC processes for all syncusers.

If omitted, the current user ID is assumed.

STATUS SYNCFILESET

Obtains and displays status information from the synchronization process for the 
specified syncfileset ID.

The command is functionally equivalent to STATUS SYNC with the FSETID option.

* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

 If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the first.                                       

* designates all configured syncfilesets for the syncuser. 

STATUS SYNCFILESET  [ fset-range [, fset-range ],...]
                      [, status-option ];

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }

status-option is

{ ACTIVE }

{ BRIEF }

{ DETAIL }

{ SYSTEM system-name }

{ USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS  }
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If fset-range is omitted, all syncfilesets for the current user are displayed.

status-option:

ACTIVE

displays status information for ASYSYNC processes that are currently in the 
process of synchronizing file sets.

BRIEF

displays the synchronization process name, the destination system, the 
number of active file sets in the batchid and status of the synchronization 
process.

DETAIL

displays detailed status information.

SYSTEM system-name

specifies the Expand node name of a system for which the information is 
displayed. This option is useful for file sets that have the destination system 
specified as a wildcard "*".

If omitted, the status for all systems in the file set that meet the criteria is 
displayed. 

USER { user-id | user-name } | ALLUSERS

displays status information for ASYSYNC processes that run under the 
specified Guardian user ID or user name.

ALLUSERS displays status information for ASYSYNC processes for all 
syncusers.

If omitted, the current user ID is assumed.

STOP MONITOR

Performs an orderly shutdown of a monitor process. All scheduled synchronizations 
are stopped.

process-name

the process name of the monitor process to be stopped. The default is the current 
monitor process for the session.

mapdb

a MapDB subvolume. Since each MapDB has an associated monitor process, this 
is simply an alternative method to specify the process to be stopped.

STOP MONITOR [ process-name | mapdb ];
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ABEND MONITOR

A variation on the STOP MONITOR command is the ABEND MONITOR command.

ABEND MONITOR causes the monitor process to stop and produce a saveabend file. 
This command should be used when instructed to do so by HP or to supply information 
to report a monitor process problem.

SUSPEND BATCHID

Stops the synchronization for a given file set. The synchronization operations can be 
resumed by using the ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET command. Active synchronization is 
stopped after the current file set is synchronized.

* | batchid | batchid - batchid

a collection of file sets by batchid or a range of batchids. Up to 32 ranges can be 
entered. 

A batchid is an integer and is of the same format as an alternate key tag, that is,  
two characters in quotes or a number between 1 to 32767.                                                                     

If batchid-batchid  is specified, the second batchid must be greater than the first.

* designates all configured batchids for the syncuser.

To display file set by BATCHID, use INFO BATCHID.

SUSPEND SYNCFILESET

Stops the synchronization for a given file set. The synchronization operations can be 
resumed by using the ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET command. Active synchronization is 
stopped after the current file set is synchronized.

* | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id 

identifies a synchronization file-set ID or a range of file-set IDs. Up to 32 ranges 
can be entered. 

If fset-id - fset-id  is specified, the second fset-id must be greater than the 
first.                                       

ABEND MONITOR [ * | process-name | mapdb ];

SUSPEND BATCH[ID] batchid-range [, batchid-range ] ,...;

batchid-range is { * | batchid | batchid - batchid }

SUSPEND SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-range ] ,...;

fset-range is { * | fset-id | fset-id - fset-id }
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* designates all configured syncfilesets for the syncuser. 

To display the file set ID’s and BATCHIDs, use INFO SYNCFILESET. 

SUSPEND SYNCUSER

Stops synchronization activity for the specified user. Active synchronization is stopped 
after the current file set is synchronized.

user-id

a Guardian user ID or user name of a configured user.

ALLUSERS

designates all users.

SYNCHRONIZE

Executes a one time synchronization. Each eligible file in the source file set is copied 
to the destination file set unless the same file (or a later version) is already present. 

The following source files are not eligible for synchronization:

 Audited files, unless AUDITED is specified

 Partitioned files

 Corrupt or broken files

 Files opened exclusively

 Files opened for update, unless OPENUPDATE is specified 

 Files starting with ZZ and system swap files, unless ZZINCLUDE is specified

 Files in subvolumes $vol.ZYQ*, because they are OSS files

If an eligible source file has a modification timestamp that is later than the 
corresponding destination file, the destination file is replaced. Timestamp comparisons 
account for differences in time zones and system clocks. A few exceptions exist:

 Open files are not replaced; if RENAMEOPEN is specified, files open for read or 
execute access are renamed to a special subvolume and then replaced by the 
source file.

 Corrupt and broken destination files are always replaced, regardless of the 
modification timestamp.

 If TIMEEXACT is specified, a destination file that has a different timestamp is 
replaced by a file that has the same timestamp. 

SUSPEND SYNCU[SER] { user-id | ALLUSERS };
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Section 3, One-time Synchronization discusses synchronization options in greater 
detail.

SYNC[HRONIZE] source-file-set TO dest-file-set [, options ];

options is:

common-option:

{ EXCLUDE exclude-file }

{ EXCLUDEP[URGE] excludep-file }

{ FROMOWNER user-id }

{ [IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | name } }

{ KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE] }

{ KEEPS[ECURITY] }

{ LISTA[LL] }

{ LOGFILE log-filename [ CLEAR ] }

{ MAXBACKUP num-of-files }

 { OPENU[PDATE] [ n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ] ] }

{ OWNER {user-id | user-name } }

{ PRIORITY priority }

{ PURGE }

{ RATE percentage }

{ TIMEEX[ACT] }

{ TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command } }

{ TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | oss-shell-command } }

{ UNPRO[TECTED] }

{ USEBINDERTIME }

continued
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guardian-option: 

{ AUDITED }

{ AUTOCREATECAT[ALOG] }

{ BACKUP backup-program }

{ CATALOG SQL-catalog }

{ COMPRESS | NO COMPRESS }

{ EXCLUDE exclude-file }

{ KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL }

{ MAPNAMES mapnames-file }

{ MAXBACKUP num-of-file }

{ NETWORKS[ECURE] | NO NETWORKS[ECURE] }

{ NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFEGUARD }

{ RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY }

{ RENAMEO[PEN] }

{ RESTORE restore-program }

{ SECURE "rwep" }

{ SQLREDEF }

{ SUBVOLPURGE }

{ SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS }

{ ZZINC[LUDE] }

continued }
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 source-file-set

a guardian or OSS file set that is to be synchronized. If a system name is specified, 
it must be the local Expand node name.

dest-file-set

the location of the file set that is to be updated.

The volume, subvolume, and filename portions of a destination file set must be 
either asterisk (*) or must be fully qualified. For each part of the source file set that 
has a trailing asterisk (*), the corresponding part of the destination file set must be 
asterisk (*).

A dollar-sign asterisk ($*) is not a valid destination volume; use asterisk (*) instead.

Unlike scheduled synchronizations, specifying the destination system as back 
slash asterisk (\*) is not supported for one-time synchronizations.

Using back slash asterisk (\*) as a destination system is not supported for OSS file 
sets or for file sets configured for synchronization over TCP/IP.

For a definition of file-set formats, see Guardian file set definition and OSS file set 
definition on page 8-10.

common-options:

EXCLUDE exclude-file

the files listed in the exclude-file are not synchronized.

exclude-file

an edit file that contains names of the files, subvolumes or disk volumes in 
the syncfileset that are to be excluded from the synchronization. An 
exclude file can be shared among syncfilesets. When starting a new 
synchronization ASYSYNC rereads the exclude list if the exclude file has 
been updated.

Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT" or the double hyphens (--) the line will be treated as a 
comment and will be ignored.

oss-option:

{ ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS }

{ ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS }

{ OWNERG[ROUP] { group-id | group-user } }

{ SECURE "rwxrwxrwx” }
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If a system is specified, it must be the local system; exclusion pertains only 
to source files, not destination files.

 If the PURGE option is specified, to exclude files from being purged on the 
destination, use the EXCLUDEPURGE option. Without EXCLUDEPURGE:

 A file on the exclude list is purged on the destination (it is not excluded 
from purging), if it does not exist on the source. 

 A file on the exclude list is not purged on the destination, if it exists on 
the source (it is excluded from purging).

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns. Refer to the NonStop 
documentation for legal disk file patterns.

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:

Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")

does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

EXCLUDE[PURGE] excludep-file

instructs AutoSYNC to exclude the files listed in the excludep-file from being 
purged on the destination, if the files do not exist on the source.

EXCLUDEPURGE only applies when PURGE or SUBVOLPUREGE are also          
specified. Otherwise, EXCLUDEPURGE is ignored.

excludep-file

an edit file that contains the names of the files, subvolumes or disk 
volumes in the destination syncfileset that are excluded from being purged. 
excludep-file resides on the destination system and can be shared among 
syncfilesets.

When starting a new synchronization ASYSYNC rereads excludep-         
file and if it has changed, updates the excludepurge list accordingly. 
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Each entry must be on a separate line. If a line starts either with the word 
"COMMENT", or the characters "--", the line is treated as a comment and is 
ignored.

Note that exclusion applies only to destination files; it does not apply to files on 
the source. Consequently, if a system name is specified, it must be the name 
of the destination system.        

Guardian file sets:

The exclude file supports all legal disk file patterns.

OSS file sets:

Entries in the exclude-file can specify a pattern but the file and directory 
names must be fully qualified with absolute pathnames.

Note the following case for the exclusion of a directory:

exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA    (without last "/")

does not exclude directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

while exclude-file entry: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA*

                                   or  /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

excludes directory: /home/group/user/destdir/A/KA/

FROMO[WNER] user-id

instructs Autosync to synchronize only the source files owned by the specified 
user ID. By default the whole source file set is synchronized, regardless of the 
ownership of the files, as long as security settings do not prevent it.

An OSS directory that is not owned by the specified owner is skipped, along 
with all its files and subdirectories, even if some of the subordinate files or 
subdirectories are owned by the specified user ID.

[IP]HOST[NAME] { tcpip-address | host-name }

(for synchronization over TCP/IP only)

address of the destination system specified as an internet address or the 
configured internet name of the host system.

tcpip-address is specified in the dotted decimal format nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn 
(example: 16.107.164.200).

host-name is the name by which the destination system is known on the 
internet, specified as a character string of 49 or fewer characters (example: 
foxii.cac.cpqcorp.net).

There is no default value for this option. If HOST is omitted, AutoSYNC 
performs the synchronization over the Expand link.
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KEEPB[ACKUPINFILE]

instructs AutoSYNC to retain the BACKUP and RESTORE input files. By 
default, these files are temporary and they are purged after the synchronization 
has completed.

This option is used for troubleshooting only. 

The name of the input file is in the format of ZBKnnnnn for BACKUP and 
ZRSnnnnn for RESTORE, where nnnnn is a serial number. The files are 
placed in the MapDB subvolume. The exact file name is displayed in the 
LOGFILE.

Input files are not created if no files require synchronization. For BACKUP, the 
input file is always created when files are synchronized. For RESTORE, the 
input file is created only when files are synchronized and the MAPNAMES 
option is specified.

For OSS file sets, the BACKUP input files is an entry-sequenced file that 
contains the names of the files and directories to be synchronized, in addition 
to internal file information.

KEEPS[ECURITY]

the Guardian security settings "rwep" of the source file are retained on the 
destination file.

KEEPSECURITY overrides the SECURE and NETWORKSECURE options. 

LISTA[LL]

includes all file names that are processed by BACKUP and RESTORE in the 
log.

LOGFILE log-filename [ CLEAR ]

the name of a file where AutoSYNC logs the outcome of the synchronization 
process.

If the file does not exist, AutoSYNC creates it. If this parameter is not specified, 
AutoSYNC logs its messages to a temporary file that is purged when the 
synchronization is completed.

If CLEAR is specified, the content of the log is purged prior to the 
synchronization.

OPENU[PDATE] [ n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS]  ] 

specifies that a source file that is opened for update is eligible for 
synchronization. By default, AutoSYNC does not synchronize files that are 
opened for update. OPENUPDATE overrides the default behavior.

n [ SECONDS | MINUTES | HOURS ] 
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the interval during which the source file must remain unchanged to be 
considered for synchronization. The default unit of time is MINUTES. If 
omitted, the openupdate interval is 5 minutes.

The time elapsed is computed from the last time the file was modified. The 
candidate files can be opened for WRITE or READ-WRITE access. The 
exclusion mode must be SHARED or PROTECTED. Recovery must be 
enabled for the file set.

If a file is being updated at the time AutoSYNC attempts to synchronize it, it is 
skipped. To force the synchronization of a file as it is being modified, specify 
the UNPROTECTED option described below on page 8-109. 

OPENUPDATE is ignored if:

 a file is opened for EXCLUSIVE access

 for Guardian files only:

 if a file is audited

 if the global SYNCRECOVER parameter is set to OFF or if NO 
RECOVERY was specified as an option in the SYNCHRONIZE 
command.. 

OWNER user-id | user-name

the owner of the destination file set.

If OWNER is omitted, the owner of the source file is retained.

PRI[ORITY] priority

the process priority at which the ASYSYNC process is to run. The actual 
priority does not exceed the MAXPRIORITY of the AutoSYNC user.

PURGE

specifies that any file that is in the destination file set but is not in the source 
file set will be purged. By default AutoSYNC does not purge any file in the 
destination file set.

To exclude files from being purged on the destination, use the 
EXCLUDEPURGE option.

Note for OSS file sets. AutoSYNC only synchronizes updates that are actually sent 
to the disk process. Any updates that are buffered in the application process (such as 
performed by the file system or C runtime) are not synchronized until they are 
transmitted to the disk process.

Note for OSS file sets. If OWNER is specified and OWNERGROUP is omitted, the 
OWNERGROUP of the file set is set to the  group of the source file, not the group 
specified by OWNER.
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Guardian file sets: 

 If PURGE is specified, the subvolume portion of the source and destination 
file sets must be fully qualified (no wild-card characters or "*").

 Purging of files occurs on a subvolume by subvolume basis. A destination 
file is not purged if it does not exist in a corresponding source subvolume, 
unless the SUBVOLPURGE option is also specified.

 Extra SQL objects in the destination like tables, views and indexes are 
purged. Catalog files are not supported and they are not synchronized or 
purged by Autosync.

Extra SQL tables and views are purged explicitly, indexes and secondary 
partitions are purged implicitly, with the main table.

OSS files and directories:

 If PURGE is specified, subordinate directories not present in the source file 
set are purged on the destination. Note that this is different than the 
processing of Guardian subvolumes. Guardian subvolumes are not purged 
unless SUBVOLPURGE is specified. 

An entry is written into the log file for each file or OSS directory that is purged 
as a result of the synchronization.

PURGE is not supported for SQL tables.

RATE percentage

the percentage of elapsed time the synchronization process should be active.

The default is 100%.

TIMEEX[ACT]

a file is synchronized if the modification timestamp of the source does not 
exactly match the modification timestamp of the destination file.

By default, a file is synchronized only when the source file has been modified 
after the destination file was last modified. The comparison of timestamps 
accounts for differences in system clocks and time zones..

Note on symbolic links. Because source and destination modification 
timestamps of symbolic links never match, TIMEEXACT is ignored if specified 
for symbolic links. For further details on symbolic link synchronization, see 
paragraph Modification Timestamp of Symbolic Links on page 5-4
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TRIGGER { tacl-command | oss-shell-command }

a TACL command or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC for 
each file in the synchronized file set after the file has been moved to the 
destination.

The command line contains four built-in arguments. Each argument starts with 
a pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as a 
space or a comma, or by a OSS shell delimiter such as a space or a 
semicolon. Arguments can be specified in either upper or lower case. In the 
current release, AUTOSYNC supports the following built-in arguments:

 #SYNCFILE is replaced with the destination file that has been created or 
replaced by AutoSYNC. For OSS files the absolute pathname is specified.

 #SOURCEFILE is replaced with the name of the original source file. For 
OSS files the absolute pathname is specified.

 #RECOVERFILE is replaced with the name of the file that was recovered 
by AutoSYNC. If no archive name is found, AUTOSYNC substitutes the 
placeholder question mark (?) for the file name. For OSS files the absolute 
pathname is specified.

 #MAPNAMES is replaced by the mapnames-file that is configured for the 
syncfileset using the MAPNAMES option. If the MAPNAMES option is not 
specified, AUTOSYNC substitutes the placeholder question mark (?) for 
the mapnames-file. This option is applicable to Guardian syncfilesets only.

TRIGGERONFILESET { tacl-command | shell-command }

specifies a tacl or OSS shell command that is executed by AutoSYNC after the 
complete file set has been successfully synchronized. This is in contrast with 
the TRIGGER option that executes the tacl or shell command for each file that 
is synchronized.

The trigger is executed if files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if a file error has occurred that did not cause the 
synchronization to fail.

The trigger is not executed if no files have been replaced or purged during the 
synchronization, or if an error other than a file error has occurred that caused 
the synchronization to fail.

Note on SQL Shorthand Views. A SQL view has no modification timestamp. 
Instead AutoSYNC uses creation timestamps. This prevents a shorthand view 
from being synchronized every time the file set is synchronized. 
However if TIMEEXACT is specified, the shorthand view will always be 
synchronized because the creation time of the destination is always newer 
than the creation time of the source. For further details on SQL View 
synchronization, see paragraph SQL Views on page 3-8.
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The command supports a set of built-in arguments. Each argument starts with 
a pound sign (#) and is terminated by a TACL delimiter character such as 
space, comma (,), or by a OSS shell delimiter such as space, semicolon (;), 
and so on. Arguments are not case-sensitive.

The built-in arguments are the following:

 #SOURCEFSET is replaced with the original source file set name.

 #DESTFSET is replaced with the destination file set name.

 #FSETCOUNT is the number of files in the source file set.

 #SYNCCOUNT is the number of files replaced on the destination.

 #COUNTNOTBKUP is the number of files not backed up.

 #COUNTNOTREST is the number of files that were not restored.

UNPRO[TECTED]
        (with OPENUPDATE)

used in conjunction with the OPENUPDATE option, instructs AutoSYNC to 
synchronize a file even if the source file is being updated as it is being 
synchronized (backed up). Note that if a source file was updated during the 
synchronization, the destination file could be corrupted. 

UNPROTECTED applies to:

 OSS files 

 Unstructured Enscribe files that are not edit files (type 101)

 Enscribe entry-sequenced files

USEBINDERTIME

selects object files to synchronize by comparing the binder or linker timestamps 
of the source and destination. All other file types in the file set are selected for 
synchronization based on the usual comparison of modification timestamps.

The destination object file is replaced if the binder or linker timestamps of the 
source and destination objects do not match exactly; the comparison operates 
as if TIMEEXACT were specified.

The default is that object files are replaced based on a comparison of 
modification timestamps.

guardian-options:

AUDITED

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize audited files in the file set.

The default is to synchronize only non audited files.

AUTOCREATECAT[ALOG]
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instructs AutoSYNC to create (or not to create) a SQL catalog when a SQL 
object that requires a catalog is moved to a destination where the catalog does 
not exist.

The catalog is created in the same location as the catalog on the source 
system. If the source catalog volume does not exist on the destination system, 
the catalog is placed on the volume of the destination tables.

The security of the newly created destination catalog is set to the syncuser's 
default Guardian security.

If the catalog already exists, the option is ignored.

To register the object in a different catalog, use the CATALOG option in 
addition to AUTOCREATECATALOG.

BACKUP backup-program

the name of the BACKUP object program to use on the source system when a 
file set is synchronized.

If BACKUP is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.BACKUP is used.

COMPRESS | NO COMPRESS

enables or disables data compression of the file set prior to being sent to the 
destination system.

This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCCOMPRESS.

CATALOG SQL-catalog

where to register SQL objects that are synchronized. If you omit the CATALOG 
option, the source catalog name is used.

If the needed catalog does not exist and AUTOCREATECATALOG is not 
specified, SQL table synchronization fails.  

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL

specifies that the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute of a source SQL table or alternate 
index is preserved on the destination. If KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is specified, 
no further synchronization of the table or index will be successful until the 
NOPURGEUNTIL period has elapsed.

By default AutoSYNC does NOT propagate the NOPURGEUNTIL attribute to 
the destination table, to insure that future synchronizations will be possible.

KEEPNOPURGEUNTIL is not supported for Enscribe files, consistent with 
FUP and RESTORE behavior.

MAPNAMES mapnames-file

Note. Data compression is CPU-intensive and can reduce total throughput unless the 
connection between source and destination systems is slow.
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specifies the mapping of a source fileset to a destination file set and catalog 
name mapping.

The mapnames-file is an edit or entry-sequenced file located on the destination 
system. 

File name mapping:

The mapnames-file entries are similar to, but not exactly the same as, the 
MAP NAMES option of RESTORE. Each line of the MAPNAMES file 
contains a single mapping of the form. 

The file name can be partially qualified; AutoSYNC replaces the missing 
portion of the name with the wild card asterisk (*). For example:

Are equivalent to:

Catalog name mapping:

The information in MAPNAMES is also used to perform SQL catalog       
volume mapping. You should include MAPNAME entries if catalogs are 
located on different volumes or subvolumes on the destination system. 

The entries follow file mapping entries and are preceded by the keyword 
"CATALOGS:", including the colon (:), as follows:

CATALOGS entries are checked for proper syntax, and passed along to 
the RESTORE process.

See discussion on the use of MAPNAMES in Alternate Key Files on page 3-6, 
SQL Tables and Catalogs on page 3-7, Partitioned Files and Tables on 
page 3-9 and File and Catalog Name Mapping using MAPNAMES on 
page 3-10.

MAXBACKUP num-of-files

source-file-pattern TO destination-file-pattern

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*

\SOURCE.$DATA.*.* TO \DEST.$BACK.*.*
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB.* TO \DEST.$BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\SOURCE.$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*.*.*

$DATA TO $BACK
\NEWYORK.$DATA*.DB TO $BACK.BACKUPDB
$DATA*.DB.PARTFILE TO \TOKYO.*
CATALOGS:
$CATS.BACKCAT FOR $BACK.*.*
$CATS.DBCAT FOR $BACK.BACKUPDB.*
\TOKYO.$CATS.DBCAT for \TOKYO.*.*.*
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the maximum number of files to be processed by one BACKUP process.

When processing large file sets, AutoSYNC divides the synchronized files into 
subsets, each processed by a separate BACKUP process. BACKUP 
performance decreases significantly with the number of files it processes. To 
avoid performance degradation, AutoSYNC starts multiple BACKUP 
processes, in sequence, and assigns to each no more than the configured 
num-of-files.

The default is 1000. 

NETWORKS[ECURE] | NO NETWORKS[ECURE]

enables or disables changing the security of the destination files for network 
access.

By default NETWORKSECURE is enabled and file security is changed as 
follows:

The default is NETWORKSECURE, but the SECURE option overrides 
NETWORKSECURE.

NOSAFEGUARD | NO NOSAFGUARD

specifies that the Safeguard ACL for a source Enscribe disk file is not 
propagated to the destination when the file is synchronized. A warning is 
written to the log file to notify the user that the Safeguard setting for the source 
file has been turned off on the destination.

The default is NO NOSAFEGUARD and the ACL for a source file is 
propagated to the synchronized destination file.

RECOVERY | NO RECOVERY

enables or disables the recovery option.

If recovery is enabled, AutoSYNC saves a copy of an existing destination file to 
an archive subvolume with the name of the Autosync MapDB before it restores 
a later copy of the file. If a failure occurs during the synchronization and the file 
is corrupted, the archived copy is recovered and replaces the corrupted file.

This option overrides the global parameter [AUTO]SYNCRECOVER.

By default, recovery is enabled.

Source file 
security 

Destination file 
security 

“A” “N”

“G” “C”

“O” “U”

“-” “-”
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RENAMEO[PEN]

specifies that destination unaudited files that are opened for shared READ 
access or running object files are to be renamed to allow AutoSYNC to replace 
them.

The syncuser must have PURGE privileges to the destination file for the 
RENAME to succeed.

Both the old and new file names are recorded in an AutoSYNC index file called 
AAINDEX, located in the MapDB subvolume.

The renamed files are named AAnnnnnn, where nnnnnn is a sequence          
number, and are placed in the same subvolume name as the AutoSYNC 
MapDB, in the destination file set volume. Renamed partitions, alternate 
indexes and protection views are named ABnnnnnn, ACnnnnnn, and so on.

RESTORE restore-program

the name of the RESTORE object program to use on the destination system 
when a file set is synchronized.

If RESTORE is omitted, $SYSTEM.SYSnn.RESTORE is used.

SECURE “rwep”

the security of destination files. If this option is omitted, the security of a 
destination file is the same as that of the source file.

SQLREDEF

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize SQL tables based on differences in the 
redefinition timestamps, in addition to differences in modified timestamps. This 
option allows AutoSYNC to be sensitive to certain DML changes performed on 
SQL tables, such as ADD COLUMN, which do not cause the modification 
timestamp to change.

By default, AutoSYNC compares only modification timestamps of source and 
destination SQL tables.

SUBVOLPURGE

Note. If the destination file is audited, AutoSYNC displays a warning message and 
the file is not synchronized. An audited file cannot be renamed and AutoSYNC cannot 
temporarily unaudit the file to rename it because the file is opened.

Note. A synchronized file, table, index or view may not replace an existing object of a 
different type.

Note. A SQL view or index is synchronized automatically with the primary partition of 
the base table. If the redefinition date of an index or view in the source subvolume is 
newer than in the destination subvolume but the primary source partition is older than 
the primary destination partition, the view or index will not be synchronized.
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instructs AutoSYNC to process subvolumes in the destination file set even if 
the subvolumes do not exist on the source file set.

 All other synchronization options specified apply to the selection of files to 
purge in the destination file set. For example, if the AUDIT option is specified, 
the audited files in the extra destination subvolumes are purged.

The REPORT function also lists the extra subvolumes if both PURGE and 
SUBVOLPURGE are specified.

SUBVOLPURGE requires the PURGE option. If only PURGE is specified, the 
extra subvolumes in the destination file set are not purged.

SYNCVIEWS | NO SYNCVIEWS

controls the synchronization of shorthand views. If enabled (the default), a 
shorthand view is synchronized along with the table or tables it references. The 
view must be included in the syncfileset definition. This behavior is similar to 
the way in which SQL/MP automatically moves protection views when 
underlying tables are moved.

If disabled, a shorthand view is not automatically synchronized with its 
referenced tables. When the data in a SQL table changes or when the SQL 
DDL changes and SQLREDEF is configured, Autosync synchronizes the table 
but does not list any associated shorthand view in the BACKUP input list, 
because the view did not change. On the destination, the view is dropped 
when RESTORE drops and replaces the referenced table, but the view is not 
recreated. The view is eventually replaced at the next synchronization.

The default is SYNCVIEWS.

ZZINC[LUDE]

instructs AutoSYNC to synchronize ZZ* files (saveabend, binder temporary 
files, axcel temporary files, so on) and system swap files.

By default, ZZ* files and system swap files are not synchronized.

oss-options:

When describing synchronization options for OSS files below,  the phrase 
"uncontained links" refers to files that are hard links or symbolic links that have 
references to files that reside outside of the synchronization file set.

An uncontained hard link is a link to an inode where another link to the same inode 
resides outside the synchronization file set.

An uncontained symbolic link points to a file that resides outside the 
synchronization file set. 

ALLHARDLINKS | NO ALLHARDLINKS

synchronizes all files that are hardlinks in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained hardlinks. When synchronizing an uncontained hard link, a new 
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file is created in the destination file set and all contained links to the same 
inode are linked to this file. 

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained hard link has been 
synchronized.

If NO ALLHARDLINKS is specified, uncontained hard links are  not 
synchronized.

The default in ALLHARDLINKS.

ALLSYMLINKS | NO ALLSYMLINKS 

synchronizes all symbolic links in the specified syncfileset, including 
uncontained symbolic links.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained  symbolic link has 
been synchronized.

If NO ALLSYMLINKS is specified, uncontained symbolic links  are not 
synchronized.

A warning is written into the log file when an uncontained symbolic link has 
been skipped.

The default is ALLSYMLINKS.

OWNERG[ROUP] { group-id | group-user }

the group ID of the destination file set.

If OWNERGROUP is omitted, the group ID is one of:

 the group ID specified in the OWNER option, if it is entered

 the group ID of the source file otherwise.

SECURE "rwxrwxrwx"

the security of the destination file set.

"rwxrwxrwx" settings are for user, group and others.

The accepted values are:

 "r" grants read access

 "w" grants write access

 "x" grants execute access

  "-" denies access for read, write and execute setting.

If this option is omitted, the security of the destination file set is the same as 
that of the source file set. 

The exception is write security for the owner: when a file or a directory is 
synchronized and the write access was denied for the owner in the source file, 
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write access is  granted in the destination file to allow subsequent        
synchronizations. Write access is only upgraded when the syncuser is the 
owner of the file and not SUPER.SUPER. When the super ID is used, the 
owner write security setting is not upgraded.

TIME

Displays the current local time of day as obtained from the local Guardian timekeeping 
function. You may also request the local time as seen by another system on your 
Expand network.

systemname

an Expand system for which the local system time is desired.

TIME [ systemname ];
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UPDATE

Modifies field values in records from an Enscribe file. Most of the parameters 
are identical to COPY.

UPDATE file [, update-options ];

update-options is:

{ selection-options }
{ tape-options }
{ display-options }

selection-options is: 

{, COMParelen <1-to-255> }

{, COUNT num-records }

{, FIRST { ordinal-record-num | }

{    { KEY { record-spec | key-value [, key-value ]}  | }

{    { key-spec ALTKEY key-value [, key-value ] } }

{, FROMLAST }

{, EXACT }

{, REVERSE }

{, SHARE }

{, SKIPMATCH }

display-options 

{, Octal }

{, Decimal }

{, Hex }

{, Ascii }

{, BYTEs }

{, NO HEAD }
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file

the name of the Enscribe file that is to be modified by the command.

selection-options

COMParelen <1-to-255 >

sets the compare length for generic positioning on the record key (primary or 
alternate) specified in the FIRST KEY option. The compare length must be less 
than or equal to the key specified. 

COUNT num-records

is the number of records or rows to be copied. If omitted, all records are copied.

FIRST ordinal-record-num
            KEY { record-spec | key-value }
               key-spec ALTKEY key-value [, key-value ] 

the starting record of the input file to copy. If omitted, the copy starts at the first 
record or row in the input file.

ordinal-record-num

is the number of records from the beginning of the file that are to be skipped. The 
first record in a file is record zero.

KEY { record-spec | key-value } 

the primary key value for the starting record or row of a structured disk file.

record-spec is an integer on the range of 0 to 4294967295.

 For unstructured files, record-spec is the starting relative byte address.

 For relative files, record-spec is the starting record number.

 For entry-sequenced files, record-spec is the ordinal-record-number. 

key-value applies only to key-sequenced files and specifies the approximate 
position of the starting record; key-value is specified as a string or as integer 
byte values in the range of 0 to 255.

 The key-value is entered as follows:

 “[“ { string } [, { string } ] “]”
        { 0:255 } [ { 0,255 } ]
where the integers represent the byte values. To specify a list of strings, enclose 
each string in quotation marks separated by a comma and enclose the list in 
square brackets.

key-specifier 

is the alternate key tag (1 or 2 bytes) designating the alternate key to be used 
for positioning.
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ALTKEY key-value [, key-value ] 

the alternate key of the starting record or row. The format of key-value is 
described above.

EXACT

requests exact positioning on the record key (primary or alternate) specified in the 
FIRST KEY option.

FROMLAST

positions on the last record in the key range specified in the FIRST KEY option.

REVERSE

the input file is to be READ from the starting record in reverse order.

SHARE

the file is to be opened in shared-exclusion mode. The default is protected.

SKIPMATCH (key sequenced files only)

positions in the input file to the record immediately following the one whose key 
matches the key specified in the FIRST KEY option. The entire key must be 
supplied. If the file is not of type key sequenced, an error 46 is returned.

display-options

Display options differ slightly from FUP display options: output data transformations 
(RECOUT, BLOCKOUT, PAD and so on) are applied before formatting the data. 
Thus, formatted data is displayed as the data would be written to a disk file.

Entry-sequenced record keys are displayed in the 64-bit format.

Octal

displays the output in octal and ASCII format.

Decimal

displays the output in decimal and ASCII format.

Hex

displays the output in hexadecimal and ASCII format.

Ascii

displays the output in ASCII format. This option is ignored if combined with OCTAL, 
HEX, DECIMAL or BYTE display options.

NO HEAD

omits the heading preceding each record or row displayed, when one of the display-
options is specified.
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UPGRADE MAPDB

Creates additional tables in a configured MapDB (that is, the MapDB subvolume and 
monitor process are registered in the SysDB). AUTOSYNC prompts the user to issue 
the command if and when necessary.

subvol

the name of a MapDB to upgrade. 

VOLUME

Changes the default volume and/or subvolume for filename expansion. It can be 
abbreviated to V.

volume

a new default volume; does not alter the default subvolume.

subvolume

a new default subvolume; does not alter the default volume. 

UPGRADE MAPDB subvol;

Volume [ volume | subvolume | volume.subvolume ];
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9 Reporting Function

This section describes the AutoSYNC reporting function. 

The topics covered are organized as follows:

Overview

REPORT Command

Report Output Format

Overview
The AutoSYNC reporting function compares source and destination file sets and 
reports on the status of source and destination locations. It can aid in system migration 
by providing ad-hoc reports on migrated subvolumes, volumes or systems during the 
migration process. It is also useful to check the results of scheduled or one-time 
synchronizations.

REPORT Command
The REPORT command generates a report that lists detailed statistics and optionally 
displays the file name, file attributes and selection criteria of each file. Depending on 
the REPORT option, AutoSYNC lists all files that are in sync, all files that require 
synchronization or files that are excluded from synchronization; you can also specify a 
combination of these options.

In addition to the REPORT options, you can specify the SYNCHRONIZE options, file 
set ID or batch ID or ranges of scheduled synchronizations; these are used to generate 
the report. 
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The report can be written to a disk file. If no report file is specified, the report is 
displayed at the terminal.

For a detailed description of the command options, see REPORT on page 8-87.

REPORT fileset-specification [, report-option ];

fileset-specification is:

{ SYNC source-file-set TO dest-file-set [ ,sync-options ] } 

{ SYNCF[ILESET] fset-range [, fset-range, ] }
{               [ USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]                }

{ BATCHID batchid-range [, batchid-range, ] } 
{               [ USER user-ID | ALLU[SERS]                }

report-option is:

{ DETAIL [ ALL ]                                              
         [ INSYNC ][, NOTINSYNC][, EXCLUDED ]                  
         [  NWERINDEST ] }

{ LOGFILE logfile [ CLEAR ] }

{ OUT report-file [ CLEARR[EPORT] ] }
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Report Output Format
The default REPORT output displays statistics of the files in sync, not in sync and 
excluded files; the list of potential entries generated are formatted as follows:

Autosync Report timestamp

Report Summary fileset:

Source: source-fset, Destination: destination-fset

n   Files in source fileset

n   Subvolumes in source fileset

n   Volumes excluded

n   Subvolumes excluded

n   Files excluded from sync

    n   Audited

    n   Corrupt

    n   Excluded specified

    n   Newer in destination

    n   Open for update in source

    n   Open in destination

    n   Purge secured "-", expiration date

    n   Secondary partition

    n   SQL catalog, index, view

    n   System files

    n   ZZfiles

n   Extra destination subvolumes

n   Files already synchronized

    n   Exact match

    n   Newer in destination

n   Extra files in destination

    n   Excluded from purge

n   Source files missing in destination

n   Files older in destination

n   Files newer in destination

n   Data megabytes to be synchronized

n   Files to be synchronized
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If DETAIL is specified, the filename, file attributes, status indicator and the selection 
criteria are displayed for each file; in addition, the summary statistics are displayed at 
the end of the report. Filenames are grouped by subvolume. The extra files in the 
destination subvolume (files that are not in the source file set) are displayed first, in 
alphabetical order; for OSS file sets, extra files are listed last in alphabetical order. 
Following are files in sync, files not in sync, with the exception of extra destination files 
and excluded files, also in alphabetical order.

The statistics and the display of the statistics depends on the synchronization options 
specified. For example, if AUDIT is specified, audited files are not counted under 
excluded files but as files to be synchronized or files that are not in sync. If PURGE is 
specified, the files that would be purged in a synchronization are displayed as extra 
files in destination.

The status indicator is displayed for files that are NOTINSYNC and would be 
processed in a synchronization; the status character can be one of the following:

Note. If the amount of data to move is less than one megabyte, the number of 
megabytes displayed in the summary item “Data megabytes to be synchronized” is 0.

S - file would be synchronized,
P - file would be purged if the PURGE option is specified.
E - file excluded from being purged if the PURGE and EXCLUDEPURGE options are 
specified.
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The following example shows a sample report for a Guardian file set, where the 
EXCLUDE, PURGE and EXCLUDEPURGE options are specified: :

AutoSYNC 1? report sync testdata.* to \dest.$data.testdata.*, purge,
AutoSYNC 1+ excludep \dest.$data.jojoexcl.excludep, exclude jojoexcl.exclude;

Starting  SYNCfset $SDATA.testdata.* ($X1KLD)
File $SDATA.testdata.RCRDEXIT excluded from synchronization.
File $SDATA.testdata.RDEMP excluded from synchronization.
File $SDATA.testdata.RCONFJ excluded from synchronization.
File $SDATA.testdata.REMOTE excluded from synchronization.
File $SDATA.testdata.REQ excluded from synchronization.
File $SDATA.testdata.REQTMF excluded from synchronization.
-- Report completed for fileset
-- $SDATA.testdata.* to \dest.$data.testdata.*.

--- REPORT completed successfully.

Autosync Report  5/24/11 12:43:18.935.
Report summary fileset:
Source: $SDATA.testdata.*, Destination: \dest.$data.testdata.*
       186   Files in source fileset
         1   Subvolumes in source fileset
        17   Files excluded from sync
                     11   Audited
                      0   Corrupt
                      6   Exclude specified
                      0   Open for update in source
                      0   Open in destination
                      0   Purge secured "-", expiration date
                      0   Secondary partition
                      0   SQL catalogue, index, view
                      0   System files
                      0   ZZfiles
       164   Files already synchronized
                    163   Exact match
                      1   Newer in destination
       128   Extra files in destination
                     53   Excluded from purge
         1   Source files missing in destination
         4   Files older in destination
         5   Data megabytes to be synchronized
         5   Files to be synchronized
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The following example shows a sample report for a OSS file set, where the PURGE 
option is specified: 

 

AutoSYNC 5? AutoSYNC 31? report sync /home/cssw/johanne to 
/E/YOSPRD/home/cssw/johanne,purge;
Starting  SYNCfset /home/cssw/johanne ($X0YP8)
-- Report completed for fileset
-- /home/cssw/johanne
-- to
-- /E/YOSPRD/home/cssw/johanne.

--- REPORT completed successfully.
Autosync Report  8/24/07 12:37:44.742
Report summary fileset:
Source: /home/cssw/johanne
Destination: /E/YOSPRD/home/cssw/johanne
        50   Files in source fileset
        18   Directories in source fileset
        15   Extra destination directories
        47   Files already synchronized
                     46   Exact match
                      1   Newer in destination
        49   Extra files in destination
         3   Source files missing in destination
         0   Files older in destination
         4   Data megabytes to be synchronized
         3   Files to be synchronized
         0   Directories to be synchronized
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A Operations and Management

This appendix describes the management of AutoSYNC.

The topics covered are the following:

AutoSYNC Configuration Database

The AutoSYNC Monitor

Monitor Commands

Configuring and Using an Alternate AutoSYNC Environment

AutoSYNC Defines

Takeover Procedures

Migrating the Configuration Database

AutoSYNC Configuration Database
The configuration information is stored in two subvolumes:

1. SysDB: global parameters and licensing information

2. MapDB: syncuser and syncfileset information and synchronization output

SysDB

The System Database (SysDB) consists of two SQL tables:

 MAPDBS to store the description of map databases and associated monitor 
processes.

 REGISTRY to register a product license and other system-wide (global) 
configuration parameters.

Each system has a single SysDB in the $SYSTEM.ESCSYSDB subvolume, but 
SYSDB may also reside on another volume. There should be only one SysDB 
subvolume named ESCSYSDB.

You need write access to the SysDB to create or alter MapDB, to specify the product 
license, or alter global configuration parameters. You need read access to execute 
some commands, especially to start the monitor process.

When AutoSYNC needs to access the SysDB, it looks first for SysDB tables in 
$SYSTEM.ESCSYSDB. If the tables do not exist, it then searches all disks for a 
SysDB in the ESCSYSDB subvolume. If there is more than one SysDB, the command 
interpreter terminates with an error.
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MapDB

MapDB stores configuration parameters for scheduled synchronizations. The tables in 
the MapDB subvolume are:

 A REGISTRY table to store local parameters. Local parameters are analogous to 
global parameters stores in the SysDB REGISTRY table, but they apply only to a 
specific MapDB/monitor pair.

 a SYNCUSER table containing one row per syncuser

 SFggguuu tables, one for each syncuser, to store parameters pertaining to the 
syncfilesets managed by this syncuser

 SLggguuu files, one for each syncuser to log the output of synchronizations for file 
sets managed by this syncuser

Security and ownership of the MapDB tables determines synchronization privileges of 
syncusers. For details see Authorization and Administration on page 4-1.

The SYNCUSER table is created by using the CREATE MAPDB command. The 
SFggguuu and SLggguuu are created when syncuser ggguuu is configured by using 
the ADD SYNCUSER command.

Managing the SLggguuu Log File

SLggguuu file is an entry-sequenced file. It is created with primary and secondary 
extent sizes of 32 and 64 pages respectively, and with a maximum of 500 extents. The 
log file stores a maximum of 15900 records.

AutoSYNC does not delete records from the log until the file fills up, at which point 
Autosync deletes the records for oldest day in the log file. If the volume of 
synchronization for a given user is such that the AutoSYNC log file fills up in less than 
a day, you can create a larger log file. There are two options:

1. Create a new larger log file

  In AutoSYNC CI, suspend the activity for the syncuser:

SUSPEND SYNCUSER userID; 
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 In FUP, rename the current log file and create the new file:

 In AutoSYNC CI, reactivate the synchronizations for the syncuser:

The log file is opened once, when the synchronization process starts up. 
SUSPEND stops the synchronization process and ACTIVATE restarts the 
synchronization process. The sequence of SUSPEND and ACTIVATE command 
thus forces the switch to the new larger log file.

2. Increase the size of the current log file. 

This operation can be done without suspending the active synchronizations. Use 
FUP to increase the value of MAXEXTENTS: 

By setting MAXEXTENTS to the maximum value, you nearly double the size of the 
log file, increasing its capacity from approximately 31,000 records.I

The AutoSYNC Monitor
The AutoSYNC monitor manages scheduled synchronizations. Initially, the monitor is 
started when the MapDB is created. The AutoSYNC monitor is a fault-tolerant process 
pair, so it should not require restarting unless it is stopped or a system coldload is 
performed.

As described in Update the System Coldload and Shutdown Procedures on page 2-8, 
the system coldload procedures should start the monitor process. It should be started 
after TMF.

If synchronization is to occur between different systems, the monitor process must be 
configured and running on all the participating systems. It must also have the same 
process name. 

RENAME SLggguuu, OLDLOG

SET LIKE OLDLOG

SET EXT (primary-extent, secondary-extent)

MAXEXTENTS maxextents

CREATE SLggguuu

EXIT

ACTIVATE SYNCUSER userID; 

FUP ALTER SLggguuu, MAXEXTENTS 978
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Configuring the Monitor Process

The monitor is configured and started when the MapDB is created through the 
CREATE MAPDB command. The monitor has an assigned default process name, 
$ZASY, reserved for AutoSYNC.

The monitor configuration can be changed by using the ALTER MONITOR command. 
You can configure process priority, process CPUs, and the monitor event-logging 
device.

You can also configure alternate monitor processes to create different synchronization 
environments. See Configuring and Using an Alternate AutoSYNC Environment below 
for details.

Configuring Monitor Priority

The monitor caches all configuration information in memory and has efficient lookup 
algorithms; thus, each communication is usually a simple message and requires little 
cpu time and no disk I/O. The monitor can process many information requests without 
imposing a significant load on the system.

The monitor process task is limited to scheduling synchronizations so it consumes very 
little system resources. It can be run at the same priority as other monitor type 
processes in the system such as Pathmon.

Configuring Monitor Hometerm

The monitor logs events to the EMS collector $0. You may configure event logging to 
another collector or to a facility similar to the HP NonStop Virtual Hometerm 
Subsystem, by altering the hometerm of the monitor, for example:

ALTER MONITOR, HOMETERM $VHS;

To configure the monitor to log messages to an alternate EMS collector you can also 
set the global parameter EMSCOLLECTOR using the ALTER GLOBAL command.

Starting a Monitor

If a monitor is not executing, you must start it by using the START MONITOR 
command.

On the START MONITOR command, you can specify the monitor configuration 
options, but you should also alter the monitor configuration to ensure that those options 
will be used if the monitor is restarted.

The CREATE MAPDB, ALTER MAPDB or ALTER MONITOR commands specify or 
change the configured values for options to be used by a START MONITOR command. 
For these to take effect, you must stop and restart the monitor.
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Stopping a Monitor

The monitor process should be available for scheduled synchronizations to occur. If the 
monitor is stopped, synchronizations in progress will continue, but none are started.

In normal situations, however, the monitor process should be stopped only when the 
system is being shut down. 

Use the STOP MONITOR command to stop the monitor.

Monitor Commands
The monitor accepts interactive command requests from AUTOSYNC. All monitor 
commands are preceded by the MONITOR keyword, which instructs AUTOSYNC to 
pass the rest of the command line to the monitor and then display the results.

Commands are terminated by the end of the line, not a semicolon. Multi-line 
commands are not recognized.

Command Description

BACKUPCPU

The BACKUPCPU command is identical to the TACL command with the same name.

cpu

the CPU number where the monitor backup process should be started. If omitted, 
the backup process is terminated.

Table A-1. Commands and their definitions

Command Name Description

BACKUPCPU Alters the backup CPU of the monitor 
process.

LOG Starts and stops an activity logging.

REFRESH NOW Updates monitor cache

STATUS Obtains status of various objects.

SECURITY Controls users who are permitted to issue 
monitor commands.

SWITCH Causes primary and backup processes to 
exchange roles.

BACKUPCPU [ cpu ]
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LOG

The LOG command starts (and stops) the logging of monitor activity.

TO file [CLEAR]

the name of a log file. CLEAR empties the file before logging commences.

If file already exists, information is appended to the end of the file unless CLEAR is 
specified. If the file name ends with a number (for example, LOG001), additional 
files will be allocated with incrementing numbers when the first file becomes full.

STOP

stops logging.

Activities that are logged include:

1. Starting and stopping the log.

2. Any errors obtaining information from the MapDB.

3. NonStop process events, such as a backup process takeover.

4. Local CPU failures and reloads.

5. Network status changes

REFRESH NOW

instructs the monitor to refresh its internal tables by reading the MapDB tables. 

Users should issue this command only if directed to do so by support personnel.

STATUS

The STATUS command displays information about various objects.

PROCESS

requests information about the monitor process.

LOG

requests information about the monitor log file, if any.

LOG { TO file [CLEAR] | STOP }

Note. Information in the activity log is for informational and diagnostic purposes. It is not 
intended to be an official or reliable record for continuing management or control purposes. 
The content and format of the log is subject to change without notification.

STATUS [  PROCESS | LOG | LICENSE | TCPIP  ]
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LICENSE

requests information about the AutoSYNC license for the current system.

TCPIP

requests information about the configured listener processes.

SECURITY

The SECURITY command instructs the monitor to accept further commands only from 
a specific set of process access ids.

The command option is a single character and is a Guardian security specifier. The 
command requestor must match the monitor process access ID at the specified 
security level.

SWITCH

The SWITCH command causes the monitor primary and backup processes to 
exchange roles.

Configuring and Using an Alternate AutoSYNC 
Environment

You may configure an alternate AutoSYNC environment for the following reasons:

 To configure multiple SYNCusers in different user groups with different privileges 
without having to run the monitor process as SUPER.SUPER.

 To create testing environments that use different versions of AutoSYNC.

To create an alternate environment, you must configure an alternate monitor and 
MapDB, as described below in Configuring an Alternate Monitor Process. You can also 
define default global options that apply to this alternate environment by configuring 
LOCAL parameters.

If you configure the alternate environment to test or run a different version of 
AutoSYNC, you also must install the alternate version of AutoSYNC software in a 
separate subvolume as described below in Installing an Alternate Version of 
AutoSYNC.

If the environments need to be completely segregated, you may also configure a 
separate SysDB and MapDB. The SysDB is version-tolerant; multiple versions of 

SECURITY { N | C | U | A | G | O | - }

SWITCH
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AutoSYNC can use the same SysDB concurrently. See Configuring an Alternate 
SysDB below for details.

Installing an Alternate Version of AutoSYNC

If you wish to run different versions of AutoSYNC on your system, you first must install 
the alternate version in its own product subvolume. Run the INSTALL macro from the 
installation subvolume that contains the desired version, specifying the alternate 
product subvolume of your choice. In the example below, the user creates a product 
subvolume $DATA.ASYAAKTS to test AutoSYNC SPR labelled AAK:

Configuring an Alternate Monitor Process

To configure and use an alternate MapDB/monitor pair, perform the following:

1. Create an alternate MapDB

2. Associate the new MapDB and monitor with Autosync CI and synchronization 
processes

9> v Y2713aak
10> INSTALL $data.asyaakts
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Software File Installer

AutoSYNC software will be installed in subvolume $data.asyaakts

UNPAK - File decompression program - T1255H01 - (2007-03-21)

Archive version: 1
File Mode RESTORE Program - T9074H01 (20SEP2006) (AFJ)
(C)2000 Compaq (C)2006 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
Drives: (\ATOM.$Y8MR)
System: \ATOM  Operating System: H06  Tape Version: 3
Backup options:  NO AUDITED, BLOCKSIZE 8, NO IGNORE, NO OPEN, PARTONLY OFF,
                INDEXES IMPLICIT
*WARNING-7147*  Files created and stored via OSS and SQL/MX objects are not
                supported.
Restore time: 19Feb2008 16:53  Backup time: 30Aug2007 10:32       Page: 1

Tape: 1       Code        EOF      Last modif   Owner RWEP   Type   Rec Bl

$data.ASYAAKTS
 ASYERROR               241664 26Jul2007 12:15 10,255 NUNU   K      128  4

 ASYFLTR       845         114 26Jul2007 12:16 10,255 NUNU
 ASYHELP                442368 28Aug2007 11:49 10,255 NUNU   K     1928  4

 ASYMON        100     6574080 30Aug2007 10:32 10,255 NUNU
 ASYSYNC       100     7569408 30Aug2007 10:30 10,255 NUNU
 ASYSYNCP      100     7569408 30Aug2007 10:30 10,255 NUNU
 AUTOSYNC      100     6436626 30Aug2007 10:22 10,255 NUNU
 ZASYTMPL      839       77824 13Aug2007  9:11 10,255 NUNU   K      510  4

Summary Information

Files restored = 8  Files not restored = 0

AutoSYNC software file installation is complete.
Proceed to installation instructions described in the user manual.                            
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Create an alternate MapDB

Create the alternate MapDB using the CREATE MAPDB command, specifying the 
alternate monitor process name. This command starts the monitor process. In the 
example below, the user creates a test MapDB in $DATA.ASZMAPDB with monitor 
$ZASZ, from the same alternate product subvolume $data.asyaakts created as an 
example above in Installing an Alternate Version of AutoSYNC.

To configure default values that are specific to the new environment, set LOCAL 
parameters to the desired values, using the ALTER LOCAL command. LOCAL 
parameters are the same as GLOBAL parameters, but they apply only to a specific 
Monitor and MapDB. 

1> $data.asyaakts.autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \ATOM
(C)2008 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2008 Carr Scott Software Incorporated

AutoSYNC 1? create mapdb $data.aszmapdb,monitor $zasz;
--- MapDB table $DATA.ASZMAPDB.REGISTRY created.
--- MapDB table $DATA.ASZMAPDB.SYNCUSER created.
--- MapDB for AutoSYNC created.
--- SysDB updated
--- Changes will take effect when the Monitor is restarted.

* Error * The monitor process $ZASZ is not executing.
*  652  * To start a monitor, issue the START MONITOR command.

--- Starting Monitor process $ZASZ
AutoSYNC Monitor 1.8.2 - 31AUG2007 -- $ZASZ (3,727) - System \ATOM
Started at Aug 31 2007 18:14:21, elapsed time = 0:00:01
Backup process $ZASZ (2,1052), no takeovers

Monitor hometerm: $0                                                 
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Operations and Management Configuring an Alternate Monitor Process
In the example below, the user wishes to disable synchronization over TCP/IP for the 
new environment, for testing purposes and does so by setting the local SYNCoverip 
parameter:

Notice that AutoSYNC marks the changed option with the designation (Local) when it 
displays the default values. 

Associate the new MapDB and monitor with Autosync CI 
and synchronization processes

There are 4 ways to use an alternate monitor:

1. Create an edit file called ASYMONAM containing a single line with the name of the 
alternate monitor. The file must reside in the subvolume where the AutoSYNC 
product files reside. This is the simplest method to specify an alternate monitor 
process name. However, note that, if the =_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR define has 
been added (method described below), it overrides the monitor name specified in 
the ASYMONAM file.

2. Add the =_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR define prior to starting Autosync and activating 
the synchronizations. The monitor name specified with this define overrides the 
monitor name specified in the ESCMONAM file. For example: 

AutoSYNC 2? info globals;
AutoSYNC Global Settings

AutoSYNC           ON
SYNCcompress       OFF
SYNCrecover        ON
SYNCoverIP         ON
SYNCTCPPROCesses   $ZTC0,$ZTC1
EMSCollector       $0

AutoSYNC 3? alter local syncoverip off;
--- AutoSYNC Local AUTOSYNCOVERIP updated.
--- Monitor $ZASZ globals refreshed.

AutoSYNC 4? info locals;
AutoSYNC Global Settings

AutoSYNC           ON
SYNCcompress       OFF
SYNCrecover        ON
SYNCoverIP         OFF            (Local)
SYNCTCPPROCesses   $ZTC0,$ZTC1
EMSCollector       $0                                                

1> fup copy asymonam
$zasz
1 RECORDS TRANSFERRED

2> ADD DEFINE =_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR, CLASS MAP, FILE $zasz
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3. Specify the monitor process name on the AUTOSYNC run command:

4. In AUTOSYNC, use the OPEN monitor-process command.

In all cases, you can display the current active MapDB-monitor pair through the ENV 
command:

Configuring an Alternate SysDB

There is no need to configure an alternate SysDB for testing purposes. But if you wish 
to completely segregate environments, you may configure an alternate system 
database by performing the following steps:

1. Add the SysDB define

2. Create the alternate SysDB

3. Enter your AutoSYNC license

4. Create an alternate MapDB

3> $data.asyaakts.autosync $ZASZ
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \ATOM
(C)2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2006 Carr Scott Software Incorporated

4> $data.asyaakts.autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \ATOM
(C)2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2006 Carr Scott Software Incorporated
AutoSYNC 1? open $zasz;

AutoSYNC 2? env;
----------------------------------------
CI Session Environment
----------------------------------------
Process:                     $Y9GZ (3,817) (priority 145)
Volume                       $DATA.JOE
Dictionary                   None
SQL catalog                  None
SysDB                        $PRPC.ASYSYSDB (9607180a)
MapDB                        $PRPC.ASZMAPDB (19971201)
Monitor process              $ZASZ (20070831; map 20020816)
LOG file                     None
SQL error display            OFF
SQL System Version           350
SQL Runtime License          Enabled
SQL Development License      Enabled
SQL Tandem App License       Enabled
NSK OS Version               H06.07.00
NSK Cpu                      3
Type/Model/Name              10/1/NSE-A/HP NonStop System EPIC Model A CPU
Logical NSK Processors       8
NSK System Serial            012345
Completion Code              
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Add the SysDB define

Use the =_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB class catalog define to specify an alternate SysDB 
subvolume. Do not use the ESCSYSDB subvolume name.

Create the alternate SysDB

In AUTOSYNC, issue the CREATE SYSDB command to create the new SysDB.

Enter your AutoSYNC license

See License AutoSYNC on page 2-5.

Create an alternate MapDB

Issue the CREATE MAPDB command as instructed above in Create an alternate 
MapDB on page A-9. You must specify an alternate monitor process name.

Use the =_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB define whenever using the command interpreter, 
especially when issuing the START MONITOR command. Adding the Autosync SysDB 

1> add define =_autosync_sysdb,class catalog,subvol $data1.mysysdb
2> autosync
HP Nonstop(tm) AutoSYNC(tm) Command Interpreter(T2713H01) - System \ATOM
(C)2006 Hewlett Packard Development Company, L.P.
(C)2006 Carr Scott Software Incorporated

*Warning* The SysDB cannot be found.
* 1601  * Issue the CREATE SYSDB command to create it.
*       *
AutoSYNC 1?                                                                      

Autosync 1? create sysdb;
--- SQL Catalog $DATA1.ESCCATLG is being created.
--- SQL Catalog $DATA1.ESCCATLG has been created.
--- SysDB table $DATA1.MYSYSDB.MAPDBS created.
---   SysDB table $DATA1.MYSYSDB.REGISTRY created.                                                                                  
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define is the only way to specify an alternate SysDB. Use the ENV command to verify 
which SysDB and MapDB you are currently accessing.

AutoSYNC Defines
You can use Guardian DEFINEs to configure AutoSYNC’s environment. 

=_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR

You can choose an alternate MapDB configuration by specifying an alternate monitor 
process using this DEFINE. The DEFINE is added with the following TACL command:

The monitor process name must contain exactly 5 characters, including the $. The 
default monitor process name is $ZASY.

=_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB

This DEFINE is typically used for testing AutoSYNC. This DEFINE allows you to 
establish an independent environment on the same system. In general, its use is not 
required and is not recommended in a production environment. To test new version of 
the software in parallel with an existing version, you should use an alternate monitor 
and MapDB instead.

Autosync 1? env;
----------------------------------------
CI Session Environment
----------------------------------------
Process:                    $Z6LD (7,163) (priority 145)
Volume                      $RWC.AUTOSYNC
Dictionary                  None
SQL catalog                 None
SysDB                       $DATA1.MYSYSDB (9607180a)
MapDB                       $DATA.ASZMAPDB (19971201)
Monitor process             $ZASZ (20000815; map 20000727)
LOG file                    None
SQL error display           OFF
SQL System Version          345
NSK OS Version              D48.02
NSK Cpu                     7
Type/Model/Name              7/3/NSR-P/Tandem NonStop System RISC Model P CPU
NSK System Serial           D21911
Completion Code              1                                                                                                                                  

Table A-2. Guardian DEFINE definitions

DEFINE Name Description

=_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR Sets the monitor-MapDB pair for the AUTOSYNC 
environment.

=_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB Sets the SysDB for the AUTOSYNC 
environment. 

ADD DEFINE =_AUTOSYNC_MONITOR, CLASS MAP, FILE $process-name
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The =_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB DEFINE is class CATALOG and specifies a subvolume 
for the SysDB tables. If this DEFINE is present when AUTOSYNC is started, it does 
not look for the normal SysDB, but uses the one specified. Thus, it operates only with 
MapDBs and monitor processes that are created under the specified SysDB.

A typical =_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB DEFINE is added by using the following TACL 
command:

Takeover Procedures
AutoSYNC is commonly used in conjunction with database-replication products to 
provide complete business continuity and disaster recovery. Those products provide 
various methods to discontinue the replication process and to bring the database into a 
consistent state; this is commonly known as a takeover. This section describes the 
basic steps to perform a takeover of AutoSYNC processing.

For the purpose of describing the takeover steps, we label the current primary system 
or source system as \P, and the current backup system or destination system as \B. 

The takeover instructions in the paragraphs below assume that Syncusers and 
Syncfilesets are correctly configured on both system \P and system \B. It is 
recommended to review these configurations periodically, for accuracy and 
completeness.

For safety, users should implement procedures for planned and as well as unplanned 
takeovers.

Planned Takeover

Unplanned Takeover

Planned Takeover

The primary operation for a planned takeover is to terminate the ongoing scheduled 
synchronization from the source system \P to the destination \B, and reverse the 
processing from the new source \B to the new destination \P.

On the primary system \P:

1. Check the status of on-going synchronizations:

 STATUS SYNC, DETAIL 

 INFO SYNCFILESET, LOG LAST n;

If any errors have been reported, resolve them before attempting the takeover.

2. Suspend the syncusers and synchronizations to prevent additional synchronization 
before you switch processing to the new primary system:

ADD DEFINE =_AUTOSYNC_SYSDB,CLASS CATALOG,SUBVOL $vol.mysysdb
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 SUSPEND SYNCUSER ALLUSERS;

 SUSPEND SYNCFILESET *; / SUSPEND BATCHID *:

3. Re-issue the STATUS SYNC, DETAIL command to confirm that there are no 
ASYSYNC processes that are still active.
 Note that SUSPEND will terminate a scheduled synchronization at the end of the 
current file being synchronized, so there may still be synchronization activity for a 
short period.

4. Proceed with the usual shutdown procedures, which will stop the AutoSYNC 
monitor.

On the backup system \B:

1. Proceed with the usual takeover procedures. The system startup should include 
starting the AutoSYNC monitor. 

2. Activate syncusers and syncfileset:

 ACTIVATE SYNCFILESET *; / ACTIVATE BATCHID *;

 ACTIVATE SYNCUSER ALLUSERS;

Unplanned Takeover

An unplanned takeover occurs when the processing on primary system \P is 
interrupted by a catastrophic failure.

On the new primary system \B

At the time of the takeover, the destination synchronization processes on \B perform 
recovery and stop themselves.

However, once the primary processing has been switched to \B, the user must prepare 
for the eventual recovery of \P, because restarting \P will also restart the AutoSYNC 
monitor on \P, causing synchronization from \P to \B to start again. Files on \P are 
potentially older than they are on \B and restarting the synchronizations could replace 
newer files on the current primary \B with their older version (if for example 
TIMEEXACT was configured)

1. To prevent this regression, synchronizations from \P must be disabled using the 
DISABLE AUTOSYNC command on \B::

2. To verify that the synchronizations from \P are disabled, use the INFO AUTOSYNC 
command: 

DISABLE AUTOSYNC FROM \P;

INFO AUTOSYNC FROM \P;
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3. When primary processing has been switched back to \P and \B becomes the 
destination system again, re-allow \B to accept synchronizations from \P on \B:.

Migrating the Configuration Database
The AutoSYNC configuration files and tables are described above in paragraph 
AutoSYNC Configuration Database. The information stored in database tables 
references local file names, system names and system numbers. As a consequence, 
the replication of the configuration database to another system cannot be automated. 

This section describes how to migrate the AutoSYNC configuration database to a new 
system.

Migrating an AutoSYNC Source System

On the Existing Source System

1. Capture MapDB and Monitor information to use as reference when setting up the 
new environment:

2. Capture the global parameter configuration:

3. Capture the syncuser configuration:

4. For each configured syncuser, capture configured syncfilesets:.

On the New Source System

1. Install AutoSYNC as described in Installing AutoSYNC on page 2-1. 
When creating the new MapDB, use the INFO MAPDB output collected in infom as 
a reference.

2. Authorize Autosync, using the STATUS MONITOR output collected in infom as a 
reference.

CLEAR AUTOSYNC FROM \P;

OUT infom;INFO MAPDB,DETAIL;STATUS MONITOR *;

OUT infog;INFO GLOBALS,OBEYFORM;INFO LOCALS,OBEYFORM;

OUT infou;INFO SYNCUSER,OBEYFORM;

OUT inggguux;INFO BATCHID *,USER ggg,uux,OBEYFORM;
OUT inggguuy;INFO BATCHID *,USER ggg,uuy,OBEYFORM;
...
OUT inggguuz;INFO BATCHID *,USER ggg,uuz,OBEYFORM;
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3. If synchronizations are performed over TCP/IP, configure the TCP/IP connection as 
described in Synchronization Over TCP/IP on page 7-1 and as instructed by the 
network administrator.

4. At this point, issue the STATUS MONITOR command to verify the new 
environment is correctly configured.

5. Configure the AutoSYNC GLOBAL and LOCAL parameters, using infog as the 
command file.

6. Configure the syncusers:

 Validate the information collected in infou for accuracy and completeness. 

 If a private copy of BACKUP is referenced in ADD SYNDCUSER, verify that it 
exists on the new system. Update the location of the private copy of BACKUP 
in the infou command file, if it is not in the same location on the new system.

 Use infou as an obey file.

7. For each syncuser configured in the previous step:

 Update the syncfileset inggguuu file to reflect the new source file names and 
other adjustments. Other possible updates include:

 If a private copy of BACKUP is referenced in ADD SYNCFILESET, verify 
that it exists on the new system. Update the location of the private copy of 
BACKUP in the infou command file, if it is not in the same location on the 
new system.

 If exclude files are referenced in ADD SYNCFILESET, verify that they exist 
on the new system. Update their entries to reflect the new names of 
excluded files.

 If mapnames files are referenced in ADD SYNCFILESET, verify that they 
exist on destination system and update their entries to reflect the new 
mappings between source and destination. 

 Validate the information collected in inggguu for accuracy and 
completeness. 

 Log on as the syncuser and use the corresponding inggguuu file as a 
command file to configure the syncfilesets for this syncuser.

8. Test the new installation:

 Validate the new configuration using the INFO GLOBAL, INFO SYNCUSER 
and INFO SYNCFILESET commands.

 Proceed with your usual testing suites, using one time syncs, the REPORT 
command and activating syncfilesets progressively.
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System
Migration Steps for an AutoSYNC Destination System

On the Existing Source System

Moving a destination system requires updates to the syncfileset definitions on the 
source system.

1. Capture the syncfileset configuration information for each syncuser as described in 
Steps 4 described in paragraph On the Existing Source System on page A-16 
above.

2. From the captured output, create ALTER SYNCFILESET command files to make 
the necessary updates to the syncfileset configurations:

 To retarget the synchronizations to the new system and file names.

 If synchronization is done over a TCP/IP connection, to update the host name 
or IP address of the destination.

On the Existing Destination System

1. If triggers on the source system invoke or reference macros, scripts or programs 
on the existing destination system, move the files to the new system. See 
examples 2 and 5 in Examples on page 6-4 for cases where on the destination 
system are used in the execution of a trigger.

2. If a private copy of RESTORE is used by the destination sync process, move the 
private copy of RESTORE to the appropriate location on the new destination 
system.

3. Move mapnames files that reside on the existing destination system to the new 
destination system, in the correct location and update their content to reflect the 
new mappings between source and destination.

On the New Destination System

1. Perform Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3 described in paragraph On the New Source 
System on page A-16 above. 

2. Test the new installation:

From the source system, use one-time syncs, the REPORT command and activate 
your syncfilesets progressively.
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B Problem Resolution

This appendix discusses how to diagnose AutoSYNC problems, how to use the tools 
and how to report problems.

The topics covered are:

Common Security Problems

Troubleshooting Tools

Submitting Problems

Common Security Problems
Security related problems are common when first configuring AutoSYNC and 
performing synchronizations. Security rules enforced by SafeGuard and Guardian must 
be taken into consideration when planning and installing AutoSYNC.

Users synchronizing files or configuring AutoSYNC must be granted proper local and 
remote access privileges, and conversely, synchronizations can only be performed by 
authorized (trusted) users.

This subsection discusses some possible causes and remedies for common security 
problems.

One-time Synchronization Problems

Scheduled Synchronization Problems

Errors replacing destination files

Errors executing triggers

Configuration Problems

One-time Synchronization Problems

A synchronization process does not start

 Verify that the remote passwords for this user ID are set correctly between the 
source and remote destination system. This can easily be tested from a TACL 
prompt with utilities such as FUP.

 Try to start the source and the destination ASYSYNC process at the TACL prompt. 
If you cannot start these processes, Autosync running as this user ID will not be 
able to start the synchronization processes.
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Scheduled Synchronization Problems

The source synchronization process creation fails with 
security violation

 Verify that the ASYSYNCP object file in the source product subvolume is 
PROGID’ed to the Authorizer.

 Verify that the Authorizer has permission to log down to the sync user ID. If not, 
make ASYSYNCP callable, to bypass the restriction. See Bypassing Disabled Log 
Down on page 4-7 for details.

The destination synchronization process creation fails with 
a security violation

 Verify that the syncuser’s remote passwords has been set correctly between the 
source and remote destination system. 

 Is a SAFEGUARD ALIAS being used? If so, verify that the remote passwords have 
been correctly set for the ALIAS.

The destination synchronization process starts but fails to 
log down to the sync user ID

 Verify that the Authorizer has permission to log down to the SYNCUSER ID without 
specifying a password. If not, make ASYSYNCP callable to bypass the restriction. 
See Bypassing Disabled Log Down on page 4-7 for details.

Errors replacing destination files

The following apply to both one-time and scheduled synchronizations: 

 Verify that this user has purge authority on destination files. AutoSYNC cannot 
replace files if they cannot be purged by this user. In fact, setting purge security to 
“-” on the destination implicitly excludes the file from synchronization, as shown by 
the REPORT command.

 Verify security settings for the destination file set. If security is restricted to local 
users only, ASYSYNC (or ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP) on the 
destination system can be made callable to operate as a local process. See 
Running the Destination Synchronization Process as a Local Process on 
page 3-21 for configuration instructions.

 Verify that there are no SAFEGUARD volume or subvolume settings that prevent 
creating the destination files.

 Use FUP DUP to move a few files from the source to the destination. If the FUP 
DUP operation succeeds, the synchronization will succeed.
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Synchronization of OSS files fails with error 4001 or error 
4013.

 Check the owner of the source file. If the user is not the owner of the source file, 
only SUPER.SUPER can synchronize the file or directory. Moreover, if the 
destination is on a remote system, the remote synchronization process must be 
configured to run as a local process. See Running the Destination Synchronization 
Process as a Local Process on page 3-21 for configuration instructions.

Errors executing triggers

 Verify that the user has sufficient privileges to execute the trigger commands on 
the destination. Before configuring a trigger, log on as the user on the source 
system and run the trigger commands from a TACL prompt.

 Does the Authorizer have permission to log down to the user without specifying a 
password? 

Configuration Problems

SYNCUSER configuration changes

 Verify that the ownership of the MAPDB table SYNCUSER is set correctly. The 
AUTHORIZE command sets the security of the SYNCUSER table, so to add, alter 
or delete a syncuser, the user ID performing the operation must be the 
ADMINISTRATOR or AUTHORIZER.

 Verify that each configured syncuser has the correct permissions to access the log 
file SLgggnnn in the MapDB subvolume. The log file functions are discussed in 
paragraph Synchronization Logs below. Both source and destination 
synchronization processes running on behalf of a syncuser must have write access 
to the log file. If a sync process cannot access the log file, it attempts to report the 
problem to the EMS log. In the case of a destination process, the error is reported 
in the EMS log on the destination system. If it has no place to report a problem the 
sync process abends.

Configuring scheduled synchronization

 Verify that the user ID performing this operation is configured as a SYNCUSER. 
The SYNCUSER is added by the AUTHORIZER or ADMINISTRATOR.

 Remote passwords must be setup correctly for each SYNCUSER to allow access 
between the source and destination system.

 Verify that the ownership of the MAPDB table SFggguuu is set correctly. The owner 
of the SFggguuu table must be the syncuser.
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 As mentioned in the paragraph above, verify that the MapDB log file SLgggnnn is 
secured to allow write access from both source and destination synchronization 
processes.

Troubleshooting Tools
AUTOSYNC Commands

Synchronization Logs

Events in the EMS Log

AutoSYNC Tracing

AUTOSYNC Commands

Checking the Environment

The overall processing environment can be checked using the CI command ENV. It 
displays the names of the current MapDB and SysDB, along with the Guardian OS 
RVU, the serial number of the NonStop system, and so on.

Checking the Configuration

To list the values of system wide parameters, use INFO GLOBALS. To change any 
global parameter, use ALTER GLOBAL.

To verify the parameters set for one or all syncusers, use INFO SYNCUSER. To 
display the attributes of one or all syncfilesets, use INFO SYNCFILESET.

Checking Status of Synchronizations

To display state of source sync processes that are active, use STATUS SYNC. For 
example, is a synchronization appears to be running slow, you can issue STATUS 
SYNC DETAIL at periodic intervals and follow the progress of the synchronization by 
checking the changes in the bytes transferred count.

Synchronization Logs

Scheduled Synchronizations

AutoSYNC logs the output of scheduled synchronizations, in MapDB file SLggguuu 
(where ggguuu is the user ID of the syncuser). Each log record contains:

 A timestamp in the format yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.cc

 The source-system name (Expand node name)

 The batchID for the syncfileset
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 A character identifying the process that logged the entry:

 C— AutoSYNC configuration changes

 s— ASYSYNC-S - source system

 d— ASYSYNC-D - destination system

 t— trigger command output

 b— BACKUP

 r— RESTORE

 p— Report output line

 A text message

If the synchronization is over EXPAND, both source and destination synchronization 
processes open the log file on the source system and write their respective messages 
into the log file. 

If the synchronization is over TCP/IP, only the source synchronization process opens 
the log file. The destination synchronization process sends its messages to the source 
synchronization process. The source synchronization process then writes its own 
messages and the messages from the destination into the log.

To view the output of scheduled synchronizations, use the LOG option of the INFO 
SYNCFILESET command. In the following example, a full file set has been 
synchronized. Two of the files in the syncfileset set are licensed and the RESTORE 
process started by AutoSYNC on the destination node issues a warning that the 
license is revoked by the operation. 
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Autosync 1? info syncf 2,log last 1;
Autosync User: 100,1 (sysman.user1)

ID  Source fileset          Destination fileset              Batch Intvl
--- ------------------------ --------------------------------- ----- -----
  2 $DATA.STUFF*             \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.*            0        2

Log Starting Time: 2001-02-09 14:46:53.301
  r File Mode RESTORE Program - T9074D46 (15DEC97)
  r Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1981-1997
  b BACKUP Program - T9074D46 (01MAY2000) (AEF)
  b Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1981-2000
  b $Y8740.#BACKUP,(
  b   \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.ALLBIG
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.ASYNDEF
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.BUILD
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.DSAPIN
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG1
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG2
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG3
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG4
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG5
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.PROG6
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.REALBIG
  b , \SYSA.$DATA.STUFF.XEXITO
  b ),BLOCKSIZE 28,PAGELENGTH 0
  b Drives: ($Y8740.#BACKUP)
  b System: \SYSA  Operating System: D45  Tape Version: 3
  b Backup options:NO AUDITED, BLOCKSIZE 28, NO IGNORE, NO OPEN,PARTONLY 
OFF,
  b                 INDEXES IMPLICIT
  b *WARNING-7033* This tape can only be restored with TNS/II RESTORE(B41, 
C00
  b                 later).
  b *WARNING-7147*  Files created and stored via OSS will not be backed 
up.
  r Drives: ($Y2666.#RESTORE)
  r System: \SYSA  Operating System: D45  Tape Version: 3
  r Backup options:NO AUDITED, BLOCKSIZE 28, NO IGNORE, NO OPEN, PARTONLY 
OFF,
  r                 INDEXES IMPLICIT
  r Restore time: 9Feb2001 15:08  Backup time:  9Feb2001 14:46           
Page:
  r Tape: 1     Code             EOF      Last modif   Owner RWEP   Type   
Rec
  r $DATA.STUFF
  r  ALLBIG      *WARNING-7007*  Privileged license turned off.
  b Summary Information
  b Files dumped = 12  Files not dumped = 0
  r  REALBIG     *WARNING-7007*  Privileged license turned off.
  r Summary Information
  r Disk related warnings = 2  Disk related errors = 0
  r Files restored = 12  Files not restored = 0
  s Fileset $PRPC.JCORB.* has been synchronized to \WAVE.$PRPC.JUNKME2.*.
  s File counts:
  s       Fileset     To Move     Updated  Not BackedUp Not Restored
  s           12          12          12           0           0
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One-Time Synchronizations

One-time synchronizations are launched using the SYNCHRONIZE command. 
AUTOSYNC logs the output of a such synchronizations in a temporary log file that is 
purged after the synchronization has completed. To retain the log file, use the 
LOGFILE option of the SYNCHRONIZE command. The format and content of the log 
file are identical to the SLggguuu log for scheduled synchronizations.

To view the log file, use the COPY command in AUTOSYNC or in FUP.

In the following example, the file selected for synchronization was not accepted by 
BACKUP because the destination ASYSYNC process failed:

Autosync 2? copy logsampl,,fold;
2001-02-09 16:01:28.454\SYSB   0    s Starting SYNCfset $DATA.STUFF.*
2001-02-09 16:01:30.185\SYSB   0    r File Mode RESTORE Program - T9074D46 (15DE
C97)
2001-02-09 16:01:30.213\SYSB   0    r Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 19
81-1997
2001-02-09 16:01:31.124\SYSB   0    b BACKUP Program - T9074D46 (01MAY2000) (AEF
)
2001-02-09 16:01:31.127\SYSB   0    b Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 19
81-2000
2001-02-09 16:01:31.563\SYSB   0    b $Y9197.#BACKUP,(
2001-02-09 16:01:31.618\SYSB   0    b   \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.AAINDEX
2001-02-09 16:01:31.798\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.COBOBJ1
2001-02-09 16:01:31.871\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.COBOBJ2
2001-02-09 16:01:31.907\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.COBOBJ3
2001-02-09 16:01:31.910\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.DUPOBJ
2001-02-09 16:01:31.913\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.TALOBJ1
2001-02-09 16:01:31.916\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.TALOBJ2
2001-02-09 16:01:31.918\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.TALOBJ3
2001-02-09 16:01:31.922\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.XFIXIBJ
2001-02-09 16:01:31.925\SYSB   0    b , \SYSB.$DATA.STUFF.YFIXOBJ
2001-02-09 16:01:31.959\SYSB   0    b ),BLOCKSIZE 28,PAGELENGTH 0
2001-02-09 16:01:32.773\SYSB   0    b Drives: ($Y9197.#BACKUP)
2001-02-09 16:01:32.776\SYSB   0    b System: \FOXII  Operating System: D45  Tap
e Version: 3
2001-02-09 16:01:32.798\SYSB   0    b Backup options:  NO AUDITED, BLOCKSIZE 28,
 NO IGNORE, NO OPEN, PARTONLY OFF,
2001-02-09 16:01:32.801\SYSB   0    b                 INDEXES IMPLICIT
2001-02-09 16:01:32.803\SYSB   0    b *WARNING-7033*  This tape can only be rest
ored with TNS/II RESTORE (B41, C00 or
2001-02-09 16:01:32.806\SYSB   0    b                 later).
2001-02-09 16:01:32.824\SYSB   0    b *WARNING-7147*  Files created and stored v
ia OSS will not be backed up.
2001-02-09 16:01:33.662\SYSB   0    s
2001-02-09 16:01:33.663\SYSB   0    s * Error 16 * File error 201 on WRITE to fi
le \SYSB.$SYSTEM.AUTOSYNC.ASYSYNC.
--- 88 records transferred.                                                           
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Events in the EMS Log

The AutoSYNC monitor and the synchronization processes report informational and 
critical events to the EMS log on the source system. The Monitor events are sent to the 
Monitor’s home terminal. To direct all AutoSYNC events (from ASYSYNC processes 
and the Monitor) to the same collector, configure the Monitor’s home terminal to the 
local collector.

The events logged are the following:

 Synchronization process START and STOP messages

 Monitor START and STOP messages

 Configuration changes made by the administrator to a syncfileset or a batchid

 Exception and error conditions

You can tailor the generation of EMS events to the requirements of individual 
syncusers:

 To generate EMS events when file access errors occur during a synchronization 
(for example, error 48 or error 45), set the syncuser option EMSFILEEVENTS. The 
EMS message displays the name of the log file SLggguuu, the key of the log 
record, the SYNCfileset ID, the file error and the filename portion of the file. You 
can then refer to the log file for details. 

 To generate an EMS event if a syncfileset was synchronized to completion but 
contained files that were not synchronized, set the syncuser option 
EMSFILENOTSYNCED. This event does not necessarily signal an error condition; 
for example, in a syncfileset configured with OPENUPDATE, a file will not be 
synchronized if it was being updated during the synchronization.

 To suppress informational messages such as synchronization START and STOP 
messages and configuration changes, set the syncuser option or global parameter 
EMSSUPPRESS. To suppress these optional messages for synchronizations done 
over TCP/IP, set the global EMSSUPPRESS on both the source and destination 
systems, instead of setting the SYNCUSER option.

Note that EMSUPPRESS overrides both EMSFILENOTSYNCED and 
EMSFILEEVENTS. See command ALTER SYNCUSER for details on how to set these 
options.

As mentioned above, both the destination and the source sync processes normally log 
events to the source EMS collector. But if the destination sync process cannot access 
the SLggguuu log file or the EMS log on the source system (because of a security error 
for example), the destination sync process will log an event to the destination EMS 
collector to report the error.

The default EMS collector is $0. To send events to an alternate collector, change the 
EMSCOLLECTOR global parameter value. See the AUTOSYNC command ALTER 
GLOBAL for a description of global parameters and details about changing them.
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AutoSYNC Tracing

For cases where a problem is not diagnosed by looking at the synchronization log, 
support personnel may request that the synchronization sessions be traced.

Tracing is enabled for all syncfilesets belonging to a syncuser. To start tracing, use the 
TRACE option of the ALTER SYNCUSER command. The syncuser must be 
suspended and re-activated to start tracing.

Tracing generates a large amount of data. It is recommended tracing be used for a 
specific syncfileset only by suspending the remaining syncfilesets.

In both one time and scheduled synchronizations, the output of the trace is written to 
the synchronization log file. Every operation performed by the sending and receiving 
ASYSYNC process is recorded in the trace. To differentiate trace entries from regular 
log entries, the identifying letters s (source), d (destination), b (backup), r (restore) are 
followed by a (“-”) as follows

 s- ASYSYNC-S — source system

 d- ASYSYNC-D — destination system
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The following example traces a synchronization attempt where no files require 
synchronization.

Submitting Problems
To report a problem please collect supporting data and contact HP Support.

Autosync 3? info syncf 1,log last 1;
Autosync User: 100,1 (SYSMAN.USER1)

ID   Source fileset           Destination fileset              Batch Intvl
---- ------------------------- --------------------------------- ----- ---
   1 $DATA2.STUFF.*             \SYSB.$DATA2.STUFF.*             "JC"    1

Log Starting Time: 2001-02-09 16:39:11.373
  s-PROCESS_CREATE_(\SYSB.$DATA2.JCC153.ASYSYNC,\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817)
  s-FILE_OPEN_(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#INITCMD:3/NW)
  s-WRITEX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#INITCMD:3) Nowait
  d-REPLYX(0,0)
  s-AWAITIOX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#INITCMD:3)
  s-FILE_CLOSE_(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#INITCMD:3) Nowait
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  d-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,4,0)  System Message(CLOSE), Sender: \SYSA.$Y9232 
(8,14
  d-REPLYX(0,0)
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  d-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,99,0)  System Message(OPEN, Qual: #SYNC), Sender: 
\SYSA
  d-REPLYX(4,0)
  s-FILE_OPEN_(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNCCMD:3/NW)
  s-WRITEREADX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNC:3,270) Nowait
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  d-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,340,0) Sender: \SYSA.$Y9232 (8,149) 
Driver(Fileset)
  s-AWAITIOX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNC:3,72) Remote(Fileset)
  d-REPLYX(72,0)
  s-WRITEREADX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNC:3,0) Nowait
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  d-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,70,0) Sender: \SYSA.$Y9232 (8,149) Driver(Stop)
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  s-AWAITIOX(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNC:3,70) Remote(STOP)
  d-REPLYX(70,0)
  s-FILE_CLOSE_(\SYSB.$Y2769:24726817.#SYNC:3) Nowait
  d-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,4,0)  System Message(CLOSE), Sender: \SYSA.$Y9232 
(8,14
  d-REPLYX(0,0)
  d-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  s-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40
  d-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40
  d-PROCESS_STOP_($Y2769) Error 1000
  d-*** Stop Trace ***
  d-Program: \SYSB.$SYSTEM.AUOSYNC.ASYSYNC($Y2769), Term $0
  s-AWAITIOX($RECEIVE:0,210,0)  System Message(Process ,*Error* 
stopped,CC:1000)
  s-REPLYX(0,0)
  s-READUPDATEX($RECEIVE:0) Nowait
  s No moves required to synchronize $DATA2.STUFF.* to 
\SYSB.$DATA2.STUFF.*.
  s-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40
  s-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40
  s-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40
  s-AWAITIOX(:-1) Error 40                                                      
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AutoSYNC Component Failures

When the monitor process, AUTOSYNCCI or a synchronization process abend, they 
produce a saveabend file. The monitor displays a message on its hometerm or the 
configured EMS collector process and the command interpreter displays a message on 
its out file.

Please send the following information with your problem report:

 A description of the problem

 The saveabend file

 The text of the message displayed on the hometerm or out file 

 A VPROC listing of the failing ASYMON or AUTOSYNC object file

If an AUTOSYNC command does not produce accurate results, please send the 
following:

 The text of the command

 A description of the problem

 Any information necessary to re-create the problem behavior

When the log does not yield sufficient diagnostic information, trace the synchronization 
using the combined TRACE and LOGFILE options of the SYNCHRONIZE command 
and send the output along with other supporting data.

Scheduled Synchronization Failures

If the synchronization fails without evidence of a process failure, you can narrow down 
the cause of the failure by attempting to synchronize the failing file set using the SYNC 
command, and specifying the same synchronization options as the configured 
syncfileset. One-time synchronization failures are easier to troubleshoot than 
scheduled synchronizations. If the one-time sync succeeds, it greatly reduces the 
areas of investigation.

The REPORT command is also a useful tool in pinpointing the source of errors or 
failures, because much of the synchronization processing is executed without actually 
moving any files.

Finally to report a problem with a scheduled synchronization, please send the following 
with your problem report:

 A description of the problem

 The result of the one-time SYNC that was attempted

 The syncfileset information (use the INFO SYNCFILESET command with the 
DETAIL option)

 The text of the message logged to the EMS collector
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 The log of the synchronization, either by PAKíng the log file (SLnnnggg) or by 
sending the output of the INFO SYNCF fset-ID, LOG command

 A VPROC listing of the ASYSYNC(P) process

When the log does not yield sufficient diagnostic information, trace the syncfileset and 
send the trace along with the remaining supporting data. 

It is also possible you will be asked by support to abend the synchronization process to 
capture the internal structures of the process. When a ASYSYNC(P) process abends, 
it produces a saveabend file and writes a stack trace to the EMS log through the 
monitor process. In all these cases, send the saveabend file along with the information 
listed above.
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C Examples

These examples are intended to assist you in becoming acquainted with the use of the 
AutoSYNC product. These examples assume that the product has been successfully 
installed, licensed and that the monitor process is running.

One-Time Synchronization

Guardian file set

SYNCHRONIZE the source file set $DATA.JOJOX*.* to the destination file set 
\DEST.$DATA.*.* specifying that extra files and subvolumes in the destination are to be 
purged and that files with different modification timestamp are to be synchronized. 
Note that there is a file in the destination file set that cannot be purged. AutoSYNC 
reports the error and continues: 

AutoSYNC 1?SYNC $data.jojox*.* TO \dest.$data.*.*, TIMEEXACT, SUBVOLPURGE, 
PURGE;

Starting  SYNCfset $DATA.JOJOX*.*
* Error 26 * File error 48 on PURGE of $DATA.JOJOXX.AXIN.
-- file set $DATA.JOJOX*.* has been synchronized to \SIERRA.$DATA.*.*.
File counts:                                          -----Errors-----
   Fileset  Selected    Synced    Purged  Excluded    Backup   Restore
        16        16        16         9         0         0         0

------------- Summary of errors by AutoSYNC processes -------------

*** Errors/warnings generated by the destination ASYSYNC process

* Error 26 * File error 48 on PURGE of $APTOS.JOJOXX.AXIN.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXX.AXIN2 purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXX.EDIT purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXX.X purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.SLEAP purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.SQLCOMP purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.TALEXSRC purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.TRACE purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.TREK purged.
Destination file $DATA.JOJOXXX.TSTRANG purged.
--- SYNCHRONIZE completed with errors.
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OSS file set

To synchronize the local directory tree home/dev/jojo to the destination node NSK2:i

AutoSYNC 10? sync /home/dev/jojo to /E/NSK2/home/dev/jojo, timeexact;

Starting  SYNCfset /home/dev/jojo
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/
  (
   .sh_history
   jojofile1
   jojofile2
   simplefile1
  )
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/jojofiles/
  (
   simplefile1
   simplefile2
   simplefile3
  )
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/jojosyl/
  (
   sylfile1
   sylfile2
   target
   targetsyl
   targetx
   targetxx
  )
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/jojotree1/
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/jojotree1/jojotree1a/
  (
   tree1afile1
   tree1afile2
   tree1afile3
  )
Source Directory: /home/dev/jojo/jojotree1/jojotree1b/
  (
   tree1bfile1
   tree1bfile2
   tree1bfile3
  )
-- Fileset
--   /home/dev/jojo/
-- has been synchronized to
--   /E/NSK2/home/dev/jojo/.
Directory count: 2
File counts:                                          -----Errors-----
   Fileset  Selected    Synced    Purged  Excluded    Backup   Restore
        20        19        19         0         0         0         0
--- SYNCHRONIZE completed successfully.
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Scheduled Synchronization

Single-User Environment

In the single-user AutoSYNC environment, you install and configure AutoSYNC. The 
following commands show how to configure a single-user scheduled synchronization:

Autosync 1? ADD SYNCUSER 110,125, MAXPRIORITY 130;

--- MapDB table $F08.ASYMAPDB.SF110125 created.
--- MapDB table $F08.ASYMAPDB.SL110125 created.
--- AutoSYNC user 110,125 (OPER.JOE) added.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 2?  INFO SYNCUser 110,125, DETAIL;

AutoSYNC User:             110,125 (OPER.JOE)
Suspended:                 No
Maximum Priority:          130
CPUs:
Tracing:                   Off
Backup Program:
Restore Program:

Autosync 3? ADD SYNCFileset $DATA.GROUP0.* TO \PROD.$DATA.GROUP0.*, SUSPEND;

--- AutoSYNC fileset $DATA.GROUP0.* added, ID = 0.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 4? ADD SYNCFileset $DATA.GROUP1.* TO \PROD.$DATA.GROUP1.*,INTERVAL 
60;

--- AutoSYNC fileset $DATA.GROUP1.* added, ID = 1.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 5? INFO SYNCFILESET;

AutoSYNC User: 110,125 (OPER.JOE)

ID   Source fileset      Destination fileset            Batch Intvl
---- -------------------- ------------------------------- ----- -----
   0 $DATA.GROUP0.*       \PROD.$DATA.GROUP0.*             0     Suspended
   1 $DATA.GROUP1.*       \PROD.$DATA.GROUP1.*             0        60

Autosync 6? STATUS AUTOSYNC, USER 110,125, DETAIL;

SYNCuser                    Dest Node  BatchID  ASYSYNC Process
--------------------------  ---------  -------  ---------------------------
110,125 (OPER.JOE)          \PROD      0        $Y1131 (3,34)

Autosync 7? ACTIVATE SYNCFileset 0;

SYNCfset fsetID 0 for user 110,125 has been activated.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

(continued on the next page)
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Multiple-User Environment

In the multiple-user environment, the AUTHORIZER (usually the SUPER user, or 
group manager) authorizes AutoSYNC and assigns an ADMINISTRATOR, who in turn 
adds SYNCUSERs to manage the syncfilesets. The following commands show how to 

Autosync 8? DELETE SYNCFileset 1;

--- AutoSYNC fileset ID 1 deleted.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 9? INFO SYNCFileset;

AutoSYNC User: 110,125 (OPER.JOE)

ID   Source fileset           Destination fileset              Batch Intvl
---- ------------------------- --------------------------------- ----- -----
   0 $DATA.GROUP0.*            \PROD.$DATA.GROUP0.*              0         5

Autosync 10? STATUS SYNC;

SYNCuser: 110,255 (OPER.MGR)  BatchID: 0  Dest: \PROD
Process: $Y1131 (3,34)
ID   Source: \REAL              Destination: \PROD         Next SYNC time
---- -------------------------- -------------------------- -----------------
0    $DATA.GROUP0.*             $DATA.GROUP0.*              7/16/01 13:10:09

Autosync 11? SUSPEND SYNCFileset *;

SYNCfset settings for user 110,125 have been suspended.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 12? SUSPEND SYNCUser 110,125;

--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.
The Autosync user 110,125 has been suspended.
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configure a multiple-user environment where SUPER.SUPER is the AUTHORIZER. 
After logging on as SUPER.SUPER:

Autosync 1? AUTHORIZE AUTOSYNC, ADMINistrator 110,255;

User 110,255 (OPER.MGR) has been authorized as AutoSYNC administrator.
The AutoSYNC monitor process must be started by user 255,255 (SUPER.SUPER).
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Log on as OPER.MGR:

Autosync 2? ADD SYNCUSER OPER.JOE, PRIORITY 140;

--- MapDB table $F08.ASYMAPDB.SF110125 created.
--- MapDB table $F08.ASYMAPDB.SL110125 created.
--- AutoSYNC user 110,125 (OPER.JOE) added.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Log on as OPER.JOE:

Autosync 3? ADD SYNCFileset $BILL.MYFILES.* TO \DEST.$DATA.BKUPFILE.*,
          START 23:00:00;

--- AutoSYNC fileset $BILL.MYFILES.* added, ID = 0.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 4? ALTER SYNCFileset 0, NO START, INTERVAL 120, SUSPEND;

--- AutoSYNC fileset ID 0 updated.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

Autosync 5? ACTIVATE SYNCFileset 0;

SYNCfset fsetID 0 for user 110,125 has been activated.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.

(continued on the next page)
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Autosync 7? INFO SYNCFileset 0, DETAIL;

AutoSYNC User:             110,125 (OPER.JOE)
SyncID:                    0
Source fileset:           $DATA.GROUP1.*
Destination fileset:      \PROD.$DATA.GROUP1.*
BatchID:                   0
Synchronization Interval:  0:05:00 (hh:mm:sec)
Start Time:                9:45:00
Stop Time:                 10:00:00
Priority:
Rate:
Purge:                     Off
Compress:                  Dynamic
Suspended:                 No
ZZinclude:                 Off
Timeexact:                 Off
Renameopen:                Off
Listall:                   Off
Network Secure:            On
Destination File Owner:
Destination File Security:
AutoCreate Catalog:        No
Catalog:
Backup Program:
Restore Program:

Autosync 8? STATUS AUTOSYNC;

The AutoSYNC authorizer is 110,255 (OPER.MGR)

Current ASYSYNC processes: 1
Total ASYSYNC processes:   1
Maximum ASYSYNC processes: 1

Autosync 9? STATUS SYNC, USER 110,125;

AUTOSYNC responds with:

SYNCuser: 110,125 (OPER.JOE)  BatchID: 0  Dest: \PROD
Process: $Y1105 (3,22)
ID   Source: \REAL              Destination: \PROD         Next SYNC time
---- -------------------------- -------------------------- -----------------
0    $DATA.GROUP0.*             $DATA.GROUP0.*              7/17/01 09:45:00

Autosync 14? SUSPEND SYNCFileset 0;

AUTOSYNC responds with:

SYNCfset fsetID 0 for user 110,125 has been suspended.
--- Monitor $ZASY cache refreshed.
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D Error Messages

This appendix describes the EMS messages generated by AutoSYNC. In each 
message description, the following information appears:

 Message number

 Message text

 Cause—the condition or error that produced the message

 Effect—the effect of the condition or error on the system

 Recovery—the steps required to recover from a reported error

The event descriptions are organized as follows:

Informational messages

Critical event messages

Informational messages

100

Cause. The monitor process is initializing itself.

Effect. The monitor process is not ready to service requests until initialization is 
completed.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

101

Cause. The monitor process has completed initialization.

Effect. The monitor is ready to service requests.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

102 

Cause. The monitor process is stopping due to a user request. The EMS message 
identifies the user that made the request.

Monitor initialization

Monitor started

Monitor stopped
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Effect.  The monitor stops.

Recovery.  Restart the monitor.

103 

Cause. The monitor primary process or its CPU has failed.

Effect. The monitor backup process has taken over. The monitor is ready to service 
requests.

Recovery. Informational message. No action is required.

104 

Cause. The monitor primary process has created a backup process.

Effect. The monitor process is fault tolerant.

Recovery. Informational message. No action is required.

105 

Cause. The monitor backup process has failed.

Effect. The monitor primary process continues operation, but, the monitor process is 
not fault tolerant.

Recovery. Determine the cause of the failure. If the cause can be corrected, use the 
MONITOR BACKUPCPU command to start the backup process.

106 

Cause. The monitor process failed to initialize itself.

Effect. The monitor process abends. Application processes can still be executed, but, 
no services will be provided and processes may fail if they require those services.

Recovery. Report the error information to product support.

Monitor takeover

Monitor backup created

Monitor backup failed

Monitor initialization failed
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107 

Cause. The monitor process has displayed status information.

Effect. Status information is placed in the EMS log.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

108 

Cause. The monitor process has started an ASYSYNC process to perform AutoSYNC 
synchronization. The message contains the user id that configured the 
synchronization, the destination node, and the process name.

Effect. AutoSYNC processing for the specified user ID is active.

Recovery.  Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

109 

Cause. An ASYSYNC process has stopped.

Effect. AutoSYNC processing for the specified user id is not active.

Recovery. This usually occurs when a user has deleted a SYNCFileset. No action is 
required.

110 

Cause. An ASYSYNC process abended.

Effect. A configured synchronization is not being performed.

Recovery. Check the log of the SYNC user for further information.

Monitor status info

Monitor started ASYSYNC process

ASYSYNC process stopped

ASYSYNC process abended
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111 

Cause. An ASYSYNC process has stopped or abended, but no process-stop 
message was received. This may be caused by a CPU failure.

Effect. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

Recovery. No action is required. The ASYSYNC process is restarted automatically.

112 

Cause. Cached configuration information has been refreshed from the MapDB tables.

Effect. The current configuration information is available on request to the monitor.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

113 

Cause. The USER_AUTHENTICATE_ procedure failed to allow changing the process 
access id to another user through a log down.

Effect. Scheduled synchronizations for users other than the AutoSYNC authorizer will 
fail.

Recovery. Configure all synchronizations under the AutoSYNC authorizer, or consult 
the AutoSYNC documentation for various remedies to enable multiple users to 
schedule synchronizations.

114 

Cause.  A AutoSYNC user is not authorized. The AutoSYNC authorizer is neither the 
Super user, the group manager, nor the user.

Effect. No scheduled synchronizations will be performed for the user.

Recovery. A AutoSYNC authorizer with sufficient authority should issue the 
AUTHORIZE command as described in the installation procedures. Alternatively, 
another user id should be used to configure the SYNCFileset.

ASYSYNC process lost

Monitor cache refreshed

AutoSYNC log down failed

AutoSYNC user not authorized
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115 

Cause. The monitor process has attempted to start an ASYSYNC process to perform 
AutoSYNC synchronization, but the operation failed. The message contains 
PROCESS_CREATE_ error and error detail code.

Effect. AutoSYNC processing for the specified user id is not active.

Recovery. Correct the cause of the failure and the process will be restarted 
automatically.

120

Cause. The monitor process has started an ASYSYNC process through TCP/IP to 
perform AutoSYNC synchronization. The message contains the process name.

Effect. An ASYSYNC process performs the configured synchronizations.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

121

Cause. The monitor process has attempted to start a remote destination ASYSYNC 
process through TCP/IP to perform AutoSYNC synchronization, but the operation 
failed. The message contains PROCESS_CREATE_ error and error detail code.

Effect. AutoSYNC processing for the specified destination system is not active.

Recovery. Correct the cause of the failure and the process will be restarted 
automatically.

122 

Cause. A file error occurred while synchronizing a file. 

Effect. The file is not synchronized and the error is reported in the log. The remaining 
files in the fset-ID are synchronized.

Recovery. An EMS message displays the name of the logfile SLggguuu, the key of 
the log record, the SYNCfileset ID, the file error and the filename portion of the file. The 
user should then refer to the log file for details.

ASYSYNC process failed

ASYSYNC process started via TCP/IP

ASYSYNC TCP/IP remote process creation failure

File Event Occurred
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123

Cause. An ASYSYNC process performed the TRIGGER option; it started a TACL 
process or an OSS shell passing the trigger command. TACL or the OSS shell 
abended. The message contains the user ID, destination node name, BATCHID, the 
file-set ID, or a -1 if not available and an the error text or the error and error detail 
code. 

Effect. Effect. The file for which the trigger was executed is deleted and the old 
destination file if it existed is restored into the destination location. The remaining files 
in the file set are synchronized.

Recovery. An EMS message displays the name of the logfile SLggguuu, the key of 
the log record, the SYNCfileset ID, the file error, and the filename portion of the file. 
The user should then refer to the logfile for details.

124

Cause. The USER_AUTHENTICATE_ procedure failed to change the destination     
ASYSYNC (or ASYSYNCP if synchronizing over TCP/IP) process state from a remote 
to a local process.

Effect. The destination ASYSYNC process will abend.

Recovery. Set up the destination ASYSYNC object to allow local logon, which 
requires making the procedure CALLABLE^LOCAL^LOGON callable and to license 
and possibly PROGID the destination ASYSYNC object.

125

Cause. One or multiple files could not been synced during this synchronization.

Effect. One or more files were not synchronized; there may or may not be an error 
associated with this; any error would be reported in the logfile. The remaining files in 
the fset-ID are synchronized.

Recovery. An EMS message displays the name of the logfile SLggguuu, the key of 
the log record, the fset-ID and the batch-ID. The user should then refer to the log file 
for details.

Trigger TACL or OSS shell process abended

Local Logon Denied

One or multiple files not synchronized. 
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142 

Cause. Configuration could not be accessed from the MapDB tables.

Effect. Configuration information is not available to the monitor; requested services 
will not be performed.

Recovery. Correct the table access problem and issue the MONITOR REFRESH 
NOW command.

143 

Cause. Configuration information in the MapDB tables is inconsistent.

Effect. The configuration information is not available on request to the monitor.

Recovery. Correct the configuration information and issue the MONITOR REFRESH 
NOW command.

200

Cause.  An ASYSYNC process detected an error accessing a SYNC user logfile.

Effect. The error number and the nature of the problem is described in the message.

Recovery. Check the logfile for the SYNC user and correct the access problem.

201 

Cause. An ASYSYNC process logged an error to a SYNC user logfile.

Effect. An ASYSYNC process has failed and a synchronization may not be performed.

Recovery. Check the log of the SYNC user for further information.

204 

Cause. An ASYSYNC process has initialized or updated its file sets.

MAPDB access error

MAPDB inconsistent

ASYSYNC log access error

ASYSYNC logged error

Fileset update
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Effect. The ASYSYNC process performs an updated set of synchronizations.

Recovery. Informational message only; no corrective action is needed.

Critical event messages

402 

Cause. The monitor process has been intentionally abended to produce a saveabend 
file for problem diagnosis.

Effect. The primary monitor process abends. The backup process takes over and 
continues processing.

Recovery. Send the saveabend file to product support.

403

Cause. An operation was attempted, but no license for that service has been installed.

Effect. The operation is rejected.

Recovery. Obtain and install the necessary license.

411 

Cause.  A logic error has been detected by the product.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. Report the error information to product support.

412 

Cause.  An attempt to resize the extended segment failed.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. The error number is provided in the message. Determine the reason for the 
failure and correct it.

Monitor intentionally abended

 Invalid license

Assertion failure

Resize segment error
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413

Cause. An attempt to allocate memory in the extended segment failed.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. Since the product usually resizes the segment to satisfy memory requests, 
this error should not occur. Report this error to product support.

414 

Cause. Allocation of the extended segment failed.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. The error number is provided in the message. Determine the reason for the 
failure and correct it.

419 

Cause. A product component encountered a process trap.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. Report the error information to product support.

423 

Cause.  When an ASYSYNC process starts, it must obtain information from the 
AutoSYNC monitor process on the destination system. This error is generated if it was 
not possible to contact the monitor.

Effect. The synchronization process terminates. No files are synchronized.

Recovery. Start the AutoSYNC monitor on the destination system.

Memory pool allocation error

Allocate segment error

Utility program process trap

Remote monitor down
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432

Cause.  A source or destination ASYSYNC process detected a version mismatch. The 
process that failed and the starting process, either the AutoSYNC monitor or the 
source ASYSYNC process if the destination ASYSYNC process failed, have different 
versions.

Effect. The ASYSYNC process that detected the version mismatch abends.

Recovery. Install the same AutoSYNC version on the source and destination systems. 

433 

Cause. The referenced product is licensed for a maximum number of logical NSK 
processors (MAXCPUS). The number of active processors exceeds the license 
maximum. This message applies to NonStop Integrity servers only.

Effect. Messages are written to the EMS log and to the home terminal.

Recovery. Contact the license manager requesting a valid license with sufficient 
number of logical processors. Please provide your system serial number and order 
number. 

600 

Cause.  An unauthorized user attempted to start the monitor process.

Effect. The monitor process is not started.

Recovery. Start the monitor process with an authorized user id.

701 

Cause.  A required program object file is missing from the product subvolume.

Effect. The process abends.

Recovery. Install the missing object file and re-execute the program.

ASYSYNC version mismatch

System contains more logical processors than permitted by 
license.

Monitor start unauthorized

Product object missing
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